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FOREWORD 

This Bulletin i.s published in furtherance of the purposes of the 
Water Resources Research Act of 196/.. The purpose of the Act is to 
stimulate, sponsor, provide for, and supplement present programs for the 
conduct of research, investigations, experiments, and the training of 
sci entis ts in the Ii e Id of water and resources which a ffec t water. The 
Act i promoti a more adequate national program water resources re
search by furni ng financinl assistance to non-federal research. 

The Act provides for esuiblishment of Water Resources Research 
Institutes or Centers at Universities throughout the Nation. On Septem
ber 1, 1964, a \vater Resources Research Center was established in the 
Graduate School as an interdisciplinary component of the University of 
Minnesota. The Cc'nler has the responsibility for unifyin8 and stimu
lating University water resources research through the administration 
of funds covered in the Act and made available by other sources; coonli
nati.ng University research with water resonrces programs of local, State 
and Federal agencies and private organizations throughout the State; and 
assisting in traini additional scientists for work in the field 
water resources through research. 

This Ilulletin is number 26 in a series of publications designed to 
present iniL)rmation bearing on water resources research in Minnesota and 
the results of some of the research sponsored by the Cent"r. The study 
described is an ecological approacll to the question of water quality in 
Lakes Superior, Michi8an ami Huron. A useful method for e.stablishing 
practical baselines by s of the second tropic leve has been 
demonstrated utilizing transects oJ. water and th,e Continuous 
Plank ton Recorder. 

This Bulletin serves as the Research Pro jec t Technica 1 Comp letion 
Report for OWRR Project No.: A-Oll-Minn.; Annual Allotment Agreement 
No. : 14-01-0001-590, 14-01-0001-793, 14-01-0001-918, 14 -01-0001-1391 and 
14-01-0001-184:3. The title the project is "A Study of the Open Water 
Distribution and Abundance of Net Plankton as an Index of Eutrophication 
in Lake Superior." The principal investigator of the project is T.A. Olson, 
School of Public Health, University of Minnesota. The project began May 15, 
1965 and it was comp leted on June 30, 1969. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of the strategic location and size of the lakes forming the 
St. Lawrence Great Lakes Cbain, tbey must be considered as one of tbe 
great natural resources of tbis continent's middle west. These lakes 
are of both national and international importance as a source water 
and as a major link in national and international commerce. The waters 
of tbese lakes are being utilized to supply major metropolitan complaxes 
throughout the "heart land" of North America. At present, an internation
al plan is being discussed which will supply make-up water from Canada 
to rep len ish the Grea t Lakes. It is intended tha t tbis wi 11 compensate 
for any shortages which may have been brought about by severe demands on 
the part of major metropolitan areas. Such a "Grand Canal Concept", or 
other schemes for water managemen t, may be expec ted to a [feet the qua Ii ty 
of the water. For this reason, it is essential that certain water quality 
base-lines be established as soon as possible if progressive cllanges, such 
as advancing eutrophication, arc to be detected early enough to achieve 
the satisfactory control which is essential to effective management of 
this valuable resource. 

Such base-lines might be chemical, physical, or biological in 
nature, and might be established in a number of ways. For example, one 
could determine tlle wet or dry wei ghts r the standing crop, or determine 
the volume or numbers identified organisms in the standing crop, or 
one could determine photosynthetic rates, the quanti ty l cellular pig
ments, or the metabolic rate expressed as the rate of carbon fixation. 
All of these their practical application, and each,in time,would be 
useful. 

The objective of this particular study is to examine one of the aspects 
of the biological parameters. The ultimate, purpose is to arrive at some 
practical estimation and expression the trophic st.:ltus of the Great 
Lakes as they now exist. While it is possible to make physical and chemi
cal determinations of the l.:lke waters which would allow one to arrive .:It 
an estimaLe, there is also the possibility arriving at the same infor
mation by examination of the biological features of the lake. As previously 
indicated, even in this area there are a number of approaches. The conven
tional methods would probably consist of a series of samples which would 
be ly examined, in one fashion or another, for plankton content; 
or these methods might even consist of chemical determinations of biologic 
activity aimed at an expression of productivity. While this type of analysis 
could be made at the autotrophic level, one could also examine the second 
trophic leve I, the consumers. This is the method wh ich has been adopted 
in lhis study. 

Throughout the report of this investigation, the term "second trophic 
level" has been interpreted as being equivalent to that portion the 
Eltonian Pyramid of Numbers designated as primary consumers. These are 
organi sms that nourish themselves on particulate org.:lnic matter. By defini
tion then, these organisms derive sustenance from detritus (including 
bacteria), as we!. I as from the primary producers, represented by the 
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phytoplankton. For all practical purposes these organisms may be regarded 
as the grazers of this community. Nauwerck (1963) and others have indicated 
that the major pathway of energy transfer is actually other than by grazing 
on the primary producers. His work shows that the major components of the 
diet of zooplankton filter feeders are bacteria and detritus, with phyto
planklers as secondary energy sources, but in any event this term still 
falls within the confines of the above defini tion. 

TI1e second trophic leveL in brief, can be regarded as the collected 
group of grazers of the aquatic environment which feed on the primary 
producers, the algae, in much the same fashion as domestic cattle feed on 
the grasslands of the world. To carry the analogy one step further, if 
one were able to count all the cattle a given area of grassland was able 
to support, a good indirect measure of the productivity of that grassland 
would be obtained, and an adequate comparison with other grasslands of the 
world could be made. This could be achieved with much greater case than 
any attempt, no matter how refined, directed at enumeration of the amount 
of grass growing in the grassland area. 

The procedure adopted in this study involved the use of an instrument, 
the Continuous Plankton Recorder, which is able to gather large amounts of 
data, relative to the second trophic level, in a very short period of time. 
As a result, one part of the water mass of a large body of water can be 
compared with another in the same twenty-four hOUl: period, and one lake in 
the Great Lakes Chain can be compared with another with only a one day 
differential in time. 

The study of the second trophic level, in this instance, involves the 
collection and examination of small crustacean populations and associated 
animal forms. Primary attention was given to the filter feeders, which 
strain out usable food substances in the form of algae, bacteria and 
detri tus from the water pass ing through their fi I tering mechanisms. By 
the simple expedient of towing the Reeorder through the water, a continuous 
progreSSive sampling of the lake was possible and, indirectly, the productivi.
ty of existing water masses could be estimated by means of the types and 
quantities of 7.ooplankton produced. The rationale being, that the more 
fertile waters will produce a greater biomass in terms of microscopic plants, 
and that this, in turn, can be related to an increase in "grazers", such 
as the planktonic crustaceans. 

This concept is clearly an ecological approach to the evaluation of 
water quality. On the basis that a study of this type, dealing with the 
second trophic level alone, can provide a method for establishing practical 
base lines, the authors adopted this procedure for the examination of Lakes 
Superior, Michigan and Huron. 

In implementing this plan, sampling and analysis was undertaken 
in all these lakes to establish existing ecological relationships within 
the second trophic level. The program of sampling involved tows made with 
a Continuous Plankton Recorder. This instrUlllent, developed for oceano· 
graphic studies by the Scottish Marine Biological ASSOciation of Edinburgh, 
Scotland, collects crustaceans and associated animal forms on a continuous 
basis as it is towed through the water. Lake-long transects of the water 
were sampled in this manner. The data which have been accumulated from 
these tows are the basis for this publication. 

2 

Since comprehensive transect studies of the second trophic level had 
never before been attempted, it was the purpose here (1) to obtain base
line information wi th regard to present water quality based on an analysis 
of zooplankton occurrence and distribution in the Great Lakes, (2) to demon
strate the applicability of the Continuous Plankton Recorder to a fresh 
water research program, (3) to determine the value of zooplankters as an 
index of water quality, (4) to acquire information on the "patchiness" of 
distribution of zooplankters in the Great Lakes, and (5) to construct a 
sequence of biogeographical charts of occurrence and distribution based 
on inter-species relationships among the zoopl.ankters. 

Studies of the ecology of the second trophic level arc largely dependent 
on quantitative and qualitative analysis of changes in the standing crop. 
In the past, it has not been easy to arrive at an accurate expression 
the nature of the standing crop. Studies of the oceans of the world have 
demonstrated the hazards inherent in limiting studies to a small area. A 
rapid, comprehensive and continuous sampling program over extensive areas 
of the body of water in question is highly desirable, if not actually 
essential. While a program of this type would require a virtual fleet of 
research vessels (and associated personnel), the Continuous Plankton Recorder, 
utilized in this study, can accomplish the same task from one vessel. At 
the same time, the Recorder method overcomes many of the criticisms directed 
at the ordinary tow-net techniques. TIlis is the method which has been 
adopted in this study. 

3 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

In the vast majority of limnological studies relating to abundance, 
distribution, and density of planktonic constituents, data have been 
acquired by random sampling with a variety of instrument types. The need 
for a continuous record, rather than isolated observations, has long been 
recognized. Required was a method which could effectively present a clear 
picture of irregularity of distribution, variation in density and frequency 
of "planktonic patches". The method should also be able to provide infor
mation on biogeographical distributions of ecologically related groups of 
plankton. In an extensive survey by tow net procedures or vertical 
hauls, it is not possible to place stations as close together as is 
desirable. This is particularly true when maki.ng traverses across vast 
expanses of water. As a supplement to i.ntermittent tow net procedures, it 
seemed deSirable to design an instrument which could be towed at high speeds 
and at required depths below the surface to obtain a mile-per-mile plankton 
transect, thus giving a continuous record of the major changes in composi
tion of plankton along the line of tow. This is the purpose of the Continu
ous Plankton Recorder, devised by Sir Alister Hardy (1926). 

The fo lowing sU!llInary includes a review of the bulk of the literature 
relevant to the use of this device for planktonic analysis. 

I 	 Description instrument and review £i. the to 

its use. 


I !I 
! I A thorough summary of existing literature has been made by Olson, et 

!!..!,. (1966). In this publication, literature dealing with the development 
of the Recorder and with its subsequent use in m.arine research has been 
abstracted for the convenience of the reader. A somewhat shorter summary 
has been prepared by Swain, I (1968), inc luding a detai led discussion 
of methods utilized in a fresh water research program. 

The Continuous Plankton Recorder was originally designed for usc in 
the marine environment, namely, the North Sea. The Recorder was not 
designed for, nor intended to supplant or compete with, the tow-net method 
as a technique for planktonic investigation, but rather as a supplement 
to other current methods. 

The instrument has two main functions: (1) it enables the investiga
tor to study, in detail, the changes in the composition of the plankton 
along a continuous line of observation, and (2) broad scale periodic 
surveys are possible that could, under normal circumstances and with the 
usual sampling procedure, require scores of research vessels. 

Gehringer_ (1962), in dealing with marine equipment, indicated four 
desirable requirements which may be applied to general sampler 
1. 	 Construction throughout to be of corrosion resistant metal 

of withstanding towing speeds in excess of five knots (2.6 m. per sec.). 
2. 	 As large a sampling orifice as possible which will still allow effec

tive filtration of the water entering the sampler at a velocity of 
five knots. 
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3. 	 Attachment of a towing cable behind the sampler opening, to eliminate 
disturbances ahead of the sampling orifice. 

4. 	 Placement .of flow meters both at the mouth of the sampler and behind 
the net, so that the volume flowing through the net can be estimated. 

These requirements are admirably satisfied in the construction the 
Continuous Plankton Recorder. In the case of item 4, flow meters have not 
been installed because of restricti.on of the amount of flow through the 
instrument. However, the aperture of the instrument is designed so that 
it accepts 3.0 cubic meters of water every ten nautical miles of tow and 
2.51 cubic meters of water every ten statute miles of tow (Brown and 
Henderson, 1967). Thus, accurate quantification is possible, even though 
conventional meters are not employed. 

Descriptions of the Recorder are provided by a variety of sources. 
these are Hardy (1926, 1935, 1936); Glover, et al. (1962); Olson, 

(1966); and Swain, et al. (1968). The folt;;"wing discussion 
represents a condensation oTthe information from these sources. 

The Recorder consists of two main parts, the outer body, which is 
represented by the continuous lines in Figures 1, 2, and 3, and an inter
nal mechanism which is removable for servicing (broken lines in Fi gures 
1 and 2). Figure 4 is a left lateral view the internal mechanism. '111e 
outer body of the instrument has been designed as compactly as possible, 
consistent with maintenance of stability and efficiency in high speed 
plankton sampling. 'TIle necessity of high speed towing prompted the use of 
the rectangular cross section of the instrumcnt. The vertical sides tend 
to minimize lateral movcments under tow. For ease of handling aboard 
commercial vessels, the overall length of the sampler was confined to 
three feet four inchef', the tota I weight the ins trumen t to 156 pounds. 

The Recorder is weighted at the forward end by a casting of brass 
filled with poured lead. 111is casting is fitted with a removable orifice 
reduction casting, which limits the three-fourths inch square opening to 
one-half inch, or one-fourth of a square inch total cross-sectional area. 
When under tow, water and plankton enter this orifi.e reduction casting 
and pass back into the body of the instrument through a gradually expanding 
water tunnel, to a point within the internal mechanism where the plankton 
is filtered out by a continuously moving belt of silk. At this point the 
cross-sectional area is sharply increased to a rectangle four inches wide 
by two inches high or a total cross-sectional area of eight square inches. 
This represents an area increase equivalent to a ratio of l:32. This 
expansion serves to reduce water veloci.ty against the silk net and minimizes 
distortion of the entrapped organisms. The plankton-free water then exits 
beyond the silk through a chamber which opens at the rear of the instrument. 

The Recorder is towed through the water by means of a cable which is 
to a shock absorber which, in lurn, fastened to a towing eye. 

section of this shock absorber is shown in Fir,ure 5. The 
absorber minimizes vibration and stresses which might damage the 

Recorder while it is under tow. The 
depth by a diving plane. This plane, 
sampler, is formed from mild steel. 
radius of curvature which causes the 
in the water. Hardy (1935) indicates 
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sampler 	is maintained at its prescribed 
located below the forward end of the 

It has been given an eighteen degree 
instrument to "fly" like a paravane 
that the curvature of this plane is 
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Figure 2. 	Top view of the Continuous Plankton Recorder. (The nternal 
mechanism is shown in broken lines.) 
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Figure 3. 	Front view of the Continuous Plankton Recorder. 
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Figure 4. 	Side view of the internal mechanism of the Continuous Plankton Recorder. 
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also instrumental in Keeping the Recorder at its given depth when towed 
at velocities in the eight to sixteen knot range, nine to eighteen miles 
per hour (see Table I). 

The instrument is stabilized in the water by means of a vertical and 
horizontal fin. The vertical fin contains a biasing rudder which was 
initially designed to offset the thrust of the Recorder's propeller. It 
has since been found that, in actual practice, the surface area of this 
biasing rudder is of insufficient size to make any appreciable difference 
in the lateral displacement of the Recorder as it is towed (Brown, 1967). 

As the instrument is pulled through the water, the water pressure 
causes the propeller at the rear of the instrument to rotate This pro
peller is fitted with adjustable blades so that the pitch can be increased 
or decreased, as indicated in Figure 6. A change of pitch of this sort 
alters the speed at which the silk is passed through the water tunnel of 
the interna 1 mechanism. As the prope ller turns the dr i ve -shal t, it causes 
the spring universal joint to revolve, applying a positive torque to the 
gear box. This gear box, through a series of reduc ti on gears, i llus trated 
in Figure 7, is coupled to the internal mechanism by a worm-gear drive. 
All to ld, the gear reduc tion from the prope ller to the driving ro llers of 
the i nterna 1 mechani sm is 1900 to 1 (llrown, 1967). Becaus e this high 
gear ratio, a torque in excess of one-half Ilorsepower is applied to the 
driving rollers of the internal mechanism. 

TIle internal mechanism (Figure 4) has been designed s that it is 
easi ly removable from the left hand side of the Recorder for servicing. 
The fore and art ends of this mechanism are in direct continuation with 
the water tunnel in the main body o[ the instrument. Within the frame of 
the internal mechanism, the water tunnel hends downward in a Sigmoid path 
to provide space [or a system of spools, driving rollers, and storage tanks. 
Within the internal mechanism, two rolls o[ silk are utilized for trapping 
the plankters. These are wound onto storage spools in the forward end of 
the internal mechanism. One spool is located above the water tunnel, the 
other is situated below it. The filtering silk is wound onto the storage 
spools below the water tunnel. This silk is six inches wide and graduated 
in two-ineh increments corresponding to the height of the water tunnel. 
The cover silk is wound onto the storage spool situated above the water 
tunnel. This silk is initially eight inches wide, but i reduced to a 
width corresponding to the six inch width of the filtering silk by folding 
over one inch of the material on either side. This provides an additional 
space between the opposing layers of silk to minimize crushing of organisms 
captured. The worm gear drive from the gear box of the outer body of the 
instrument, contacts the gears of the driving rollers of the internal 
mechanism which grip the silk by the edges, pulling filtering silk from 
the lower storage spool and covering silk from the upper spool at a rate 
governed by the adjustment of the pitch of the propeller. The rate of 
silk advance is constant when operated within the eight to sixteen knot 
velocity ran"e specified by Hardy (1935, 1936) and Glover (1962). As 
the two silks pass over the driving rollers, a "planktonic sandwich" is 
formed whi ch is subsequently wound onto the take-up ro ller. Th is take -up 
roller is powered by a wire driven fusee mechanism. The wire is wound 
off a conical drum attached to the rear driving roller. A mechanism of 
this sort 	prevents acceleration of the winding rate due to the increaSing 
diameter of the roll on the take-up spool. 
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KNOTS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 
10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 21 21 
20 23 24 2:: 26 28 29 30 31 32 33 

MIL S PER OUR 
TABLE 1. Convers ion of knots to mi les per hour. 
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Figure 6. 	Variable pitch propeller of the Conti.nuous 
Plankton Recorder. 
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Below the take-up roller is a reservoir which, prior to "shooting" 
the Recorder, is filled with concentrated formalin. The bottom of the 
tank which ?urrounds the take-up roller is perforated. These perfora
tions connect the roller tank with the formalin reservoir. As a result, 
formalin is released into the storage roller housing at a rate nearly equal 
to that at which it is lost by leaching into the water surrounding the 
instrument as it is towed. This maintains the concentration of formalin 
at approximately 5 per cent. The storage roller is immersed in this 
formalin bath so that organisms caught are automatically preserved as the 
sample is taken. This is an important feature, as the spatial relationship 
of plankters can then be determined from their distribution and position 
on the filtering silk. 

The filtering silks used in this study will be discussed under the 
section dealing with methods of analysis in a later chapter. However, 
Hardy (1936) recoITmends the use of Swiss Bolting Cloth, extra quadruple 
strength (xxxx extra), 60 meshes to the inch, supplied by Mssrs. John 
Staniar and Company of Manchester, England. This corresponds to the 
standard XXXX Grit Gauze indicated by Welch (1948). He recommends that 
filtering silks be cut to six inches in width and, in all cases, to a 
length sufficient to complete adequat<eLy the designated tow with a con
siderable margin of safety. Fifteen inches of gauze are to be left before 
the first section to provide for attachment to the storage spools and 
twelve inches should be left behind the last section to allow for under
estimation of total run length. This is necessary, since once the silk 
passes entirely through the internal mechanism, it is impossible to 
determine the spatial relationship of the silk sections to the points in 
the water represented by the sections. 

It should be noted that the design of the instrument has placed the 
towing shackle behind the sampling aperture and above the body of the 
machine, over the center of pressure of the diving plane. The towing 
cable, which describes an inverted catenary curve in the water (from the 
water's surface to the instrument), descends to the shock absorber at a 
steep angle. Because of this feature, the Recorder samples only water 
undisturbed by the passage of towing warps or bridles. This feature, 
combined with the high speed capability of the instrument, allows the 
capture of planktonic organisms displaying the avoidance reaction indicated 
by Bridger (1956). 

For a more detailed description of the instrument, the reader is 
referred to those references described in the first paragraph of this 
section. 

One further aspect of the literature dealing with the Recorder should 
be mentioned. This point deals with the limitations of the Recorder method 
of survey. The disadvantages or limitations have been pointed out by a 
variety of authors: Rae and Fraser (1941); Henderson and Marshall (1944); 
Robinson (1961, 1965); Calton and Marak (1962); Lucas (1940); and Henderson 
0%1). 

The limitations cited by these authors fall into two categories: 
(1) those inherent to sampling nets in general, and (2) those specific 

to the Continuous Plankton Recorder. 

(1) The limitations listed in the first category include: 
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a. 	 Net clogging due to an over-abuLdance of organisms relative to 
the amount of net mesh exposed for filtration. 

b. 	 The question of representative sampling of a large area. 
c. 	 The problem of net mesh bias of the sample. A net mesh size 

adequate for zooplankton creates a selective bias in favor of 
the larger organisms when sampling for phytoplankton. 

d. 	 Sampling at a single depth with any instrument may give a poor 
representation of species occurring mainly above or below the 
depth at which the sampler is running. In addition, the problem 
of vertical migration of organisms may interfere with the preci
sion and accuracy of estimation of their spatial distribution. 

(2) The limitations belonging in the second category were these: 
a. 	 The size of the initial sample (one-half inch square sampling 

orifice) is relatively small with respect to both the size of 
the larger plankters and the size of water mass being sampled. 

b. 	 Because of the monumental amounts of data this instrument can 
acquire in a short period of time, the question of the adequacy 
of examination of large masses of data has been raised. 

e. 	 'l1w question of s igni ficant numerical di fferences amonp: the 
organisms arises when examining Recorder data. It has 
pointed out that a source of error may present itself in attempt
ing to di ferentiat.e betwt-en differences in organism numbers due 
to uneven distribution of plankton and inevitable errors in 
linear or transect sampling at sea, amI sub -samp ling in the lab
oralory. 

d. 	 A major problem that occurs with Recorder material particularly, 
is the problem of organism damage and di storti from being 
passed between closely approximated driving rollers. This 

tuation has been somewhat relieved in recent years by modifica
tion of the driving rollers to grip only the outside edges of 
the silk. However, the winding pressure necessary to maintain 
proper silk advance still may produce problems. It is necessary 
that the analyst become somewhat expert in the ldentification of 
damaged or distorted spec.imens, The period of tim!, to train 
technicians in this regard, must be considered a ,;crious disad
vantage. 

Even with these limitations, all of the authors cIted earlier conclude 
that the advantages this device outweigh, by far, the limitations inher
ent 	in its use. 

The preceding secti ons have dealt with a brief general description 
of the Continuous Plankton Recorder. Probably the best synopsis was 
wrLtten by Sir Alister Hardy (1936) himself. This is presented in its 
entirety as an example of the author's rat.her interesting way of viewing 
his "invention". 

To sum up, the general principal of the 
compared wi. th t.h<lt used by the animal 
TIle machine has a small openin/; leading cavity 
with an enlarged filtering surface. The size of the entrance can 
be adjusted and in the first machine, where it was larger than in 
the later ones, there was a grid-work to keep out large objects. 
Instead of the plankton sieved out being carried off the "ne.tting" 
by streams of mucus from the e.ndosty ,the netting itself is made 
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to move and carry the plankton with it. Just as the mucus 

collected in the epibranchial groove of Amphioxus carries 

the planktonic food in a continuous stream toward the 

oesophagus, so the gauze bandings carry the plankton con

tinuously towards the storage chamber. Into this chamber 

is secreted, by narrow ducts from "a gland-like organ," 

a fluid: preservative instead of digestive. Only recen'tly 

have I realized that my "invention" is but an imitation of 

Nature's mechanism. 


Applications of Recorder. 

The Continuous Plankton Recorder has been used by investigators for 
a variety of research purposes. In the analysis of marine phytoplankton 
populations alone, one finds publications by Hardy (1926, 1935, 1939); 
Lucas (1940, 1941, 1942); Lucas and Stubbings (1948); Colebrook (1960); 
Colebrook, et al. (1961); Robinson and Waller (1966); Robinson (1961, 
1965); and Glover (1964). A number of studies have also been made with 
this device in the area of marine fisheries research. The following 
authors can be listed as important contributors in this field: Calton 
and Marak (1962); Cotton, et a1. (1961); Glover (1962); Glover, et 
(1961); Henderson (1957, 1961~ 1961b, 1965); Bridger (1956); Tibbo, et 
al. (1958); Henderson and Jones (1964); and Colebrook (1965). An impressive 
mnount of data has been accumulated in the area of marine zooplankton 
research as well. Among the outstanding authors in this area are: Hardy 
(1926, 1935, 1939); Rae and Fraser (1941); Marshall (1948); Rees (1949); 
Colebrook (1960); Colebrook, et al. (196la, 1961b); Vane (1961); Barnes 
(1961); Vane and Colebrook (1962); Henderson and Marshall (1944); and 
Glover (1964). 

The references cited above clearly demonstrate the applicability 
of this instrument [or use in the marine environment. It is also evident 
that the Scottish Harine Biological Laboratory of Edinburgh, Scotland 
has attained leadership in this area of research. While it is true that 
this group and others such as Tibbo, (1958) and Cotton, et al. 
(1961) have very successfully instrument in salt water, 
they have not extended their studies to fresh water situations. In fact, 

the cOllrse of this literature review, not a single reference was 
found dealing with the fresh water applications of this device. 

Tow-Net ~. 

Sampling of zooplankters by normal tow-net procedures, as contrasted 
with the Recorder method, involve errors arising from three separate 
sources. TIIese are: (1) active avoidance displayed by the more 
organisms , 1956; HcGowan and Fraundorf, 1966; Fleminger and 
Clutter, 1965; Barkley, 1964); (2) mechanical problems dependent) 
inherent in the use of specific samplers, i.e., mesh size with particular 
reference to organisms passing through the mesh or clogging of the mesh, 
inaccurate measurements of the amount of water passing through the sampler 
and the tendency of low-nets to collapse when certain maximum speeds are 
exceeded (Gehringer, 1962; Lucas, 1940; Rae and Fraser, 1941; Tibbo, et al., 
1958; Miller, 1961; Glover, 1961; Cotton, ~ ,1961; Aron, ~ aI., 1965; 
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Aron, 1962; Saville, 1958; Yentsch and Duxbury, 1956; Winsor and Clarke, 
1940); and (3) the inability of these nets to detecl irregular spatial 
distribution or "patchiness" of planktonic organisms (Cushing, 1962; 
Barnes and Marshall, 1951; Lucas, 1940, 1941, 1942; Glover, 1962; and 
Wiebe and Holland, 1968). 

In all cases, available literature indicates that the Continuous 
Plankton Recorder provides a better solution for these problems than 
any other instrument now in corrnnon use (Hardy, 1936; Glover, 1961, 1964; 
and Brown, 1967). 

Zooplankton 

The study of open water plankton is difficult. \.Jells (1960) summed 
up the problem by saying: 

The inevitably biased sampling at presently available 

eqUipment and the characteristics of the plankton itself, 

the erratic horizontal distribution, pronounced diurnal 

and seasonal changes in vertical distribution, and seasonal 

changes of species composition and abundance combine to de

prive the investigator of the preCision he wishes to attain. 

These difficulties are not overcome easily or quickly. We 

can, nevertheless, make substantial advances if we recognize 

clearly the importance of even limited contributions to know

ledge. 


Previous studies on Great Lakes zooplankton have been few indeed, 
and usually based on samples from inshore areas. Actually, nothing more 
than scanty works appear to have been published on the liIIUletic crustacean 
plankton of any of the Great Lakes. Among the earliest of the works in 
this area was an account of the occurrenee of several species of ==="'
in the Chicago water supply by (1882). the most 
studies of the Great Lakes by Eddy (1927, 1934, 
1943). In the first study, he reported a comprehensive analYSis of inshore 
waters in southern Lake Michigan for the years 1887-88 and 1926-27 (Eddy, 
1927). Probably the single most important contemporary study on the limnetic 
zooplankton of Lake Michigan is that of Hells (1960). In Lake Superior, 
important studies were made by Eddy (1934, 1943) and Beeton, et~. (1959). 

The opportunity for systematic investigation of open water planktonic 

constituenls has been sharply limited by the unavailability of suitable 

research vessels. This single factor probably explains the dearth of 

information available on l1rnnetic plankton populat ions. 


Historically, based on his studies in the western arm of Lake Superior 
during July and August of 1928, Eddy (1934) reported the following plankters: 
="'7'7'== globulosa, Codonella cratera, guadrata, Keratella 

Polyarthra trigla, Cyclors viridis, Cyclops 
Diaphanosoma brachyurum, Daphnia 

retrocurva, Bosmina longirostris, Bosmina longispina, Limnocalanus 

macrurus, Epischura lacustris, Diaptomus ashlandi, Diaptomus minutus, and 

Cyclops leuckarti. This species list was compiled from records of over 

2000 collections in the Duluth, Minnesota area. A laler study by Beeton, 
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et a1. (1959) indicated that the water off the Keweenaw Peninsula in 
Lak;-Superior and to the eas t of Grand M.."lrais, Michigan, is two to three 
times more productive than the open water northeast of the Peninsula when 
analysis is based on the standing crop of total plankton in the area. A 
plankton pulse was observed in early summer and again in early fall. 
Maximum total plankton concentration was two to twenty-five times greater 
at depths between nine and twenty-two meters than it was at the surface. 
Total plankton dry weight was four to five times greater in the region of 
the Apostle Islands than in the western arm of the lake. 

zooplankters 
at 
macrurus, 
Polyphemus 

Putnam and Olson (1961) reported that in the waters off Larsmont, 
Minnesota, Beaver Bay, Minnesota, and the Lester River at Duluth, Minnesota, 
Daphnia longispina, Bosmina 
~., Codonella ~., ~., 

Arcella ~. furmed an important part 

In Lake Michigan, Eddy (1927) observed that th" pLanktonic constituents 
varied in total volume from 10 cc. per cubic meter in OctobEr cnllection~, 
to 40 cc. per cubic meter in May. His r"port is largely a tabular summary 
of data presented in the forIll of two series of 11 ec t ions, one made in 
1887-1888, the other made 1926-1,927. TIle most recent "in depth" study em 
Lake t:\ichigan was published by WEdig in 1960. He made plankton collectIons 
between JOune and November of 1954 and between June and October uf 1955, 
at sampling stations off Grand Haven, MichIgan, and Frankfort, Michigan 
with li.mited sampling [f Sturw,oll Bay,Wisconsin, in May of 1958. Allof 
his collecti.ons were made with Cl:lrkc:-Bumpus apparatus provided with 
Number 2 Silk BoLting Cloth ne'ts. Sampling W:lS d()ne at lWe) hour intervals 
and at ten meter dt'ptb increments fr()m the surface to [nrroy meters. 

Williams (1961, 1966) has d('monstrated that planktonic rotifers make 
up a significant portion of the population r lh" plankton of Lakes Michi
gan' Huron, and Superior. In samples taken at Port Huron, Michigan, in 
Lake Huron; Mih"auk{,,,, Hisconsin, in Lake Michigan; Gary, Indiana, in Lake 
Michigan; Sault Ste. ~Iric, Michigan, in Lake Superior; and Duluth, Minn
esota, in Lake Suprerior, the following organisms were consistent Iy found: 

and .!:U2..; whl Ie ~. Hnd ~. 
, but in much numbers. 



..!..==== migration. 

The problem of vertical migration relating to Recorder sampling has 

long been recognized. The difficulties inherent with the use of Recorders 

relating to vertical migration are thoroughly discussed by Glover and Pope 

(1956), Colebrook, et al. (1961), Bridger (1956), Henderson (1961) and 

Tibbo, et (1958Y-:- Data available from these authors indicate, .in all 

cases, that a marked increase in catches were observed at nighttime. The 

increase in catches has been demonstrated by these authors to be a function 

of numerical increase in populations due to diurnal vert.ical migrations. 

These diurnal variations are most particularly noticeable for the larger 

planktonic forms. 

111e problem of vertical migration prompted Sir Alister Hardy to desi gn 

a small horizontal sampler called the Plankton Indicator (Glover, 1953, 

and Glover and Pope, 1956). Miller (1961) modified the Small Hardy Indica

tor in 1953, These devices arc merely mentioned here since they will be 

discussed in detail later in the text. 

Beeton (1960), worklng with Mysis relicta (Loven) in Lakes Huron and 
Michigan, reported that diurnal variations in cat.ch were a direct result 
of vertical migrations. These migratjons arc basically initiated and con
trolled by changing light clmdltions, but apparently, thermal conditions 
may modify behavior. His work indicated that mysids respond to light in 
a negative way, migrating upward at sunset as the light intensity diminishes. 
He states further, that their subsequent aggregation at any given stratum 
is governed by their response to any given set of existing light and thermal 
conditions. As the light increases during the day, they seek the relatively 
dark depths of the lake. From his work it. appears that, under usual condi
tions, during the night, more mysids were found at the ten meter stratum 
than at any other single level. 

McNaught (196(,) noted that other zoop lankters in Lake Michigan, 
particularly Cladocerans, including and 
Polyphemus, undertake extensive amplitudes 
of 8.5 to 23.3 meters. Others, including species of Bosminu and Ceriodaph

exhibit very little vertical movement. He also points out that 
into two sub-populations in the day, possibly as a 

McNaught and Hasler (1966) report that Daphnia is pelagic at all 
times while Limnocalanus remains pelagic except in the daytime and in mid
sununer when they were found in the benthos or within a few meters of the 
bottom. They furt.her indicate that both Mysis and Pontoporeia are pre
dominantly benthic forms, and that while mysids make extensive vertica 
migrations, only a small portion of the population of Pontoporeia under
take vertical movements. 

scarcity of informationIn summary, it can be noted that a 

exists relating to limnetic zooplankton 
 ations, particularly in the 

Great Lakes. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Methods "at 

The problems associ ated with the sampli.ng of limnetic zoop lankton, 
as mentioned earlier in the text., are legion. Not the least among these 
difficulties is the proviSion of suitable research vessels with which to 
carry out the research. Because of the relative scarcity of research 
vessels of a size sufficient to permit adequate safety of the research 
team, it was decided that the proposed studies in the Great Lakes should 
follow the same course adopted by the Scottish Marine Biological Associa
tion in their initial use of the Recorder. In t.hese studies, commercial 
vessels plying the normal navigation routes in the North Sea and the north 
Atlantic were utilized, Through the generosity and cooperation of United 
States Steel's Pitt.sburgh Steamship Company, and t.he Hanna Furnace Corpora
tion's M,A, Hanna Steamship Company, passage and permission to tow were 
provided aboard ore vessels 0~1ed by these companies. Tows were made 
from the ~,~. :!.. and ~,~, Sewell Avery of the Pittsburg 
Fleet. and the T. Weir of the Hanna line. All three are 
conunercia lore approximately 700 feet in length, which make 
regular runs between the Head of the Lakes and the ore processing plants 
at the southern ends of Lakes Michigan and Huron (Figure 8), 

Because the Recorder has been specifically designed for unattended, 
continuous operation over great. distances arrd at relatively high speeds, 
it was possible to make tows the entire length of a lake without the 
neceSSity to pause for refitting, Thus, in a run through a pair of lakes, 
four transects could be made. These four transects consisted of two tows 
in each lake, one on the downbound run and one on the upbound course. 
Each single round trip run, with its four associated tows, was completed 
in a five day period. The tows were made in the normal shipping lanes 
in each lake along the following principal routes: Duluth, Minnesota to 

, Illinois; Two Harbors, Minnesota to Gary, Indiana; Taconite Har
bor, Minnesota to Detroit, Michigan; and Superior, Wisconsin to Detroit, 
Michigan. All tows were made at a depth of ten meters and at velocities 
of fourteen to sixteen knots or fifteen to nineteen miles per hour (See 
Table I). The reasons for the selection of this depth will be cited in a 
later section. 

As was previously indicated, specific landmarks were selected as 
reference points for the shooting and hauling of Recorders. These land
mark stations were selected in order to have a permanent reference from 
which to fix the point of starting and stopping a run. From this informa
tion, the beginning and the end of the transect on the Recorder silk could 
be located for the purpose of ultimately fixing the geographic posit.ion of 
each ten mile segment of tow. In all cases, except as otherwise noted, 
the Recorder was shot abreast (ninety degrees abeam) of the permanent 
landmark station. On the Duluth to Chicago runs, the Recorder was shot 
One mile outside the Duluth Piers (harbor causeway), see Figure 9, and 
hauled abreast (ninety degrees abeam) of the Isle Parisienne Light in 
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CallawayFigure 8, 	 Photograph of the conunercial ore carrier 
at the entrance to Sault Ste. Marie locks. 
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Figure 9. Photograph of the Continuous Plankton Recorder being lowered 
into Lake Superior one mile from the Duluth Piers, 
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Whitefish Bay. The rolls of silk were changed in the st. Mary's River 
and the instrument was shot abreast of Lansing Shoals Light in northern 
Lake Michigan. After towing through Lake Michigan, the Recorder was hauled 
when abeam of the Chicago Outer Buoy. A similar procedure was followed 
on the Two Harbors, Minnesota to Cary, Indiana run, except that the Recorder 
was shot one mile from the Two Harbors Light. 

On the Superior, Wisconsin to Detroit, Michigan run and on the Taconite 
Harbor, Minnesota to Detroit, Michigan run, the Recorders were shot from 
one to tive miles outside the breakwater of the harbor in each instance, 
and hauled when abreast of the Ile Parisienne Light in Whitefish Bay. Silks 
were changed in the St. Mary's River between the lakes, and the instrument 
was shot in Lake Huron abreast of Detour Reef Light. Upon completion of 
towing through Lake Huron, the Recorder was hauled when abeam of the Lake 
Huron Lightship. This procedure was followed until colli.sion with a sub
merged obstacle on a subsequent run forced hauling at an earlier point, 
i.e., five to seven and one-half miles north of the Lake Huron Lightship. 

On the upbound trips from Detroit, the Recorder was Shelt at one of two 
points: (1) in the early stages of towing, abreast of the Lake Huron lj r,ht
ship and (2) after the loss of an instrument in thi s area, five to sev{m 
and one-half miles north of the Lightship. Tows were again made in Lake 
Huron and the instrument was hauled when abreast of Detour Reef Light. 
Silks were changed in the St. Mary's River and the Recorder was shot abreast 
of lIe Parisienne Light in Lake Superior's Whi tefish Bay, 

When returning from Chicago, Illinois, or Cary, Indiana, the Recorder 
was shot at either of two points, one mile from the Gary, Indiana break
water or abreast of the Chicago Outer Buoy. In both cases, the sampler 
was hauled when ninety degrees abeam of the Point Betsie Light in north
central Lake Michigan. Silks were again changed in the shoal waters of 
the St. Mary's River and the instrument was shot abreast of the Isle 
Parisienne Light in Lake Superior. In all cases, tows were made through 
Lake Superior as before and the instrument was hauled when abeam of the 
Knife River Light, or at a distance of one to five miles outside the 
Superior, \\lisconsin or Du luth, Minnesota piers (harbor causeway). Figures 
10, 11, and 12 depict the lines of tow utilized in each of the three 
lakes. 

Bearings were taken for each change of course and the calculated 
"distance off"l each light was confirmed by: (1) sightings taken with 
a bearing indicator, (2) triangulation with a radio-direction finding 
apparatus, and (3) shipboard radar, accura te to ±G.01 mi les. 

In all cases, 7/19 strand stainless steel aircraft cable with a steel 
"heart" core was used in towing. This cable was selected because a tension 
in excess of 6000 pounds could be administered before the first wire in the 
19-wire strand complex would break. In addition, this cable has the unique 
quality of high resistance to vibration strain which ultimately leads to 
crystallization and metal fatigue, 

1 
The spatial posi tion of the vessel with respect to a ligh twas 

determined from a given bearing by Standard Distance Off Tables. 
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Figure 10. Chart of the routes of Continuous Plankton Recorder tow 
through Lake Superior. 

Figure 11. Chart of the routes of 
Continuous Plankton 
Recorder tow through 
Lake Michigan. 

Figure 12. Chart of the routes of 
Continuous Plankton 
Recorder tow through 
Lake Huron. 
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The instrument was joined to the towing wire by means an eye-splice, 
into which the stainless steel "heart" core had been woven. It was found 
that it was necessary to take at least seven tucks in the lice in order 
to insure that the splice was at least as strong as the In towing, 
as a precautionary measure against the possibili ty of metal fatigue, it 
was necessary to cut two fathoms (twelve feet) of line from the outboard 
end of the cable after one complete round-trip run, or approximately 
fifteen hundred miles of tow. After four complete roundtrip cruises 

six thousand miles of tow), the entire length of li ne from 
the water surface to the towing-eye of the shock absorber was cut off and 
a fresh eye-splice rove in the towing line. Because of these precautions, 
there were no losses of instruments due to mechanical failure of the towing 
wire itself, as was the case in the early tows made by the Scottish Marine 
Biological Association (Henderson and Brown, 1967). 

111e instrument was shot and hauled by means of a two-man hand-winch 
illustrated in 13. This winch was situated on the boat (poop) 
deck of the The instrument could be lowered to depth by paying 
out cable against a hand-brake, but in hauling the instrument, consider
able expenditure of effort was required. As a result of the excessive 
force created by the sampler in the water, a relatively slow rate of wind
ing was lIk1.ndatory to be able to utilize the hand-winch. This force 
indicated by Hardy (1939), as applying a destroying moment in excess 
3000 pounds against the drum of the winch. The use of a hand-winch was 
necessitated because of the unavailability of a motorized winch which 
would accept the alternating current of one vessel and the direct current 
of another. 

In the operations of both shooting and hauling, it was necessary to 
request the vessel officers to "check down" the ship's engines in the 
final stages of both procedures. This fact was established early in 
towing when it was found that an attempt to retrieve the Recorder through 
the cone of turbulence set up by the ship's SlTew caused a lateral insta
bility as the instrument was short-hauled. Under the influence of the 
screw's turbulence, the instrument leaped more than fifty feet out of the 
water. As a consequence, it was necessary to request that the vessel's 
officers reduce the rate of revolution of the screw to approximately one
half of the normal mid-lake velocity, when the instrument was to be lowered 
or retrieved. In this way, a loss of forward motion of the vessel was 
minimized and the instrument could be brought to the surface without 
~nJury to the Recorder or the vessel. The relatively slow rate retrieval, 
neceSSitated by the highly reduced gear ratio, limited the working depth 
to ten meters in order not to interfere with the ship's normal schedule. 

Initially, the Recorder was lowered from an especially constructed 
cargo boom si tua ted five feet above the after s tanchion-ra i 1 surrounding 
the poop deck. This davit was especially constructed of two and one-half 
inch steel pipe with a height sufficient to swing the Recorder inboard 
over the rai l (Figure 14). On the first trial, however, this boom was 
bent double to the deck by the drag of the sampler. 111e davit was subse
quently cut down to correspond to the height of the stanchion-rail and 
was Solidly anchored to it. Figure 15 shows the modifications of this 
boom necessary to withstand the drag-force of tow. Because of this alter
ation, when servicing was required, it was necessary to swinG the instru
ment inboard over the fantail, situated one deck below the poop deck. 
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Hardy (1939) pointed out three factors which physically mitigate 
against the use of the Recorder. These are: (1) rough seas of force 6'"<1l or over; (2) fogs which may require the ship to stop or go astern; and 

.w ~ 
'r< 0 (3) the presence of herring nets in which the Recorder may foul. Al 
>4-< 
<I) three of these hazards are present in the Great Lakes. Figure 16, for 
'V 'V 

<I! example, demonstrates the effects of winds in excess of force 5 on the 
4-! -r-l [J) 
o 4-< ) vessel 2,.2,. Cason .,!. as she labors under the influence of a 

,r< 0 
.<::'V.w quartering sea. In November (aboard the 2,.2, . 
0.0
<1l S ~ became apparent that even in the case of seas driven 
~ <I! 
bQ 00 '"0 gale proportions towing need not be discontinued. No alterations in 
o <II ~ 
.w ) 0 normal towing procedures were found to be necessary in such heavy weather 
o t.l 

..c .w <I! and no apparent additional strain was observed on either the sampler or 
'" 'M ~ the towing wire. However, it should be pointed oul that in all cases, 

final authority for the decision to tow on any given run rested wilh the ..... '" master of the vessel. 
<I! 
H 
::l 
bO Towing of recorders in fogs along lake navigation routes presented.,., 

I'L< no problem since the vessels were equipped with radar units and radio 

'V 
telephones, so that it was unnecessary to s low down or ste'!' in the open 

<I! Q) water. Speed reductions or full stops were found to be necessary only
.-l c:..c 


<l) bO..u in the confined area of the St. Mary's River or within the variolls harbors.
<I! ,,., 
c:.w [/) This presented no complications in towing since the Recorder was out of

W QJ .,...../
'V the water in either case.

<I! en 
.<:: ?-.:;: 
.w ..... 0 

..... .w No difficulties were encountered with herring nets in Lakes Superior,4-< <1l 
o c: H Michigan or Huron since they were set well away from shipping lanes, but 

-,-I QJ U'J 
..c 01) 'V <I! the durability of the instrument was severely tested on one occasion when 
o..r< H-'" 

the diving plane hooked what was presumed tll be an abandOlwd mooring cable~ ~ 3 :3 
co <I! off Gros Cap Point in Whi tefjsh Bay. 'l1lC effec ts 0 f this ace ident on the 
o.w~.w
..u.,...../ ttl sampler are shown in Figure 17. It will be notl'd that the diving planeo :> ~ <I! 
.<:: <1l 0 H has been distorted and three stainless steel bolts holding the foot-pad"'.,,4-<0 

of the diving plane to the sampler body have been sheared away. This 
..::t apparently allowed the diving plane to rotate and sUp free of the obstruc..... 

tion. Because of the rugged construction of the Recorder, repairs were
<I! 
H 
;:l 

quickly made and sampling was continued without interruption of the 
01) scheduled tow in Lake Michigan..,., 

Ii-< 

At the outset, towing depths were determined graphically. Hardy 
Ul
S 
c: 

~ 
(1939) indicated that with nine and one-half fathoms (fifty-seven feet) 

I 0 of cable between the instrument and the water sut:face, a sampling depth
04-< 
:;: 01) of ten meters was achieved. figUrE: 18 (redrawn from Hardy) represents 
.w 'V c: 

<I! ,r< the chart of these data which formed the basis for determination of tow
<lJ N.-l 

..c'M ;:l ing depths. While it was known that this relation between depth and the 
.w.-l t1l ,,., .<:: number of fathoms of line ou t from the water sur face he ld true for marine
4-<.w 
o ;:l 'V sampling, this fact had not yet been established for fresh waler tows. 
..c.c<1l 

c: 
As a consequence, it seemed desirable to verify this relationship by the 

p. u '" <1l c: 01) H use of a continuous depth recorder. A Bathykymograph (model T-lc manu
~ ,,., c: <I! 

01) :;: ,,., 'V factured by Marine Advisors Incorporated of La Jolla, California) was 
o I .w H 
.w'Voo used for this purpose. This instrument is a self-contained mechanical 
o c: 0 U

'<::<1l..c<lJ device which plots the depth at which the sampler is runnin8 against
"''<::[/)~ 

time. Depth is determined by changes in water pressure. A longitudinal 
cross-section of this instrument is illustrated in Figure 19. ..... '" 

<I! 
~ The Bathykmograph consists of an external piston upon which the water 
::l 
01) pressure acts, forcing the piston downward against the pressure of a 
'M 

I'L< 
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helical spring which acts in opposition to the water pressure. As the 
ton moves up and down a stylus is moved over a piece of wax-coated 

paper clamped to an aluminum recordinr, drum. At the same time, 
a clock drive mechanism rotates the end of the shaft to which the piston .u 

His connected. In so doing, depth, as a function of pressure, is plotted <1l 

time. The Bathykymograph, used in these studies, incorporates a >,~"5 
mechanism which moves the recording pen continuously over a .e.e 

.w '" bD
<1l t::period of twelve hours. Figure 20a & b shows the bomb-shaped housing ~n 0 ....... 

which surrounds and protects the Bathykymograph. The aluminum shell of .w'D 
H(j) 

.e-oothis 	housing was especially constructed for high speed tow. It was de .u (j) U 
t:: (j)signed with an arrangement of vents on the perpendicular surface such that "-' (j) H 

the velocity of the sampler, in moving through the water, would not create o 0. 
0 .... 

a dynamic head which might be translated by the pressure actuated piston .e o..e 0 

<1l 0. t::into a false reading on the chart paper (Charbonneau, 1967). The inlets 	 H <1l 0 
b1))..1 •..-1 were also ali.gned in such a fashion that the effects of venturi acLion 	 o bD.u 
.w 0 <1lwere eliminated (Charbonneau, 1967). Figure 21 is the reproduction of a 	 o ~ U 
.c ?, 0section of wax-coated chart paper from an actual Low. This figure shows p-<';'<ri 

the extremely high stability of the Recorder. From this chart it wi 11 be 
.Dnoted that the Bathykymograph appears to be running at a level slightly o 

less than Lhe required ten meters of depth. Actually, the depth-recording N 

(j)instrument was fastened to the towill"; wire above the shock-absorber of the 	 H 
OJRecorder in such a fashion that the pressure sensor of the Bathykymograph 	 co 

·M was located nearly one meter above the orifice o[ the Continuous Plankton ik. 

Recorder. Thus, the Recorder was being towed at its proper depth. 

As was prev.iously mentioned, a working depth of ten meters was 
selected as being the optimlun depth for tow. There were four reasons for 
this choice: 
(1) 	 Physical limitations noted in an earlier paragraph dealin,,; with the 

hand-winch. 
(2) 	 1111s was the depth selected by the Scottish Marine Biological Station 

>--.as being Lhe most representative of the distributions of planktonic 	 ,.C.c • 
.u co Hcrustaceans in the ocean. On the basis of consultations with the 	 <u .,..., (l) 

::o.e.upersonnel of this station, it seemed desirable to tow at a depth in OJ 
ill aJ ......fresh water which would easily compare with those taken in the rruuine .e.," 	c; 
.u .u C\lenvironment. 	 U'H-o(3) 	 111e work of Hells (1960), Beeton (1960), Olson and Odlaug (1966), and o ;:: bD 

<1l t::McNaught (1966) indicat(,d that the ten meter depth is at least as 	 .e 'M o..e :;:representative in terms of overall organism abundance as any other 	 <1l 0. 0 
H C1l .ust.ratum, and perhaps more nearly approximates the ,)ptimum working 	 bDH 
o bD'Dleve 1. .w 0 	 (j) 

o F (j)(4) The studies done with the Hardy Multi-depth Plankton Indicators pre	 ~ ? CL 
P-<';'<Ulsent strong evidence that whm1 a twenty-four hour period is conSidered, 


the ten meter depth represents an optimum towing layer, or is at least C1l 

o as representative as any other. 	 N 

(j) 

HThe use of the Multi-depth Pla.nkton IndicaLor, illustraLed in Figures 	 OJ 
bD22 and 23, was reported in the literature by Glover (1961). This is a 	 ·M 

;,l..,j
modification of Lhe original Hardy Plankton Indic:ator and was designed for 
horizontal sampling at a Single depth. The sample is collected on a flat 
disc of net which allows rapid quantification. The purpose of this device 
was initially to enable commercial fishermen to assay plankton-rich areas 
for potenLially favorable fishing grounds. Because of its utility, how
ever, this device was used chiefly in research programs related to plankton 

the sea. 
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Figure 22. The Multi-depth Plankton Indicator fitted with a Glover 
towing eye: seen from the right (side), from above (top), 
from below (bottom) and from the rear; the nose casting 
is also shown from the front and rear, with the harrel 
and fins removed. (From Glover, 1961). 
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The sampler consists of a copper tube one and one-half inches in 
internal diameter with walls one-sixteenth of an inch thick. Three 
symmetrically spaced stabilizing fi.ns of brass are brazed onto the tai 
assembly. 

'" 	 Sampling apertures may be altered from a diameter of one-half inch~ 
4J 	 when the disc is used, to three-fourths of an inch when a net is used. 
I.; 
Q) 	 A special towing eye (Glover eye) has been designed. This eye consists 

'0 
I.; 	 of a cup resting loosely over an adjustable machined brass towing stop 
o 	 (Figure 24). The cup is paral leI La the sampler body, but the opening ofu 
Q) 	 the cup consists an angled slot ~lich is just wide enough to admit the ~ 

4.; 	 towing wire. Thus, the wire cannot pass out of the towing eye unless the 
o instrument is twisted and swiveled into a path conforming to that of the 
c 
o slot (Figure 25). 111e chief is that the ins trument is free to .... rotate eighty der,rces in the plane and three hundred sixty.u 
01 	 degrees in the hori.zontal. Beeause of the nature of the "Glover towing'1:l 

'''; 	 eye", samplers may be stacked at various desired depths up and down the.-4 
01 	 length of the towing cable (Figure 26).> 
H 

4.; 
o Tows were made in 1967 and 1968 in Lake Superior in the vicinity of 

'0 Larsmon t, Minnesota on a transect nm from Kni fe River, Minnesota Two 
Q) Harbors, Minnesota and back again. In the 1967 tows, a total six Multi 
:l'" depth Plankton Indicators were used at intervals of one, five, ten, twenty, 
I.; thirty, and forty meters depth. In 1968, increments of one, five, ten,'" 
.u 
o fifteen, twenty, twenty-five and thirty meters were used. In each instance 
01 the results are expressed terms numbers of organisms per one hundredu 
'rl liters of watet:, On both occasions a forty-five pound bronze Scripps 

Cable Depress;]r was utilized to maintain the proper towing angle of the 

c cable. The proper angle is necessary i each sampler of a string is to 
o 
.u 	 be kept at Lts prescribed depth. The depth the samplers attained was 
-'" determined graphically. Fi.gures 27 and 28 show the relationshi.p of length 
.-4 of towing wi re to the dep th samp led as detc'rmined by workers in the North 
C 

'" p., 	
Sea (Glover, 1961; Miller, 1961). In the studies done in Lake Superior, 

.c depths were determined from the length of tow line which had been let out, 
Q) and the function of the towing angle as determined by an inclinometer 

'0 
I 29 and ]0). Table II represents the amount of water flow throur,h 

'rl 

.u 

.u 	 the Multi-depth Plankton Indicator as determined by Glover (1961) . 

:l 

7.: 
 Since the sampling aperture utilized in the Lake Superior studies was 
"-l 
o one-half inch in diameter (1. cross-sectional area), the ratio of 

.s: silk area to the cross-sectional area of the aperture is then 6.3:L, and 
Q. 

01 	 the efUciency of flow is negligible with respect to the volume water 
H 
bD 	 passing through the indicator. 
o 
.u 

.r: 
o 	

The studies of the extinction curves of light in Lake Sup(:rior, made 
n, 	

in conjunction with this investigation were done by means of a G.M. Photo
meter. This device conslsted of the standard sea cell-deck ce I L arrange

N'" ment of 	 through a sensitive microarruneter, which ultimately 
Q) 

H 	 read in when an appropriate conversion unit was applied. 
;:l 

bJl 


During the course of the three year study, 1966-1968, two types of 
fi Iter ing si lks were used. One was the standard 60 mesh per inch supp li cd 
by the Scottish Marine Biological Association (equivalent to if60 Gri t 
Gauze, Welch, 1948), and the other was finer 15 mesh Bolting C Loth with 

~ 
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Figure 24. 	 Towing stops for use wjth Multi-depth Plankton 
Indicators; (above) the adjustable stop and 
(below) the fixed. stop. (From Glover, 1961). 

Figure 26. 	Schematic representation of Multi-depth Plankton 
Indicators stacked at various depths while under 
tow. 
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Figure 25. Ri.gging sequence for attaching the Multi 
depth Indicator to the towing wire. (From 
Glover, 1961). 
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TABLE II. Hater flow through a Small Plankton Indicator. (From Glover, 1961). 

A 	 B 
Sampling aperture Sampling aperture 

3/4 in. diam. 1/2 in. diam. 
2 	 22.85 cm area 1.27 cm area 

Filtering surface Speed :3.9 knots Speed 9.0 knots 
Ratio: Efficiency 

Type 	 f\rea Si 1k ,Heil of Silk area of 
(cm 2) ,\per tur e flow :',perture flow 

w ....., Sm::lll disc 4.3 Not tested 3.8 87.7% 

Stand.nd disc d.O 2.8 87.47. 6.3 93.97. 

Net 2 22.0 7.7 85.6% 17.3 9d.61'. 

Net b 30.0 10.5 96.87 23.6 :J9.170 	 0 

Net c 43.0 15.1 97.4/. Not tested 

Standard net 58.0 20.3 97.81'0 45.7 99.8% 

Net e 108.0 37.9 97.47. Not tested 
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100 meshes per linear inch. 2 Va I id data were obtained wi tit the #60 
silks, but two problems were observed with U,e finer mesh: 
(1) 	 The thread from which the silk was made, was of insufficient 

strength to \vithstal1d the high water velocities and the winding 
tress imposed by the internal meehani 8m of the i trulllent. 

(Figure j I shows the tearing, ting, and stretching that was 
evident with the #l~ Bolting Cloth,) 

(2) 	 111(:' finer mesh nets tended to clog eaSily, especially tlle "reas 
\,there the water is more eutrophic hence, richer in toplankton 
production. 

Relatively 	shorL runs were obtained with the use Bolting Cloth, and 
a conscquence, the" major portion of the' study zed #60 Grit Gauze. 

As was indicated previously, a selective b.ias is induced by the USe 

of a net with mcsh of this siZe. Th bias is in favor the larger 
planktonic constituents ilS proportj Iy larger l1umbeJ:s the c;ma 

lankton populati arc lust. TIlis is particularly true 01 the roti["J: 
populations, pitytc)planktcrs, prL1tU%Oans, and dint) lagellal";;, 

5i lies nti lized werc ightcen and one-half feet length. The 
ltcring silk is six inches in width, ruled clff by watcrproof ink lincs 

ilt two inch intervills for tIl<! Length I the t 'I'll" covering 101 ik is 
eight inches in I"Ldth, with one inch folded over on either idL' ilnd notch",1 
at lour interval. This roldi ng provides an addi tiona 1 space beLween 
the drivl rollers of the internal lllechanism o[ tllL' Recorder will ell he 
to prf'ven l excess Lve crush i 111', elf the entrapped pI anklon. l\ p<l i r of 
Silks, cut into four inch unils, are shown in Figure 32. 

In lhis tudy, the lell of the Recorder I s propel was lie t in such 
a manner as to drive the lk at the rate ()f twu inclwli for "very mi 
pf water sampled, This ral.c represents the most reascmabh, eompromise 
poss ibl between lake length and organism dens Sincl' there an: 100 
two inch units per sllle, an entire lake transect could he compressed onto 
a single 11. 

Because the Clccuracy of the determination of the points 0 drop 
and haul of the sampler, and oj the total ,lisLal1ee traveled, il jlossibJ 
to calculate, til :to. I Ic's, the llOinc where any given net sample was 
taken. This fac tur proves il1';a luab le when an ana Iysi t ran.,;ec t samp Ie'S 
taken the Recorder is made. It should be noted that additional accuracy 
Ls unnecessary, . I represents the d osest sign i [icanL figure to 
which data can be p on lake chart of practical size. 

=====L methods. 

At the end of each tow, the l<ecorder rolls were removed from the 

instrument and packed with five per cenl formalin in wide-mouth quart ,jars 

for transportation to the laboratory. In the laboratory, a plot of the 


2GriL Gauze numbers and lk Boltinr, Cloth numbers represenl two 
different and distinct series and are nol directly comparable. 
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Figure .11. An interna I mechanism rl:moved from the sampler body ng the 
prllblL'1ll encountered wi til 15 Ik Bolling Cloth. 

Figure 32. A pai r 1160 mesh gri t guaze Recorder tapes representing ten Illi les 
tow in Lake Superior. (Filtering silk, I.eft; cover silk, right). 
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route was then made on a standard U.S. Corps of Engineers Lake Chart for 
each body of \vater samp1.ed. The exact distance traversed by tlw sampler 
was calculated and the number of two inch divisions ol silk utilized in 
the course ol a single tow was determined directly from silk rolls. These 
figures were then checked agains t the informa ti on which had been recorded 
at the time ol removal of the silks from the instrument. By dividing the 
number of miles of tow by the number of marked t,vO inch sections ol silk, 
the number of miles per division (MPD) can be determined. This informa
tion was used as an index of winding raLe ol the Recorder under tow, and 
for computing the exact length of silk necessary to equal ten miles of to",. 
The number of divisions per ten mile block can be calcuLated Irom the 
following Iormula; 

Divisions per block (Dl'l» M~D X 10 

1'IlC quantity determined by this ca lculation formed the bas.i s for 
location oC the cutting points [nr the silk roll. These points formed the 
boundaril'8 ol each block, \vhich, by calculation Irom the above equation, 
were exacely equal to ten miles of tow. After cutting, these Se:cti0l18 of 
silk are relerre:d lo as "Tl'n Mile: Ill()e:ks" and can be re:latl'd Lo specific 
se::,menes of the linc o[ tmv plottl,,1 on the chart. Ikcausl' of the: adjust
menL of the pi tcll of the propl,llcr for tllWS in Lhe Creat Lakes (sixty
live degrees), each two inch section of silk was l'qual to approximat'cly 
[ivc miles DC ll)\V. Under nln:-ma] circumstances, rolls \v('re cut intl) units 
o[ ClPpl-()xim<1lciy luur inches ill lCllglll cllrresplH1Liing to ten m-j Lcs uf 
water salOp ted. 'l'h(\sc arc c()llvC'nienL ulli L:s wi Lh \.Jhich LlJ v.Jurk, f()r in 

.J.dc1iliul1 Lll t!lcir comp<1cL si%c, each Ten Mi Il\ f.>lllck r(\pn\SL~nto 2.5 cubjc 
meters (2,500 I ilers) ol \v<lLer salllpled. Ilanly (LYJ'.I) indicatc's that under 

normal sampling I'rocl'durcs in the North Sea and Jlorth Atlantic (kl,an ti,e 

Re:conkr samples J.O cllbi.c llll'Ll'rs o[ watel- lur l~acll tl'n miles uf tow. 

This figure is l)(1seu un l:()wil1)~ [lJr Len nLluLicLli mjius, whereas Lilt: Ii)2urC' 

2.5 cubic JIleLl'rS of \JaLer filtl,rcd, ;JS dctlTmincd in lhi" sLudy, is b<lslcd 
on Lh" lise l,] Len statuLe mill'S (lIe:ndersoll and Jjrowll, 19(7). 

1111' cut scctions of si lk \vCrl' stored in Lhin plastic bags of a 
,;uitablc sioce, Lu which Ll'Tl lllilliliLe:rs of five pcr cent formalin had 
been auded as a IHcserva ti ve. TIlt: bags we:rc then s Lorcd in aLi gh t -sea l 
ing plasLic b()x wllich \vas filled witl! five per Cl'nt formalin L(l prcvent 
dcsiccatiDn. 

At the ouLseL, an attempt was made to analy%c the %uoplankters directly 
un the cut secLioJls o[ the Rc'corder si lks, as is done: at the Edinburgh 
Laboralory o[ Lhc Scoet i sh M"rinc Iii 0 I ugi ca I Association. Howcver, in the 
Great Lakes selll]i cs bcin;; reported hcre, a number o[ problems were encount
ered in direct microscopic analysis. Fl)r example, it was especially diffi 
cult t() distinguish trw caudal (furcal) rami and setae of the Copepoda 
against the white backgr,)und ol the si1.k mesh (Fit';urc 33). A number of 
lighting and staining procedures were cmployed, but no entirely satisfactllry 
llwLlwd of direc L e:numerati on was [(lllild [or organisms retained on the si lks. 
III addition to the taxonomic difliculties based on [ine sLructural detail, 
another manifestation "I interest \Jas the large: agglomerations of phyto
plankton ",hidl accumulaled and coverl,d many (If the ,woplankters on net 
secLions taken [rom the ",estern arm ()[ Lake Superior, the southern end 
of Lake Hi clligan, and throui;lwut Lake Huron. Figure J4 which shows one 
such aggl'lIneraLi,)n represenLs approximately 2.5 miles (If tow (left to right) 
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FigureJJ. A uiaptumid as it "I'P"'Clrs Ull IZec()nkr Si llcs. 

Figure: J4. A Recurder silk reprl"SenLing 2.5 miles of to\v (lc[t to righl.) 
in Lake Superior 3.4 SL;ltute miles oute of Duluth, Ninnesota. 
The scale tu the l"It I S in millimeters. (Comparison "jtll 
Figure 32 indicates density increaC3e in this area). 
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beginning .4 tatute miles from the Duluth, Minnesota Piers (harbor 
causeway). The scale at left is in millimeters. The large amorphous 
mass in the center of this figure consisted f a tangle crustaceans 
covered by a layer phytoplankton. It is presumed that the mechanical 
reduction of effective net mesh area is responsible for impaction of the 

lankters in areas of lesser water velocity surrounding the entrapped 
.Lankton. The phytoplankter forming the base of tltis entanglement is 

a long chai n diatom, which would tend to be more 
easily trapped by the re silk. Other diatoms, including 

Synedra ~ var. angustissima, are be found 
, indicating the entrapment of these organisms 

occurred aCter the establishment of the base matrix of crustaceans and 
ong-chain phytoplankters. 

Because of the difficulties with direct microscopic examination 
Recorder silks, a procedure was established whi.eh allowed more detail~d 
cXClminati the zooplankters taken (see Appendix R). Alternate sections 
()[ Ten Hi Blocks, i .c., , ), 7, . . '.' were removed from the 
sturage and the urganisms \vasllCd from the filtering and cover silks 
by a jet of \Vater (Henderson and Glover, 1967). Any y.ooplankter that was 

led in the mesh o[ Lhl' (wt Iva:; rem,)ved with the aid of a camel's hair 
brush and prob,,>; made from a minu len nade Len. The organisms washed from 

net ,,,ere cOI1l:entrat:erl by means r five micron pon: d.iametcr Mi li-
pore (mL'ffibl:ime) filler, and washed carefully into dr<lm vial with a 
small quallL ty of live per cent formalin. T11l-SC VLlls were then labeled 
and set jlll: counting. By lIsing alt<-rnate hlocks, the ontinuity 
,\e c!i,' pre-served [llr sLully. Lucas (19110) has 
adequate demonstrated tllat even thuugh alternate sections of silk arC'. 
analy:.;ed, no majur clianges are ovcrll1oked in this method of examination, 

thilll very I Li z(:d phenomena eli ,.;i JIbe dctc'cted on subsequent 
in the same (Figure J~). 

At the time the silks were removed [rolll tIle ilwtrulIlcnt, the fluid 
[rom the iunnal.ill tank in wltiell the I"llll \"a~, stored in the internal mechan
ism "I order \vilS al removed. Analysis of this reSidual seTved 

denec, of material \,fl1icll been mi~;~wd on the roll, 
allo\,fillg confirmatory identification O\vinr; to the relativ(:ly 

better clll1dition llf [Ill" :;pecimens since, in the main, these had not passed 
ilpproximated dl:ivi ['ollers the internal mechanism. 
is [:crmc:d "Tank Residue". 

In thej r analysis of marine %oopL:ll1kt(ln, the Scottish investigaturs 
have emp1 d traversi L microscope equi Piled wi th a t'-JO-thirds 
Lnch tive and 6X oeul (Hardy, l'Fl9; Rae and Fraser, 1; Colebrook, 
Clover, and Robinson, 1961; Colebrook, John and Brown, 1961), 

In c,.mtrast, lankton COUll in the Great Lakes s ['udies were 
I til a bOX stereoscopic microscope equipped "jth mechanical sLage or in 

Lal cases, wi a standard lOOX I ight microscope. In eithcl' instance, 
a Sedgwick-RafLer cell ,,,as utilized. Organisms ilS large or larger than 
tbe jtlveni tagl:S of (lCU lata var. (Loven) , ()POSSUIll 

shr imp, cuun ted naked eye numhers recorded. 
This includes both ids and fish. Complete counts of the 
concentratt' in the cell Here made, n most cases, represented Lhe 
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entire Ten Mile Block uf sample. Aliquots of this concentrate \vere used 
only in areas of extremely dense patches of planktun Ivhere organisms were 
su abundant that counting in this fashion proved impOSSible. When used, 
these aliquuts represented approximately one-t',Jenti th, one-seventh, or 
one-hal f of the or 19ina] Clll1Centrate, depending upon the density the 
sample. Counting in this way tends to pl'oduce less statistical error than 
the usual method of examining Recorder rolls. The technicians of the 
Scottish Harine Biological. Associatiull normally examine one-twentieth 
Lhe Ten Hile Block (Rees, 1949; Col"brook, Gluver and Robinson, 1961; Johns, 
] 96/). Tili procedure is It),ved because [tI,e massive amounts of data 
wh i ell arc prol·cssed each month by Lhe group. Because of the Jarg"r aLlqllots 
examined, and the speci I care taken in proparation of the sub-samp1c's for 
microscopi exmninatil1l1 and idcnU Cication, it is (cit that the data acquired 
in the Great Lakes studi rt",enL counts at least as accurate as thos" 
reported by the Scuttish invl'stigators. 

IdenLificatioll of taken in t"hi s stndy was based tlte lul10w
Lng lax()nomic 
(1) 	 .L. Herrick (L895). 
(2) 	 R.W, Penna I< (l953). 
(J ) 	 t,Ja r d and G. C, Wit 1. Ppie (l 95 ':l ) 
(4) 	 Animals of the North Cc'ntral St:ates. S. 

(5) 	 1:.1\. Birge (1878). 
(6) 	 The Systematics of North American J.L. Brooks (1957). 
(7) 	 On Some EllLomosLraca of Lake Michigan Adjacent \~at"rs. S,A, Forbes 

(1882). 
(8) 	 On Some Llkc Superior Entnmosrraca. S,A, Furbes (i8')1). 

Aside fr,)m the massive amounts [data obtained by the Rec')t"dcr meriwd, 
the majpr difficulty facing tbe analyst is tht' prublem ot- Illutilatioll 
s!)(_'cimens. Because of the nect'ssity "f sing the ; Iks lhrough the 

ose1y al'l)roxirnated driving [ollers, a certain amount ()f ,.:rushing of the 

Larger soft boJit:d spec imens occurs. Figure shows a SIH~C fmc'l1 l)f Nysi_s 


(Loven) taken [w.d miles north HaniLOU Island 

le the general morpholugy is fairly normal, thi 

organ is so drastically compressed laLl'rally, that in dorso-ventra 
view would be virtually unrecogni%abte. The same situation occurs with 
Cladllcera, unless they 1 ie on their side, emd with coopc'pods trapped in any 
positIon other than their smal.lest or dorsu-vcntral dimension, lying nat: 
un the net. 

Because the Recorder is able to accumulate huge masses of data in a 
relatiVc,ly short period of time, and because of the problem oJ rushing and 
distortiun of specimens, it was decided that identification would be 
made to genus only. To accomplish a meaningful. study, identification to 
the species level "uuld have necessitated expendi ture of more than tli/icc' 
the amount of time requi red for generic Identificoati.)fl. The other a1 ter
native would have been to emp statistical techniques uti.li%ing sllch 
small quantities of sample that the t:t:su1ts may well have been stzttistically 
suspect. Therefore, the result in this publication are reported i terms 
of genera, th relatively fe" notes species distribution. 

Laboratory analysis of the material taken from the llardy Multi-depth 
Plankton Indicalor was analyzed in exact! the same way as that the 
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on :) 	 Recurdcl~ Lape [r\)Jll Lake 

Cl)rnpre::s iun by the iving 11
Figure 36. Mysis ==== 

Supl:ri or. 
meclldll j srn caused the dis tl)rt i un u [ of th" ,nLernal 


c;,rapm:e). 


Recorder, and in the· lIlaj i l Y l ':lll(,VS, .:t \) r llil' dl';',t:.lll i l akc'n 

lrnm any i ven S,lnllllc W('l'(' cOllnted. iJerwi.sc· li'lllol s ;.dent' l"d 

those uLili~cd in R"c(lrdcr ilnalysi we Lt· La ken. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESUl~TS 

clarity, the accumulated for this publication \';111 be 
three ti These sections ace: (1) tudies dcme 

i-depth Plankton Indicators; (2) sludies made with the Contin-
Plankton Recorder; and (3) the validation of Recorder tows by 

expanded sCelle runS in the western arm of Lake Superior. 

wi til the Multi-depth Indicator. 

III this investigation the Multi-depth Plankton Indicator was utilized 
to determine the uptimum of tOl'; for tIll' Continuous Plankton Recorckr. 
The m"thodology described 10 I ier section Two separate 
studies o[ this type were undertaken, one in 1967 and in 1968. 
In an effort tu observe vertica 

ts these migrations organIsm ibutiol1 within the 
mass, to\.vs were ude periods of both ght and dark-

In 1968, a conn to lwmlty-Iour hour cycle was llowed. 

On July '1, 1'167, and on August: 8 and 9, 1968, repli tc "('riD! tows 
.3 Ie,; "ociJ wero wi th Nu It i -depth Plankton Indicators (Figure's 

-25) fur Lhc purpos o[ {'nmparislIl1 nf planktuIlic lH)jlulati.nns al variuus 
lrara. OIl the [i rst crui ,July C). I Y67, to\"s w(·re mack \"j th scquentia t Iy 

slackc'c! samplErs ill (Jill', five., Len, LlojUlty, thirty. nnd forty m"tcrs 
(Figure 26). These. tows were mild" during the time perilKI (1 1200 hours 
to 220() hours. At 220() hours the cruise had to be' terminated becclusc 
mechanical Ll i lure "f the rese'llrciJ vessel' s l'n~\inl'. On 1968, 
bcginn"j nl~ :.1 l LOUU hnllCs, runs \.JQre made \v1 
oC ive, ten, [i tWL'nty, l\O/L'llty- On 

ucc.Jsjons, ruund-er nul Cnnu 
lwrth shoreline of Lake 
K11i 

lLltut mi les \-las lr;;versl'cJ in directioll. 

rouglwut Iwse tuLi i .' till' dejlth u the water lUass sampic'd 
beLl,:ecn tM) hundred and three 11Ilndrcd [('"it. Edch "Ill' \;/ilY to\'; 

req1lired l1ppr'oximatld I 5 h"urs to complete. Appr,)ximately thirty 
les \"e I'll rL'qui red I ur n; [i tt i ng tlw samp lers II t U>e end (\ f each to", 

prior to making the re't~url1 trip at the prescrib(cd tlvl) lwur intC'rval. Thus, 
(;cJch r"und trip rtm requi rcd a tutu I (If [uur hours. 

The runs un .Iu ly l), 1.')67, wc're schedu t e: 
tlw down bound runs from Klli River hc'urs 

tivL'ly, '.ihile thl' ()pbound initiatcd at l'\vo 
case ilt 1400, 1800, and huuJ:s. Tows on 

of the run beginning Llt 

i le h'g 01 the 

0100, 0400, and 0800 hours. 
on severa l of these to,vs WtiS nccessi

the, vessel speed. In both cases, 
light to muderate winds. 
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Light intensities, expressed as per cent transmission plotted against 
depth, were virtually the same for both sampl.ing dates even though the 
absolute magnitude di fiered (See Fi gure 37 and 38). The same statement 
can be made for comparisons of full daylight and twilight transmission. 
The major di fference \;/as the variation noted in the Secchi Disc transparency. 
On July 9, 1967, the reading was 7.5 meters, while on August 8 and 9,1968, 
it was Il.S meters. 

On each of these date~ a well developed thernmcline was observed 
At its thickest point, 1.ts boundaries extended [rom forty feet at the upper 
margin to scventy-five feet at the lower margin (12.1 to 22.7 meters) 
on July 9, 1967, whi on August 8, 1968 it [rom fifty to 
eighty feet (15.1 meters). In relating characteristics 
these towing procctlur'C:, following statements can 

two samplers \vet:e running in the hypolimnion; 
(2) at leas tone samp ler was running I'{i th in the thermoc I iue; and (.J) depend 
ing on the date, the shell 1,)west thrce, or the shallowest four samplers wore 
traversing L1lL' ep i.mnion (See Figure J'J). 

PIDts o[ lhe data fnml these replicate serial tows are shown ill 
Figures 40 and 41. It inUl1(~dialeLy <lppat:cnt tbat peaks 01 organism 
distt:ibution and ahundance occur Cln tile runs 1rom Knife River to Two 
Harbors and tha L d iminuti on of organism ('onc,.ntrations ilre [luted consis 
lyon the return Two Harbors tIl Knife Rivl.r f the Since 

both I lOgS () r [ the runs \.;as made cont()Ur5~ as: 
determined by dCllth record each 01. the,;c 

runs \.,Jas for the phenomc 
nOll of period" ion in eatehl's appean; to I io t-he Ivater currents 

North Shon' in a westerly irrection (from Two Harbors 
which would mean that a grcatl.r amollnt of \"atcr was h Itl'nod 

as ,me ran <Jgl1inSl the current un the leg from Kni River to Two Harbors, 
than ,m the "l'l'osite () r the run when one ran wi tll t.ile current. T11i s 
phenomenon has beC>11 reguLat:!.y ol>sl'rvl'ci ,;inctl 1965 (Swain, Olson, and Odlaug, 
J 968). 

AltlHHlgh these Ltll'Luatiolls arc lJC inler(;st, 3pp{~(lr not to 
,;criflllsly lIf[e,·t the uf this IH)rt1011 the rudy. These clata 
were taken ill an :;uustanLialc the tl.n meter levt' 
the level [1f to\v f,'r j nnous Planklun [·he Great Lakes. 
The data displayed in 40 and 41 indi sm abundanc(; 
at the ten melpr I I i o[ uther levels. 
The ten meter Illvel to maintain its ccc to the utl1l'r 
evels mULe than any other, \,{ith 

the extrl'll1(:ly the extremely deep levels the to". From tltes" 
data it can be stated tlwt the len meter Level is at least: as 7,llod a lc;v .. 1 
for lOwing as any "ther depth illcrement studied and probably is more 
l'eprescntativ<, tiW,1I 1II0St () Lllf' uther 111yers. In sence, based un the 
data acquired in tllcse studies, i1 one must pick a ngle level for towing 
to indicate gen(.ra I trends LhruugllOuL a \,mtec 1.t i c I "ar that this 
single depth ,;JlOuld be ten meter level. 
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Id. 1{"sulLs Multi-depth 1'1anktlll1 Incli U)\",s fllr 
detel:mi optimuill saml' I i depth LuI' Recorder 

ludies_ 

with the Continuous Recorder. 

Tlw major emphasis lwre and the bulk data acquired this pub] i
cali are based on sludiRS made with the Continuous Plankton Recorder. 
In folLowing sRetion, analyses of La are made and reported chronu}ogi 
cally by year, beginnin?, \,Jlth the periods of tm, in 1966 and continuing 
through 1 In a1 cases, bio?,eographica chart distribution of 
organisms, and a table of absolute nuniliers organisms taken in any 

run accoIllpanys the narra t Lion deal inE tit the resul ts each 

low. 

For tIll' purpuse U[ ;]llalys l and di..scussion, each 
divided into tions represent t(,n les 0 

nate sections of ten mi ts have been Cl l 
distribution, beginning "'"ith SccLi L for each , till' nLLernat·c 
Sec t.ions L, j.J ), 7, \.), Lc., 113vc been pr,JccsseJ ~ analyzed and plilt 
leaving Lr corrc,c,ponding OPIH)sj numbers, Sections 2, 4, I.e 

untuuched to maintain cont.inn.iLy tile originnl sampl fu tllrc re Cere.l1cc. 
ThrougllO\I t the d us l \)11 (l r rcsul t 
the "Ten 
cub i.e meter,; \,ater have s(:c.tion 

ines on lhe hiogc()gcapllic<-.tI t tiL uisl-ribnl of (~<Jc,h run, l'quiva

to l:iw l.ucaLi t the I In:; I'(lines In tlte body \Jater n CllICStj(1l1. 

Thus, whEn al L or the seclillll lines c:xamined togc:ll1er, a I'L,)t of 
rout.e tow is obtaincd~ This represents spaCiaL I\)c~llion nf thc: 
R(~cordcr ~:;cc.lion. The sCl',Lion number, siLua bclt)w the 
Hi I" glock, l:o a sillli Lar number sl tuaLeu beloH tilc' 
histngrnlTI column for that pnrLion 

In pLlt in tlw data, a ti line been construe above the 
Recorder _ wnu periuch elf time and 11i,',11 are' ,indicatl'd. In 
addl LiUl1 to .,'patia local ;un, by n,", the j10siti o[ tile R"cordcr 
sections wi,tlt l-ltc c~)I-responding time litll::} U1C IOC~llj \11 the sCI.:tiuns 
in time be l..":eLcrmined. An (:rc~ct Lriaug has bc:en used to indicate: 

~;unrisc;, ami an LnvcTl·ed tr-iallF,lc to imiicJ sunseL. Tile daytime part 
the run i:o i ea tc'd by Lh c wh lE purt ion uf i me -Ii. ne, 'vb ill' t h(: 

nighttime jlortion of run is 'neli ca by L1le b lackEneu arl'u. 

Abs oj numbers an· p] \1tt(;(1 in tlw his tngl'<lIl1S ()[ tile i ogcograph IcaI 
charts o[ Lribution, with one exceptiun. ion is noted in 

case f Lhe "IH1.';f;LUll shrimp, Hysis Dele was used 1"'1' 
the scattc:rc:d ll)W numerical l)CCllrr<'::llC\.'. of organ ThQse symbo 
are ful cxp Lailwd ill legend reach 

Spec ia I nota L arc' made [ur runS ,111 \chich 15 SiJ k [lo 1 ti C 1 0 til 
was llsed instead Df tilL' landard !f60 Grit Caucoe. Except as other"wi notl!d, 
the runs tl;]Cd the standard 60 mesh per" inch (60 XXXX) Swi Grit GaUZE,. 
All samp taken \vith the Continuolls PLankton Recorder ,vere at the 
ten meter depth. 
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Results Tows 

- Lake Superi or - - Recorder Run #1. 

On July 25, , the Recorder was shot statute mile outside the 
Duluth Pi.ers (harbor causeway) at 1415 hours. After towing through Lake 
Superior, Recorder was hauled abreast (ninety degrees abeam) of Isle 
]'ar1sienne Light in Wh at 1340 hours on July 26, 1966. On 
both dates tht: "eather tions were quite favorable with bright: sunshine, 
clear vis biliLy and scattered cloud cover. 

The resul for these dates were fairly typical for runs through 
Lake Superi or dll ri ng the 1966 on. Except tile extren)(' western anTI 
of Lake Superior, numbers <If organisms, even during the nighttime hours, 
\vert' ngly low. SOllie slight tendency towards increase during the 
nightti but tlt" predominant llf'ak in this run occurred 
ill the extreme western arm <l[ Lake Superil1r, adjacent to the Duluth area. 
On til is low. Sel' lion 1 (cpresent(>d, by far, the h ighes t numbers uf organ-

Laken ill titl! day period. Numbers were observed in 
the first secl , adjacent to Dulul:it, in of 7000 organisms. 
TIle predominant nrgLlllj sms wert: thl~ copcpuds, \.vith clauoccrans making up ..1 

sccondary pc·ak cquaL tn approximateLy olw-haJ r that of the first. Rotifers 
in tlli area were plTsent in signi fieant numbers but they tended to diminish 
,;harp ly thc sec t i represent i llg the "pen waU'r ar"as of the Lake were 
reached. They did not occur again unlil L11,: final c;(:ctillOs () the run 

lhe vid "f \,Ihil·cfj'lh Point (S<'ction L9), at which timo their num

bers were much reducl,d. 

prcu,Hllinilnl· urgani;.;nls, Lhruughoul entire lOW, were spcci(-'.s 
mad" u'gular- contr-ibutions to the constitucnts 

ankl:on at ten meters, but rcacill'd I'rojlorti equaling that of 
,"lly;n Secl:i.ol1 I in Lhe ni Iy or Duluth. Cladocerans, for 

lllOSt L, were virtually a:)scnt throughout most of this run. The 
major eXClll' OL'currcd in the (:xtn.:mc' western arm of the l.ake, where the 
toed ;Jbundancl; exceedc:d 2000 organisms Mil" Block. The predom
inant organi were found to b" spec ies genus Di.\Illmia. while 
1\osmina was li.lken j a rati of approximateLy l;2 with 

Among the , the genera Ell;. scJlUra ilnd 
present., LllOUgh in reduced numbers, all but Section I. Tile genus 
SC'l1ecella signiUcant contributions only in Sections 1 and 2, and in 
til<'. remainder of the sect the numbers were eitlH'r entirely ,,,anting or 

very much redu<'l,d. 

The "possum imp, Nysi s 	 (Loven) occurred wi 
tent frequency thrlluglwut hours approximately 

2200 to 040() hours, shortly bc,fore sllnriste. highest numbers were ob
tained in the vicin i ty of the Ke'·J(,onaw Peninsula, where a proportion;) lly 
large elf juvcni was takcm, wi til the nnmbers of adu I ts b"ing 
reduced. Total counts ranged from a low 4 mysids per Ten Mile Block 
to a high of 11. 

Of particular interest were large agglomerations of phytoplanku;rs 
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\-,hich cbaract"rized certain of t iOlls ned. This is a phc.nomenon 
been oosc:rvcd "<01""'t,,<1 tlte "xlrcmc western arm of Lake 

Superior. Til is m:mifestali,)[l is disCLlSS(Od in L in Llt(, [er 
rel.ating to lhodology (Figure ]~). 

Michigan - Downo[lund 

Tid entire run dllwn Lake 

The Recorder \olaS shot :ibn"ts 

aj'lQT t througll Michigan, 


["an ted on July 27, 1%6. 

W.:1S 

south 
\vi til fn prl\v~d 

l itr(lllghouL the 

02 hours and 

tit(, Chi Ouler Iluoy the 

th"! datt: was generally nvcrcast 

InLenni ttent- ra in w;}s experienced 

i_ng () heavy squalls at al'!ll"llxillliltcly 1')00 Ill'urs. 


As "bown by both tIl(, tabular 

i cal l J the nllmber~) {)[ (Irgul1 i 


1,1\-,. higlwst J the l'nrirc 


data and lill' Ilistog['ams 
presellL nn tillS 

Tcn Hi le II 

to "!lC' 

s I igil l i Y mOH' t-.han 2 pq~anisms 


w<,s imatcly l"tjulvaienlI.'1 
i IllTCd a the lel1 

On three UC('(1Sil)l1S the cladocL'r3ns taken jn nUmbt'fz) slightly 
excess tiL the Thct,;(~ w~rl' repr(~';3QnLcd by St'~l t r !~, It 
all lH~l'Ur·r.i.ng in diJyLimc hours in tile rclalivt~ly \1J)(:11 \.JaCl?r areas 
central Lake Hichig:m. In these lillIlS, the hy rar 

The c I ad <lceran, 

A m;_lximum 
>vhi (july I was oh;;erveu [11 

was tak('ll the first 
south end of FOUl: inwils 

the must nanL organism, nccurrill~ 1_n rati t):1 with 

The dlnoflagc II ,Ceratium 
sm,-: 

n till'. first 
lour seel i 'll1S. The numbers ranged I'''r Tcn Hi 
Block. 

During run, nauplii Wl,:re tak(~n only t\'JO occasjons. II) each 
instance, they Ivore found at the sl.)lJtilprn (If tit" lake (Sections U 
and 15) where tlwy ranEcd front 1 tu 7 organi sms I'e!~ 2. 
water ItECred (Ten Mile Block). It \-las most inl<Tesli 

a 
in this run. on all but four occas ,Sect! tu 1:l, t'xcceded 

sizeable margin. These sections, twas 
portion the lake ami in the hours t,l surwct. 

The grea tes t numeri ca 1 
in Section 3, where the ratio was 

~===:..:::. were taken intermittenlly 
organism per Ten Mile Block. in 

Members of the roti.fer populations \,jere markedly low in northern 
porti_ons the lake, where a maximum of only 79 organisms >vere found 
per Ten Mi le Block (Sec 7) . They diminished rap i.e! Iy beyond tha t 
point. The opossum shrimp, Mysis, >vas not observed in this lake at 
the ten 
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Michigan - ==="
The [{ec_onler 1vas shot abreast of Chicago Outer Buoy at 1950 hours 

on July 29,1966, and after towing 19'1.5 miles through take Hichigan, 
1vaS hauled when abreast Point BeLsie Lir,ht at 0745 hours. 

On tit run, the vertical stabl I izing fj II of the Recoreler was adjusted 
in onler tu furce the insLnuHent Lo plane LaU'rally uut fr,)m the port ide 

the ship. The ratillna \vas that if the sampler could be ,,,yung far 
('nl'ugh pclrt, any pussibLe e[fe,'ts tile hull of Llle vessel passing 
through the ,vater could be mJnimi DUl:ing the ('l,urse (If the nighttime 
h,)ur.s, the namp appC":arl~t1 Lu b(' Lo\v.Lng in ;:1 llurmal [,-ls11 Lon 1 somc~ tC~Il 
del~rlles laterally (to ) from its usual i',)sition of tuw. However, 
the instrument lvas checked in the c:1rJ morni huurs, i.t was observed 

iJave ,:sLablished (:tTatic l'1\ving paLUn:n indicating later,ll instability. 
The Recorder running He 1.1 to the puc!: quarter. From tili 1','-1 nl i t
muved sl"\4ly r""5 tile wlizc (llltl"r the sllip's ([',mulll) until. the 
lU1:bu e set- 111' by the vees,;"l's Sere\-! threw it "helrply lU port again. 
This eye nccnrrc:d rL'I'l!;]Lcd Hit-Il lltl: ilLHjoliS h<:coming 1n,-r"a,;ln); 
vi,,1 L. levenLu;llly t11" rsions IwcillllC wide tchat a ninet tingre" 
starl,o" list "L: 11)(' instrument "b,,,'rvL:c! as tll<: Ileconk,: bruached 
and hr"k .. L1w SUd'ilCl' 0 I t:lw ll'r. Til '.ll'; tab.i Ii [-y not "b,;ervcd 

t·i l ~Jb,)"ul tl1L: Lime nf sunrjsc r Sect on I), hUl it 
lIuli.1 Reeortlcr W:1S hauled abreast 
al'l'arecnt tile-Il lllaL LhL' J.atter porL i rcgardvd 

PCT :::; i nee l depth nLher 
th~lJl Lell meters. 

the "-11 J t Ion s ) VXl"L'pL Lng 
tile,,,,, 
predomi n.:lnt l'opcpod 

LW(1 iJ 

<In(l.:::....L..:::~ ,dnH.: l~vcd . 
jn 

lid 

s pee ics Wt~ rc ubserved Lu 
be sli;;l1tly Itlgitl,r Ulan lhe d i SecLi 10 ere equal 

\vCrC run. 

nardin i a ""l~.t~) l 

nCC<J (Sec l i 

"iWH' 1inc Sab 

, 

priur ll,) 

in SecL 
PU'i and 

ii, '), and to) 
Busnd na ot',curred Scc l i I1n 10. 

seen (In une da)dlrL:ak and at abuuL 
0400 h,)lIrs on ,Tul.y un [0, adjac,'IlL 
to the Michigan Pnjnt n(~t Je. 

RoLl_fers 14ere ()iJsL'rvcci in tl1H,e seclions (Sectiuns , 7, and 'J). 
Has taken in the s,une wid le \,as seL'n on ly 

on 9. 

- Lakc, SUl'er i ur - Upbound 

On Uti s run thruugh Lake Superior, the [{ecorder \<las shot ill: 2248 
hours on July )0, abn:asl "1 [-I", Isle Farisiu1l1te Light -in Hlliu,fish 
After towing thJ:tlllgh tlle lake under mmkrately cloudy wHh light 

trumcnt \<las hauled at 1 '120 hOllrs un July l, abrc'ast 
Li;;h t. 
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Examination of the data from this run revealed that the most striki 
features were, (1) the dearth of organisms present in the eastern arm of 
Lake Superior and the e"stern-central port! on as far as the 
Keweenaw Peninsula, (2) the opposite manifestation of an extraordinary,"" 
build-up of organisms in Sections 14 th 17, in the vicinity of thef,~" 
Apostle Is L:mds and the western arm oi the lake. The extremes of fluctua
tion organism densities appeared at bOl'h ends of the tow. L(1\vc:r numbers 

I
.) • .a. 

were seen in the eentral portion of the run in the vicinity of the Keweenaw 
Peninsula. 

Sections l through 7 in the vieinity of Whiteiish Point In eastccrn
eentral Lake Superior yielded cnunts that were remarkably scanty even ]\)r 

j i.' this 0 l.igotrophic i"llldy water. The pril1l:ipa l copepod in arcQ was.I.J~I!I .1 .".! J. "'" 
which occurred wi th regular i Ly, al th(Hlgh in grl'C1 ly reduu:d 

The same may he Lor both gene['n of cladllccrans present, 
Daphnia and Bosmina. 

"., 
Speeies of were not seen in sectionf; precedinl', the cent 

portion of eastern Superior. Numerically they were low Lhl~(\ugh 

most of the lake. In Section 12, than a len-iold inerease in ahundanc( 
n, ======= and Seneece I I n occurred 1 rregu lar l y l 

became .:1 lar c()nst i tllcnl~ 
ton. Laken in two t i()J1s (I. and 

In each insl:anl'C: only 1 specimC:Jl was found. 
Figure 45. Recordc:r run lf4. 

The areas of highest densities taken nn this run (Sectiuns U, thrnugh 
17) yielded maximum counts in excess 1,000 organisms, ,"nde up prinei 
of copepods of the genus Di aptornus. However, ncar ly 11 o[ the otlll'r 
major cupepod genera were present including Osphranticum 
(Forbes) which is quite unusuaL in the plankton. The protuzoan 
was seen in Sections 1:3 and 14 and it was I1\clS abundant in Sel:tH>nTABLE:VI RECORDER RUN:4 L.AKE:Superior (up) lJA'fE:JulylO-]l, 1'166. 
Rotlfers were present in all les in th~ uf and west 0 Rock 
of Ages Light (Seetions 12 through 17). 

va:::-. \,;as taken in sma 11 numbers in tl,e "astern 
SUperl\lr du ti,m, portion of run (Sections 

- Lake - Downbound 

On this run the Recorder was shot abreas l and one mi Ie off till, Two 
Harbors Light at 2015 hours, and was re-hauled immediately. The vessel 
was proceeding on a course directed toward the Apostle Islands as it 
pulled away from Two Harbors. After the ReC,lrder, the wheelsman, 

.. hi s course port, gave the l. a full lc ft rudder \-lh i ch 
threw the main force the cone oi turbulence 0 the ship's screw directly 
onto the Recorder as it was short hauled. This bent the reinforced steel 
towing davit the deck. The instrument was iately re-hault:d 
order to make repairs on tile davit. Upon completion of these repairs, the 
instrument was again shot abreast o[ the Devil's Island Light at 0004 
hours, and the tow down Lake Superior was begun. 

During the course this tow, l5 Silk Rolting Cloth tapes wen, used 
in the Recorder. Approximate ly 130 ill.i les tow were ach I eved be Lore an 
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excess of water and winding pressure caused tearing, twisting and distor
tion of this lighter fine mesh silk. A total of seven alternate Ten Mile 
Blocks of were obtained on this run. TI,ese sections represent the 
water mass from the startin8 point abreast of Devil's Island Li at 0004 

,3:1..7 
"~.['''; 	 hours, to the vicinity of the western edge of the Keweenaw Peninsula at

!~GlI~PGAN".M 1(,100(,·Mlt':~~;M 	 0741 hours un the same day. 
~OO :' ';)fAI 

~, r;;nA.I() ah: J Hi:" 

Ii 'e<L)~ The use oC the finer lFl') Silk Bolting Cloth, as opposed to the 60 
mesh Grit Gauze, provides additional data that proves to be very interest
ing. The abundance of roti throughout this tow clearly indicates 

"'~N I",,~ 

,-	
~~~ c:-l- ____ 	 that in runs with the standard 60 mesh per inch gauze, a large number ofr-'."od • """"~II UIt ttlll these sma I ler lanktonic organisms wel:e passing through the mesh the 

, 
" '- -. . ~ . net. Rotifers occurred from a minimum of 194 orf,anisms per Ten HiIe Block 

fI""";" (on Section 4) to a maximum of 4320 clrganisms (Section 2).
i 

was principal rotifer in Sections .'J and 7; whi Ie Kera 
'\ 

" 
dominant in Sections 2, 3, 4, and 6. TI,e protozoan 
occurred in Section 4 in a concentration f approximate organisms 
per Ten Mile Block. In Sections I and 2, roti [ers were the most !mmer<l\lS 
organisms in the plankton. On both occasions they exceeded the copepods 
in abundance, but in Section 2 the ratio of rotifers to cOjlepods was almost 
4: 1. Otherwise, rotifers occurred in a ratio in excess of 2: 1 with the 
cladocerans. 

Naup 1. ii were ohserved on every sec ti on tb1>; run. They were takenFigure 46. lZec,'nler run 
in nwnbcrs rangi from 324 to 3629 per sect Hinilllum numbers were 
takcn in Section 1, whil" the moximum occurred in Section 4. 
was the predominant copepod genu s although LinulOca lanus macruru,; 
Cyclops were taken in every section. numbers of copepods ochieved 
maximum proportiuns in Section 6 where more than 4000 organisms were 
taken. Nearly that many were seen in S<oction 4, whi Ie Sc'cti on containc,d 
numbers slightly lLighcr tilan 3000 organisms pur 2.5 cubic of water 
filtered. 2l2... occurred '4jth regulari througlll1ut the tow and 
was absent on ly [rom Sections .5 and 7. The range of concentrat ion of these 

'"' 0 	 organisms was 1.:3 152 per Ten Hi Ie Block. was 
,.. 
Q) 

ohserved in the first three sections whi in 

§" tbe first two. In both instances, the concentrat.ions were 
Vl 22 organisms per Ten Hile Block. 
!OJ 
~ 

j 	 While nlysids were not seen this run, cladocerans \;1(,,'<2 taken in 
every section ranging from more than 40 organisms in Sccli()J1s (, and 7 to 

LI") r-', more than 500 in Section 2. As in other previ Ul\.Js, large quantities 
Z; ('I of phytoplankton overlaying the entrapped organisms on ilk were ob::> 

p;: 

w served. With the usc of 15 Silk Bolt loth, the quantities of diatoma
p;: 

W 

ceous mater i was even heavier than had hf'en prev iuus ly seen. These 
Q algae persisted throughout the first two sectivlls, amI by the time Sectioncc: 
0 	 was reached, a very sharp decrease in CUl1centrations was noted. The u 
w 
r:Y; 	 predominont phytoplankters in Sect ons I and 2 

and " 
H 
H 
:;:.
W 

pO'"" <
H 
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Augm;t 13 and 14, 1966 - Lake Michigan - Downbound 

On August 13, the Recorder was shot two ami one-half miles off 
Lansing Shoals Light (0835 hours) on a 24l degree (downbound) course. 
After towing through Lake Michigan the Recorder was hauled when abreast 
of Chicago Outer Buoy (0.6 miles off) at 0428 hours on August 14. Slightly :e'" 
more than one-half of this run was made during the hours prior to sunset. 
The \veather throughout this entire run was generally clear with ambient 
temperatures up to 68 degrees Fahrenheit. 

111e higlH~st peaks of organisms were observed in the nighttime hours 
-0in two separate sections; one in south-central Lake Michigan, including ::. 

Section 1 and 11, and the other in Section 15 at the south end the ~. I
~.;:;" llake. J 

<0 '";'::;'I~ 
• r- (llO'J;, I. I~ t I; CJRotifers were consistently prcsent throughout the northern portions f1:\J" J 1:",~, T' " 

IIHI"U 'H~~'U ~2
"""---'o[ the lake. in the first three sections, } ot.. t" II 

" 
c 

~ m"-Vi D oand in Seetioll occurred in Section 1 through 
~ 

/~ 

The genus DiaploTIlns was present in every section. Moderately high 
numbers wen, takcn in Sections 7, 10, l2, 13,14, and 15. 1110 hi.ghest 
numbers occurred in Seclion 16 where more than 600 diaptomids werc found 
per Ten Mile Block. On threv occasions, in Sectilll1s 11, 12, and 14, 
c:-'-~,-,..;;..~. comprised a larg('T p,)rtiol1 of the population than diJ Diaptolllus. 
I~xeept in the [ir,;[ sc:ction, tcntly present, 
although in low numbers. 
were not taken. Epischura 
\,ere j'uuml on I y 5. 

.~~~i;i.ii· 
~ il',,; ,: 
~() (' ; 
~8 ~ 

"I" 

The highes t peak of c ladoce[';llls occurred in Secli on Vi, wherc more TABLE:VIII RECORDER RUN:6 LAKE:Miclligan (down) DATE:Aug. 11-14, 
than 7 ~O organisms we,re taken pcr Ten Mi h, Block. Throughout the rc:mai nuer 
o[ the run lhey wnre ["ulld rc,gul.arly, a.lLhough in relatively low numbers. 
In thee northern porLion pf the lake"~ the l1umlwrs ll[ Daphnia and ~.. 
were remarkably similar, wit.h the excepLillll of Section 6, where a -" 

~ 

" to was observed. In Sections 9 through 13, -M " 
!.t 

in Sections 1 and l5, ~lile 
Ie, ill S('ctiOllS 14 and L5, the rcv<,rst' was 

79 130 
10, 11, and L5. 2 166 36 21'5 

J 65 14 151 

- Lake Michigan - Uphoutld - Recorder Run if 7. 4 101 14 281 

101 14 194 
The Recorder was shot abrc'as t of, and 6.8 mi lec; [f the Chicago 6 ,~" I "'< I 

22 
Outer Buoy at 0048 hours on August 15. After towing a distance: of 200.5 

7 7?mi 1es tlll:ough Lake Michigan, the Recorder was hau leu when abreast of Point 
Betsie Light at ll15 hours the same day. Number 15XX Silk Bolling Cloth 

8 

filtering tapes were used on this run. On this tow, as in previous lrips 
when this light, fine mesh was used, the Rfecorder silks w"re badly twisted 
and torn lor ~l" greater part of the run. In fact, only three usable 
sections (about fifty milfes of tow) were obtained. These three sections 
were located in the southern end elf the lake in the nighttime portion of 
the run. 
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As in the preceding runs with the finer mesh Silk Bolting Cloth, roti 
fers were exceedingly numerous in the samples, to the point f being the 
predominant otganisms on this run. Their numbers varied from more than 
1800 organisms to a peak in excess of 2100 organisms per Ten Mile Block.

==='-'-__-'-:'--~'--_ exceeded by a factor of more 
than twenty times 1n the sect~ons~ In Section ) this 
faetor was nearly sixty times. _____ quadrata was not observe:d 
this run. 

~':::"::c::..t:.:.:._Has the principal copepod present in Section J and 
in and 2. in the £i r8 t tHO 

G sec t ions, but not tlw was observed on I y
;:l 

'i '-' 	 in the first seelion. in the: lirst 
block, Has present in, I 

I,! I 
Daphnia Has by far the most abundant cladoccr;}l1 in the first section, 

but was of ondary importance to 'l. The 
protozoan, Codonella~~: in C;Jclt:~I" case 14 specimens Here per 

~ t;St~~ 2 '". ~ 
~~~' ,." " 	 was abundant in the tirst section, 

CJ~;~W j~~,d 1 	 second, and abscnl fnllll the third 

Sec tions 2 and 

Ten Mile 
al three sectiuns; 

prcsent 
sect: ion. w;}s taken"ig~---~,'.~;>; t'rl ~, 	 ~n only in Section .3, just prior t() 0300 helurs.~~o-OUW ' 

I'c,::I§ 2 ~f ~O~~"~ 	 _,-1 

0 

The tlilluflagcJ.lHU" C"ratium, was tak'!l1 in ('very hi and numbers 
slightly lcss than 7UOO orf;anisms por .5 ('ubic metcrs of \vater. Nauplii
Here present in "very section and ranged [rom 

Ll) L S ~p lmcIl~ per
unit block. 

- - Upbnund 

On this run up Lake Sup"ri or, The Rc'eord"r \Vas shot abreast of Isle 
Parisienne Light Ln \vhj tef Bay at OL,IlS hclon; on August It ,"as 
hauled H!18n ahn:asL or :Cwo llarbl)[s Light in the H""tcrn pnrt of the 

~ 	 lake. Number l)XX :)i Ik Ilolti Cloth was llseccl in Reccclrcicr. A loU1:L: 
:5 of 	fourteen sccljons were adV':H1Ct:O Lhr(Jugh Ute hlstrUnlQnL before tearing 

the silk occur.red. Thcse [Illl!" Lel'l1 sec [ i 111lS amc>unL to 130 illi (l [ 

I~ .-. 	 Low through the castern-ccntrul porLion or ['he lake,. 

Thc cuunts organisms obLJincd in til nm HCr<' very lOH. Roti fers, 
0-: norma 11 y taken in moderate 
~ 	 h gh numbers on runs \oJht:n 1/15 i lk W~lS useo, 
n 
~ f-1 	 Here lIklrked Ly rt'duced. 

in every 
c was thc principal rotiEer o <: n 	 present, l)cCUrriJll~ Lion 4.uc, 

,...... 	 Hcecn on 1y in Sec r ions ,2, J, and 4. Thl' la'" r_ Sec t1 on 1, 4, and 5, but never exceeded 36 organisms
~~ ;::l
H ~ 

!;~ 

~ 
H 
oQ 
<: 
[4 

64 

Cladu(:cran~; were present at illtcrvuLs, l)ccurring jn Sections 1, J, 
t" and 6. With thl: exccpti on of SectilJl1 l, L1wy Here found in v(,ry IIlH 
numbers. \Vas the sole eladoeeran in all but two secti 
occurred in tHU, and Has predominant in onc. 

The preduminanL organism was Although Cyclops \las seen 
regularly in the first five sections again in lion 7, Hhile 

---'=== =====::.. W;JS takcn in Sections I, 3, and 6. :?E.. 
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Figure 49. Recorder run {/8. 
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and Mysis were entirely absent on this run. An unusual plankter 
in Lake Superior, was present in Sections 1 
and 3, but in very 

Superior - Downbound - Recorder Run It9. 

The Recorder was shot on August 22, at 1535 hours, O. miles off 
Two [{arbors Light. After towing the length Lake Superior, the 
Recorder \<las hauled at 1330 hours the following day abreast of the 
northern tip of Isle 1:'arisienne at a distanu: of 2.6 miles off the land 
mass. The greater portion of the tow in the western-central part of 
the lake was made dueing the nighttime hours. It was begun undee extremel 
overcast skies with modeeate winds, which rose teadily in velocity until 
0400 hours when wind speeds of foety knots were encountered along with a 
heavy rain. wind drove a sea ten to twelve feel in IH"ight, with 
waves which were approximately seven to eight feet from crest til crest. 
These conditions reduced tlw speed of the vesse L to approximately 15.4 
miles per hour, and necessitated a change of course at approximately 
0415 llOU ,to allow the vessel to quarter the waves. This altered course 
was !:till for slj ghtly more than an hour, when Llw norm"l course was resumed 
and the vessl'l \.,Ias steered for \;Jhitefish Bay. 

Duri this run, an increase in organi elver the previous tows in 
Lake Superi in 1966 was observed. The counts were notably high in 
Section,; :' :md 3, in the vicini of Llw Apostle Islands. They mrnediately 
deoppecl to Lower Is in sections thereafter, until Sectiuns 14 and 15, 
just beylllld d I inc tween Stannard Rock and Michipicoten Island. At 
this counts increased again to a level slightly below that of Sec
t i. ons land 2. 

The d[lPssUm shrimp) .t!Y..s is ~~, 
in the hours. 

in S,'L'tiOllS 6 through
'""0, 12, all of which occnrr"d Highest concentrati ons
2 were observed on Sections 6, 
H 
0 

,.-l 	 The dominant copepod which wa,l more numeruus than any
H 

other single genus. regulaely throughout the run in 
(:L 

;:l all but Sections 

"' 

appeared principally
CJ) 

duri the ni gilttime hours Dugh ,but was also taken in::..1 	 0" 

<-' 
 Seetion 2, preceding sunset, and again in Sections 13 and 14 in the period


:5'" of carly morning t\viltghl. 

~, 

if; 

\D 	
0, 2, 3, ,a~d 17). The 

observed in low numbers (Secti
z 

was 
taken in 

:::. 	 every section except Sections 10 and 
~ 

~ 
:c:l 	 Rot Lfers occurred intermi t tent Iy the run in concentrat ions
C1 

never exceeding 7 organisms per Ten Mile (Sections 1, 2, 3, :), 7, 1.1,
0'" 
u 14, 17, and 18). Except Sections 5 dnel 17, where Kellicottia 

'" was the se11e roti fer, was widely scattered in
'" but'i on. 
x 
OJ 

,.-1 Cladoceeans were present except in Sectiuns 8, la, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.

pOl 
<: Hhen it occurred, Bosmina was conSistently taken in concentrations of 7
H 

organisms per section. fluctuated from 7 organisms to 252 organisms 
per Ten Mile Block of tow. 
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Figure 50. Recorder run 

TABLE:XI IAKE:Superior llA1'E:AuguSL -L), 1'}66. 

section 
I 

18 

Michigan - Downbnund 

As in preceding downbound to\vS in Lake Nichigan, the R('c(lrder ,,,as 
shot abreast of Lansinp; Shoals Light and hauled when abreast of the Chicap;u 
Outer Buoy. The time loweri ng U}c' samp lvas 0304 hours August 24 
anu the time retrieval \vas hours tlle same uate. Ght sunny 
weather prevailed. 

numbers organisms taken i this tow were vpry low, except 
the southern end of Lake Michigan, where the ('clunts increased dul'ing the 
ni.ghtLime portion the tow. The average or copepllus rangeu frLllll 
near lOO to approximate Iy 700 organi SOlS per Ten ~1ile Block. The principal 
c was Diaptomus. ~. also occurred, 
nover higher than 86 per Ten Mi 10 Block. 
in tWLl arcas only, Sections 7 and 8, ~I le 
tion 4). and Hysis etlLin:ly absent fr,l[ll LlLi low. 

Cladocera were lakenin every lion in numbers ng from 22 
slight ly more than 100 organi SInS per Ten Mi I c Block. Daphnia and 

were pcrsist(;nLly present, the' former uccurring ill every s('ctinn 
and the lalter Laken in section c'.xcepL 'j and 11. 

was observed consist(~ntly throHgh(1I1t the 
[cHlr lions. Bulll 1.)j tIH..':~;l' llrganisllu~ 

were 

Nield gan - Upl)c)und 

The Recorder was shot at 2030 hours Auc:ust 2S, and after l(JIVing 
through Lake r1ic.higan, was haul abreast Point lsie L.i ghl al 
hours on August 26. The haul was made :l.0 statut mi les (; 1: Point: ie 

Throughout the course this tow, the weather Ill: ld c lear and 
less. 

As in prev i runs in 1966, major peaks <)f copepod wer<' obsl'rved 
in the sections near Big Sable Point and Point Belsie. In Sect.intl SI 
this area more than 1200 organisms were taken, anc! in the f llowing bl 
slightly less than 1000 were collected. With the 
the dominant copepolls throughout the run were species o[ 
was in teres t i ng that in Sec tilms ,8, 9, and 10, as the land mass 
approached species were more numerous t~an elsewhere. A peak 
of these organisms Section') the n1lmbers exceed the 
diaplomids by a considerable Sections 
7, 8, 9, and genera, 

At the souLh end of the lake (Section 2), Cladocera exceeded the 
copepods by a factor of two. In Section 3, claciocerans still exceeded 
the copepods, however, in Section 4, the ratio l-iaS inverted. Ninimum 
numbers of this group were observed in Section 6, but beyond this point 
a slow increase was observed. was taken in numbers that were 
conSistently hi.gher than this run. Specimens of 
DaphUl.ll. were seen in every while Bosmina ,·/as absent Secti ons 
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TABL1~:XlT RECORIJU{ RUN: [AKE:Miclligan (<lllVJn) DATI':Augu;;t ;11", 19G6 

TABLE:XIII RI~CORDER RUN:ll L!\KE:Nichigan (up) DATE:Augl1st 25-26, 1966 

Section 
If 

J 

4 

5 

144_1 
7 

n 

10 

11 
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5, 8, and 9. In only two sections did achieve numbers higher than 
seven, Sections 2 and 4. Leptodora was in four sections (2, 3, 
4, and 5). taken in Sec tion 9 only. In a Ll instances, 

these 1.n very low numbers. 

Nauplii were observed in Lwo sections (Sections 5 and 6) where they 
numbered 7 and 14 respectively. Roti ters were seem only in the first: 
five sections taken from the outhern end f Lake Michigan. Keratella 
was observed 'vi tll the grcatcs [ reaching a peak of 130 organisms 
per Ten Mi Ie Block (Section tl). was Laken only in two sections 
(Section J and 4) ~Iere 7 and 36 respectively were observed 

per section. 

VF'-" 

On thi.s run the Recorder was shot at 0008 hours on August 27, abreast 
of Isle l'arisienne Lip;11t in Wllil:efisl1 Bay. A[ler towing through Lake 
Suped or, t was hauled when "breast of 1\,,, Harbors Light at 20] 0 hours. 

Tbe entire run "as made in single day. 

Hi glIer numbers () [ copepous \,Jere seen cons i s tent l.y i rom Keweenaw 

Peninsula (Secti.on 1.0) onward to tile end (If the rlln in l·he western arm 

,If tlw lake, wh i J e relatively l,'wer IllHnbers were taken in I'rccl'ding 

sectillns. Cladoccran abundance varic'd markedly, VliLh peak numbers secen 


11 the ni,;hLLimc hours in the vicinity of \<.fh·ite[ish Bay (Section 1). They 
were taken .i n redueed numbers thn'ul~llOl1 t the res t (1[ the run til rough the 
lake. The 1'I)(lSSUJ11 shrimp, Hysis r(,lie ta, was observed ly in two sec

tions (Secl:il,ns and 4), 

The predominant CUl'cpod genus ,m til;'; run 
was

\Va3 seen afler Sect i on 10. 
rs or 

scen n three sections, 2, ' and 11 taken 
\.;as ,scen one

in the early morning ["ilil',ht perl,llI. 

section, SecLion l, in hfhitefish Bay. 


In Sectillil I, a youllij fj sh was observed on Recorder 8i lks [cor tlw 
[j.rsl t me in Lake Superior in 1966. The length of tile fish was approxI
matel twenty- lve millimeters. Fish of this size belong to tbe Stage V 
size range in Bridger' classifical:ioll (Bridger, 1956). In this publica
tion, life indic,lLed that marine [ish this size range were never taken 

in day light hau with s tandarcl tm, net procedures. 

The Recorder was shot 1.) statute miles from the Duluth Piers at 
040:3 hours. The next clay, i\ui~us l 29, after hay i I1g been lcMed through 

Lake Superior, t 'vas hauled vJhen abreast of Isle l:'arisienne Light ill 

hql Lte fIsh Bay at 04LO hours. The run was madE under fair skies wi th 


clear, sunny weather. 

!extremely low numbers of organisms characterb:ed tht,; tow. The 
catch on tbis rim represented the lowest density seen in Lake Superior 
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Figure 53. Recorder run if 12. 
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in the t.hree years this study, The maximum numbers organisms 
occurred in the area adjacent Duluth (Sect J), ~Iere only 
copepods and 7 claduccrans were taken per Ten Mile Block. Mini num
bers observed in Section 5, a l:oud of sms, a l.l 
copepods, were seen. 

Diapt.omus, the preci I)minan t cOI't:;)()d 
21), \Vere in abundance, "nd o[,curred 

, and 12. In the majority of 
of this wa~) LLJund per secliutl. slHl\vcJ 
tribuLi(Jll, and rn,diu l,)w ly one 

:::.::.==.::::.:.:..:.::.' Eni . Nes absent Lhnlu l Lhi" 
run. 

[or 100 
spatial iso 
organism:.; \"JC 

Roti ("(~r~; dccurred t iJrcl: with: Sl'parnLcd inn:", li 

through 5 _) in the wes Scccl ions') nnd I () 
Keweenaw Peninsula 14 lilrolli',h I ill lile C'ilsl 

run 11 ern-centra ~ln (d" tile 

August 2Y and 30, I 'Jb6 - hakc ~~li "Iii ,;Cln - Du\vnbouml - "v[()rt!S'l" 

On this run, the KccI)nll'r Lali~;j L1~J, 

at 200J honrs llll J\ugus ,\ Hj C]l i ;',al1, 
Recorder IliJlIl,,,l t ,,[ at 1244 Il\)jll~:; Illl 

l-l ni;',htlime III)"'-s. 0"0 30. The greater part,,., 
this run, 15XX SiLk Bollin;, C 	 hc' R'--'('l)rdc~r

'-' 
GJ 1{60 mesh Gl~iL Only 	 lu.;u;tb l (' 
(i" 
;:l 
[j) the lcarillg anJ twi 

~ w 
;:,/, co 

7' Extreme J Ii I gil COIll'"nt rat i ,)11 () L 	 ob.,,'rvt'd 1)11 III is
j TIH'se Wl're l'arLi~ClllarLy ;cicnt In Sec , and 5. In Sl'cl~ 

.", 9, i \,I;ll; l~il(l preS(lnt, Tilis 
~ appeared 	 wh i 1 e (l(:Cll rrtld in ill bu L Sec 

Members 	 ill moderate numblTs,13 
cd 

::l 
on In all Secti(lI1" ":<trl'mely large pupulation eyel"ps 
~ was noted. Except in S('ctiun L exct'ed(:d Diapttrn1uS 2£. lhroughlH1t 

r and Mysis were entirely 
~ 
r::l 	 absent. SLC Joel in concenlrations gl-uatcr 

than 2/,00 minimum occurred in Sect! 6. 

><-' 
Thp. dominant varied s(,cti sccti~on beth'ccn the 

genus and Maxim1lm numDers of Daphnia occurred in Section 
2, whe ro ITH)rO l"llan specimens were laken. Hnsminil taken in f'ligl-lCS 

.... COnc.entration in t:he same section where more 1SOO organisms WC1"C secn • 
_ .......=="-'--"'- was in l:I", first sl'ctions and n i~n ion 5, but 
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,~as not seen after that time. was taken in Sections 2, ,and 
6, with a maximum of more than specimens in each of Sections 2 and 6. 
Cladocerans, as a group, achieved their maximum numbers in Section 2, 

,I 
where more than 2700 organi werC taken. However, secondary peak \vas 

noted in Sections 4 and 5. In these sections approximately ::>000 specl 
were observed per Ten Hile Block. 

-

The Recorder was sllOt at a distance of 12.5 statu les nurth elf 

-:t 
~ 	

the Gary, Indiana Breakwater on a thiru,en ucgree upbound (lursc at 01 
hours on August 31. The Recordclr was hauled (,hen abreast uf Point BeUd 

'I I 
c: 
;:l 

Light at 12/+6 hours on the same uay. For the last hme 15XX Silk BoiLIng 
k Cloth was used as a filtering nl<cuium, In spite all prccCluti OilS, Lllis 
k 1 if'ht weight fine mesh s11k i Lcd of bind ing in Lhe inLcrn~
ill"",,,. .~ '\'~" 	 '0 thus invalluating approximate] eme-thi.nl of the L"iv.
H 
o of twelve usable sect.ions of s11k \>Iere obtaineu [rol11 lhi S 1nw, fnlfH vill ieh 

six allernate sections were taken 0.r analys 

"-' 	 The numbers of roti [crs taken on this run \Vere: high,']s tlllOY h:ld bCl'llen 

(]) whenever #15 mesh si lk was used. The II i t 1'(,ak \ll these O[g'll1 isms \Vas 
H 
::l 

seen in Section 6 wiH're more than 12,000 rot fe]'s Ldk"n p('r Ten Hi [" 
be 

.,.1 
Block. This peal, was achievllu hy virLually a 

~I' Section 1, wit.h the except ol Sec ion l\.gain cochlearis111111 J 
was obServl~d to he the uominant roll fer, but igni 

evvry ~lrC<l, as \tJas Tt~ i cli()ccrc<1, Lf 
luck,!. 

==== \>las by far t11(, 	 cXccptil)1l 

, where JI1I1111l numbc;r, ue 

TABLE:XVI RECORDER RUN;lIf LAKt::Michigan (uown) DATE:Aug. 29-'30, 1966 exc \Vi I i1 t'l'dut'l'd 
concentrati on C'iLllCr' side spen i tilis 
same seeli on where i.t \Vas lelklln 

NaupLi L \,ere taiwn in evtery :iceli , (v i 1:I1 
238 spccimens) Lakc~n in i(ln 5, ;lnd t llldXilllLinl, 

Secti.on J. l\.gail1 Cyclops 'iJ2.. (vcre remarkabl \0]; til den,;iL;"" 111 
a single secU.()!l reachin:.\ m(ll"(' l'.>UO spteci ,and tltall 20()() in 
severalothen;, DiapLn(lldS!.:J2.' I v('ry high ntllllcric:all , exceeding 
the cyclofloi.d coperHJds by si [;cant ma1'g.in in all IJ\lL SeCLiC111 6. 

W.1S pn";"llL ill ne: iati Ly reduced numblT:; He; c(lmp3('l'd ,,,j Lil lill' 

and Hysi s e-len: ent1.re 
eti ()J1S in concen

trations v.'l! ur:~anism~~ Ten Hi 1 BlocJ:.. '1'1H' 
ghest pelJk () COjll'jleJds oilsc: \VelS in Sec Li on wilCr:l' n\\ln: than 8800 

organisms occurr(;d per Ten Hi 1L' glock. I'll is fi gur{> rt>llrC:S(··llt~ a s i j-

cant increase the Flaximurn numbcrs \3f prg.anisms ubser\'cd (!r the 
previous in LDke Hichigan. 

Excluding Sec on arHI 6) Cerdtilln1 o\.:curi~{:d _in all 
Ten Mile B1 ~hlrC()V"r, lhi SpCl. jll iligh num
bers reaching .:l maximum i ()J ,800 Tc'n Hi Le Block. 
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Superior - Upbound 

The Recorder. was shot abreast of Isle Parisienne Light in Whitefish 
Bay at 01dO hours on September 1. After towi ng through Lake Superior, 
the instrument was hauled when abreast of Two Harbors Light at 2350 hours 
on the same day. At the time of this run, the skies were overcast and 
cloudy throughout the entire day, with light winds blOlving out of the 
northeas t. 

Relatively low numbers of olganisms were seen throughout the greater 
portion of the tow, until short before 1900 hours (Section 15), where 
the concentrations of organisms began steady increase night hours 
approached. fly Sec t ion 18, more than DOO organisms were llbserved per 
Ten Mile Block. In Section 19, however llnly lightly more than 800 
organisms wc-re taken per sect; lln. 

Cladocerans were in general, more abundant at the end of the lake 
(Secti ons 1, and 2, and and 18). The peaks at the western end of the 
lake were somewhat higher than those in the cast. The principal cladm:eran 

while occurred in two an;as in the run (Sc·ctions 
and l6 9). The maximum count of 12 organ

isms per Ten Mile Block (Seetilm ll), while in the rest 
in whi cll thl s genus occurred, the numbers were much lowl'r. 
was taken in Sec.tions 16, 17 and and Graptolebris in Sections 17 and 18 
only. Both of these genera occurred in very low numbers. 

was f'ersistently present in the plankton, being absent [rom 
only Sections 7, 8 and 11., while l'1esocyclops was taken in only one area, 
Section 18. was seen in tion 11, whet'e 14 organi 'Oms wert' 
observed Again, the dominant copepod was 

maeruru,; was observed only in Sl!ctions 9 and 
on this nm, but Episcllura was taken in 
Secthms 17 through 19. Naup i taken on t\Vo 

silks, 10, with rcdativl·ly low numb,,!:s rec"rded ill each 
sectiun. 

The rutifers taken on tilis run were and 
whiell were seen in Sections 7 and 9 in The 

was observed in Sections and 9 
in concentrations per Ten Mi Block. In Section 17, 

the nighttime portion of tile run through westprn Lake Superi a 
young fish \"as taken, which though rwt tivl'ly idl'rltified, al'Pl!ared to 
be a young herring larva. It measured fiLLet'n millimeters i.n length. Thes 
Size belongs Bridger's Class III fish larvae (Bridger, 1956). 

l'1ysid were taken in twu separate samples, both tcd during the 
nighttime lIOU!:S in the extreme ,,,estern arm Lake Superi or (SecUon 18 and 
19). In each of these sections one organism ~IS obse!:ved per Ten Mile 

lock. 
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June 29 and 30, 1967 - Super] or - Downbound - Recorder Run iFl7. 

111is run was invalidated by a broken fusee wire in the internal 
mechanism which did not allow the silk to advance proper 

July 1 and 2, 1967 - Lake Michir;an - Downbound - Recorder Run i1l8. 
(~ " 

On this run, the lower pressure plate on the water tunnel of the"'j"' 
internal mechanism loosened and pinched the silk as it was advanced . 

.j,~ This produced tearing of the silk and as a consequence, no data could 
be obtained . 

d~p;J• d~ 
<.
,.!~ I il .~"~I .,1 d(~J,j\61l 


~\_~.. J\g.l~ 
 July 2 and 3, 1967 - Lake - Upboun~ - ===="-"--'-'=---,,--:::..:c 
19,.,1 ' 

" This tow followed two runs, lJne down Lake Superior [lnd one down Lake 
Michigan, both of which were invalidated due to mech[lnical failures. On 
this run the Recorder W[lS shot at 2018 hours July 2, 1967, on a thirteen 
degree true bearing course 3.2 miles from Indiana Shoal Buoy. This run 
followed days of extreme 1.y foggy and overcast sky condi t ions, such 
that the vessel Ivas running in fog or haz" for the greater parr of both 
June 30 and Ju ly 1, 1.967. After towing through Lake Michigan the instru
ment was hauled abrea~t of Point Betsie Light at a distance of .5 milesFigure )7. Recorder run Jtl6. 
from the land mass. l11c time of haul was 0837 hours on July 3, 1967. 
Except for the Last three and one-fourth ,;ections, the run was made 
duri the hours prcceding sunr! 

In general, counts for this run ",ere higher in the sections whtch 
were closest t,) the land mass. 11lis was eSIH'cially true in the vicinity of 
Little Sable Point, llig Sable Point, and Point llets Another interestingTAllLE:XVIII RECORm:RRUN:16 LAKI·::Superi(1r (up) DATE:Sept. I, 1%6 
observation was that copepods were exceeded by the cladocec8ns by a factor 
in excess of 2: 1 at the southern tip of Lake Michigan (Section 1). HO\vever, 
by the time Section 2 had been reached, the copepods exceeded the cladoccrans 
by a ratio more' than 6: I. In terms of cop(~pod distribution, the higbc's 
numbers c)ccurred in Section 9 ",here more than 4700 cOJlepod~ were taken per 
Ten Mile Block. This section lay between Lilt Sable Point and Big Sable 
Point, at an average distance of 6.2 mIles from the land mass. Cladocerans 
again app,'ared in mass the last sect ion, as the J and mas s was approached. 
In this section (Section ll) cladocerans were taken in excess of 1900 
organisms per ten statute miles of tow. 

Of particular interest on this cruise was the appe[lrance the 
opossum shrimp, in Sections 3 and 4, where it appeared 
bet",een 2030 iJnd Although in these studies specimens were 
taken in very minimal concentrations (one per section), this represented 
the first mysids taken in Lake Michigan at the ten meter level, 

constituents of the heaviest peak of copepods, Section 
These constituted more than 2700 organisms 
the remainder, 1900 were rf;presentatives of 

the genus throughout the entire run, but 
in much was taken from approximately 
2230 to reduced light inten
sity. 
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It is interesting to note that in both Sections 1 and 11 Bosmina was 
the principal constituent of the group Cladocera. In both instances the 
ratio of Bosmina to Daphnia, the second most conunon genus, was approximately 
20;1. 

Nauplii were present with relative consistency throughout the sections, 
with highest numbers, 12 per Ten Mi I.e Block, found in Section 3. A 
secondary peak of 10 per Ten Mile Block occurred in Section 9. The genus 
Daphnia was absent from all sections except 1, 2, and 11. It should be 
pointed out that these sections are in-shore areas or areas relatively 
close to the land mass. 

July 4, 1967 - Lake Superior 

This run began at 0024 hours on July 4, 1967, as the Recorder was 
shot abreast of Isle Parisienne at a distance of 3.7 miles from the light. 
The vessel ran upbound on Lake Superior through calm waters and bt:ight 
sunny weather. The water sur face was g lass-l ike owing to the tack of 
wind. The Recorder was hauled abreast of Two Harbors Light at 2015 hours 
on the same day. 

Throughout the daytime, at virtually all stations, the total number 
of Copepoda varied rather closely about the figure 100 organisms. In the 
inshore areas of Whi tefish Bay during the evening (Section 1), the peak 
densities of organisms for the run were seen. In Section 1, in the vicinity 
of Isle Parisienne, the maximum numbers of copepods were observed, between 
0024 and 0100 hours. This maximum was almost 2000 organisms per Ten Mile 
Block of tow. Total Cladocera at this point were almost an order of 
magnitude lower. 

After rounding Whitefish Point, (Section 2) the numbers of total 
organisms dropped off markedly, even though the next several sections 
were made sampled in the nighttime hours . 

Mysids were observed only in Sections 3 and 4, the midpoints of these 
sections were passed at approximately 0300 and 0415 hours respectively. 
These collections were made just before sunrise. It should be noted that 
organism abundance in the western arm of Lake Superi.or was markedly 
reduced from many of the preceding runs. In the copepod group, 
was the principa 1 genus present, with Cyc lops 2..P.. present in a 
in the majority of sections. Daphnia was present in relatively large 
concentrations in one section from the extreme eastern arm of Lake Superior, 
the Whitefish Bay region, where numbers exceeded 150 per Ten Mile Block. 
Bosmina appeared throughout the nighttime hours in the eastern end of the 
lake. In the open waters of the lake, they diminished sharply after sun
rise. 

It was also interesting to note, that as the Keweenaw Peninsula was 
approached, the numbers of organisms taken in Recorder tows did not in
Crease in this run as was true in 1966. In fact, in Sections 8 and 9, the 
numbers were slightly reduced from the rest of the sections in the lake. 
Only in Section 10, in the vicinity of the Keweenaw Waterway, was any 
Slight increase noted. 
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Figure 59. Recorder run #20. 

TABLE:XX RECORDER RUN:20 LAKE:Superior (up) DATE:July 4, 1967. 

281 

3 I 101 

18 

122 

144 

3 2 

22 

22 7 

Sections 11, 12, 13, and 14 probably best represented open water 
distribution of organisms in Lake Superior. It is assumed that these 
were representative samples of linmetic zooplankton at the ten meter 
depth. A slight increase was noted as the Apostle Islands were approached 
(Sections 15 and 16). 

July 15 and 16, 1967 ~ Lake Superior ~ Downbound - Recorder Run #21. 

Departing from Duluth harbor, the Recorder was shot 1.0 statute 
miles from the Duluth Piers at 2002 hours on July 15. After towing the 
length of Lake Superior, it was hauled when abreast of Isle Parisienne 
Light in Whitefish Bay at 1904 hours on July 16. As in previous spring 
and early summer runs through Lake Superior, the numbers of organisms 
observed were exceedingly Low. 

The maximum numbers of copepods for this entire run, slightly more 
than 280 per Ten Mile Block, were observed in Section 12. Throughout the 
remainder of the run, the numbers vary from 7 to 158 copepods per Ten 
Mile Block. Nauplii, which were seen in numbers as high as 29 organisms 
per Ten Mile Block (Section 12), appeared in much reduced numbers in 
Sections 9, II, and 14. was the principal capepod genera,how
ever Limnocalanus was during the nighttime portions of the 
run (Section 1 through 6). The latter organism was also seen in Sections 
9, la, and 14. Cyclops 3:. occurred sporadically in very low numbers. 
This genus was absent from Sections 2, ,7, 9, 10, 17, and 18. 
Epischura, Mesocyclops, and the mysids were not observed at any point 
on this run. 

Cladocerans were taken in Sections 10, 12, 13, 17, and L8, whc're in 
each case 7 organisms were observed. In all of these samples, except 
Section 12, Daphnia was the organism taken. Bosmina alone was taken in 
Section 12. 

=====.;;...;.==== was not seen on this run. Kellicottia 
was L, 12, 13, and were found 
9. The dinoflagellate, was sections (Sectiuns 2, 
4, and 12). In each instance specimens were observed per Ten Mile Block. 

July 17 and 18, 1967 - Michigan - Downbound - Recorder Run #22. 

As in earlier tows for 1967, the runs in Lake Michigan were character
ized by higher peaks of organism abundance than those in Lake Superior. 
This run was begun abreast Lansing Shoals Light at 0856 hours on July 17, 
at a dis tance of 0.9 mi les off the Iight. The Recorder was towed the length 
of Lake Michigan and hauled abeam of, and one mile off the Chicago Outer 
Buoy. The time of haul was 0410 hours July 18. The run was made under 
overcast weather conditions and with light rain falling. TId rain per
Sisted until nearly 1600 hours. A heavy ground swell was running with 
waves cresting at heights of six to eight feet. 

Again during this run, the heaviest concentrations of organisms were 
encountered in areas adjacent to Little Sable and Big Sable Points. In 
these areas, total copepod abundance exceeded 3600 organisms per Ten Mile 
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Block, and in all instances, the major constituents consisted of 
This genus appeared in a ratio of approximate Iy 100: 1 as to 
c1adocerans. Other peaks of major importance occurred in the shallow 
northern area of the lake in the vicinity of Manitou Island and Sleepine 
Bear Point. These were daylight peaks represented by Sections 3 and 4 on 
this run, in which more than 2000 organisms were found per Ten Mile Block. 

An interesting peak of rotifers consisting of more than 450 organisms, 
wl1ich were nearly equivalent to the numbers of copepods for the same 
section, were seen in Section 2 at 1100 hours on July 7. l1lis section 
lies closest to the Gull Island Reef complex in northern Lake Michigan. 
Rotifers were taken only in this northern portion of the lake, particularly 
in Sections 2, 3, and 4 with maximum numbers, as slated above, found in 
Section 2. The species distribution is of interest, the preponderant 

being except in Section .3 where two-thirds 
the population was quadrata and the other one-third 

of Kellicottia longispina. 

pediculus was noted in two separate portions of the lake 
at meter depth. One of these areas was represented by Sections I 
and 2 in northern Lake Michigan, and the other was that portion of the 
lake in the vicinity of Big Sable Point and Point Helsie (Sections 5 and 6). 

Naup'lii were persistently present in northern Lake Michigan up to the 
area represented by Section 8, after which they became virtually non-existen 
on the Recorder silks. 111C highest concentration of nauplii observed at 
th is ti me was eight organisms per Ten Mile Block. 

Again, as in the earlier runs of this year, Mysis relicta was in 
evidence after sunset (Sections 11 and L2). They were taken in low numbf'rs 
between 231.5 and 0150 hours in the open water arca of the lake, thirty-one 
miles from the nearest shore line, i.e., Milwaukee and Kenosha, Wisconsin. 

July 18 and 19, 1967 - Michigan 

111e Recorder was shot abreast of the Chicago Outer Buoy (13.5 statute 
miles from the South Chicago Breakwater) at 2232 hours on July 18, and was 
hauled when abeam of Point Betsie Light after upbound through Lake 
Michigan. The haul was made at 0948 hours on July , 2.7 statute miles 
off Point Betsie Light. This run was almost equally divided between day 
and nighttime hours, with sunrise occurring at approximately the end of 
Section 6. The major nighttime peak of organism abundance was found in 
this section just prior to sunrise. It contained well over 8000 organisms, 
seventy-five per cent of which were copepods. As the light intensity 
began to increase after sunrise, counts dropped to 4000 or 5000 organisms 
per Ten Mile Block, eventually increasing again to a level of near 7000 
organisms per section as the land mass in the vicinity of Big Sable Point 
and Point Betsie was approached. 

Prior to Section 6, in the nighttime hours, organism distribution was 
much lower in the I imnetic , or open water portion of the lake. Through 
Section 4,counts, while varying slightly, were approximately 1000 organisms 
for each Ten Mil e Block of tow. 
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In 1 to 5 the principal copepods were species of the genus 
:"..t...:::..;~=~. equal to no more than one-hal f of the total 

Section 6 onward, however, the 
approximately equivalent to the number of diaptomids, being 
fewer in each instance. Thus, while diaptomid counts increased 
ly five fold on Sections 6 to 10 as opposed to Sections I to 4, 
increased approximately ten times in the relatively shallower area 
to the land mass. 

Limnocalanus was observed only in the nighttime hours near midnight 
in Sections I and 2 (2232 to 0015 hours). Ceriodaphnia occurred consis
tently in Sections 3 to 7 (1000 to 0530 hours). In general, rotifers 
were conspicuous by their absence. Only twice were they taken on this 
run in Lake Michigan, in Sections 2 and 3, where 7 specimens of 
=====::.were found in each of these Ten Mile Blocks. 

====::.::""-"- species were widely scattered throughout the line of tow, 
numbers with no apparently predictable pattern. An 

interesting relationship existed among the cladocerans nn this run. In 
all instances, Bosmina outnumbered the genus Daphnia at any given point, 
frequently doing so by a factor as large as one order of magnitude. The 
numbers of Daphnia, while being persistently present, never exceeded 80 
per Ten Mile Block on this run. 

Although mysids were normally present on previous runs in 1967 in 
Lake Michigan, not a single specimen was taken on this trip. 

July 20, 1967 - Lake Superior - - Recorder Run fF24. 

On this run the Recorder again was shot at a point 3.6 miles off and 
immediately abreast of Isle Parisienne Light at 0230 hours on July 20. 
After the tow through Lake Superior, it was hauled five miles from the 
Duluth Piers at 2346 hours the "arne day. 

Once more, organism distribution in the open water portions of Lake 
Superior was markedly low. Only at one point (Section 1) did total 
organism abundance exceed 500 specimens per Ten Mile Block. This was in 
the eastern arm of Lake Supcrior in Mlitefish Bay. In all cases, the 
copepod peaks were made up principally of Diaptomus species. 
occurred persistently, but in numbers never higher than 65 organisms per 
section. The genus present during the nighttime hours and 
shortly after sunrise 1, 2, and 3, and with the exception of 
Section 17, was not taken again. 

Daphnia made significant contributions to the plankton at only two 
points, Section 8 off the Keweenaw Peninsula, and Section 17 located 
half-way between the Apostle Island group and Duluth, Minnesota. In all 
other cases, the dominant cladoceran was Bosmina~. It should be noted 
that species of in Section 8, off the Keweenaw Peninsula, were 
heavily laden wi attached stalked protozoans, numbering as many as 250 
per copepod. 

On only two occas ions were roti fers observed: (l) in the area adjacent 
to Stannard Rock (Section 7), where 7 representatives 
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longispina were seen, and (2) in Section 17, between the Apostle Islands 
and Duluth, where 7 specimens were taken. No mysids were seen in either 
of the nighttime parts of the run. 

October 4 and 5, 1967 - Lake Superior - Downbound - Recorder Run #25. 

On this run, the Recorder was shot at 0713 hours October 4 abreast 
of the Two Harbors Light. On October 5 at 0815 hours after towing the 
length of the lake, the instrument was hauled when abreast of the Isle 
Parisienne Light. Heavily overcast sky conditions prevailed during this 
cruise and followed one of the most severe storms experienced on Lake 
Superior that season. 

In terms of data, this run represented the widest deviation seen to 
date in this oligotrophic body of water. Peaks of organisms occurring in 
this tow appeared at erratic intervals, while counts showed a distinct 
increase over all other tows in 1967. The total number of organisms did 
not deviate far from the expected norm in the first two sections. How
ever, by the time the third section was reached, in the vicinity of the 
Apostle Islands, densities of copepods per Ten Mile Block exceeded 3600, 
and cladocerans were found in excess of 4700 organisms per section. 
Never before had cladocerans been observed to exceed copepods in this lake. 
Section 4 was characterized by densities exceeding 11,000 organisms per 
Ten Mile Block. In the section which immediately followed (Section 5), 
the numbers of copepods dropped to less than 1,000. In Sections 6, 7, 
and 8 an increase was observed which terminated in a secondary peak (Sec
tion 9) in the vicinity of the Keweenaw Peninsula where more than 10,000 
organisms were taken per Ten Mile Block. Beyond this point, the counts 
diminished in virtually a step-wise fashion until they reached a minimum 
of approximately 80 organisms per Ten Mile Block after sunrise October 5, 
in the vicinity of Whitefish Point. Another phenomenon observed on this 
run was the appearance of the opossum shrimp, Mysis relicta, as early as 
1600 hours, approximately one and one-half hours prior to sunset (Section 
7). Thereafter, excepting in Sections 13 and 15, mysids were present in 
the ten Meter zone until 0440 hours. 

Rotifers were taken on three occasions during this tow. Kellicottia 
longispina occurred twice, once in Section 4 and again in Section 14, while 
Keratella cochlour.is appeared in Section 17. In Sections 5, 6, 7, and 8, 
Polyphemus was noted. 

Limnocalanus was observed intermittently throughout the run, but was 
notably concentrated in Section 9, with moderately high numbers observed 
in adjacent sections, particularly in the nighttime portion of the run. 

As has been noted for other runs in Lake Superior, Epischura was 
persistently present among the Copepoda. While this genus was not found 
at every point, it was numerically significant where it occurred. 
Senecella was taken on three separate occasions, in Sections 3, 7, and 13. 
Among the Cladocera, Daphnia was persistently higher than Bosmina through
out the length of the tow. In Sections 15 and 16, Ceriodaphnia ~. and 
Simocephalus ~. were taken, while in Section 16 representatives of the 
genus Graptolebris were seen. 
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October 6 and 7, 1967 - Lake Michigan - Downbound - Recorder Run lt26. 

The Recorder was shot abreast of Lansing Shoals Light at 0331 hours 
on October 6, but a departure from the usual procedure was made at the 
point of haul. After towing through Lake Michigan, the Recorder was 
hauled 2.25 miles north-northeast of Chicago Outer Buoy because of a 
rapid change of course abreast of the buoy. The time of haul was 0340 
hours on August 7. Extremely high peaks of planktonic organisms were 
taken throughout the entire length of the lake, with the most notable 
increase taking place during the nig;httime hours. 

The princi pal copepod genus was Diaptomus, which remained consistent ly 
high throughout the run, although major contributions were made by species 
of Cyclops. Mesocyclops were taken in only four sections (Section 2, 5, 
12, and 13). Senecella was observed in two sections, 12 and 13, as was 
Osphranticum, an exceedingly rare plankter in Lake Michigan. Epischura 
was taken in two separate areas, Sections 3 and 4, in the northern portion 
of the lake, and in Sections 11 through 14 at the southern end of the lake. 

Cladocera were taken in every section, and in all instances, Daphnia 
was the principal constituent of the group. Bosmina was present in all 
but two sections (6 and 7). Numerically it was as much as one order of 
magnitude lower than Daphnia. Ceriodaphnia was present in two major areas, 
Sections I through 5, and Sections 9 through 12. Less variation was observed 
in the sections taken from the north end of the lake. Holopedium was ob
served in Sections 5, 12, and 13. Moderate numbers were observed. 

Rotifers were seen only in Section 4, where 173 specimens of 
were observed. This group was entirely absent in all other sections. 

October 7 and 8, 1967 - Lake - Upbound - Recorder Run 1t27. 

On October 7, at 1604 hours the Recorder was shot 3.1 miles north 
of the Chicago Outer Buoy, on a course 0.4 miles east-southeast of the 
landmark. At 0708 hours on October 8 after towing through Lake Michigan, 
the Recorder was hauled 2.8 miles off and when abreast of Point Betsie 
Light. The weather was exceedingly cloudy. overcast and a heavy sea was 
running. 

The data from this tow are interesting in several aspects. The 
results showed not only the increase one has come to expect in the vicinity 
of Little Sable Point, Big Sable Point and Point Betsie, but also two 
additional peaks at the southern end of the Lake Michigan which had not 
previously been seen in 1967 (Section 1 and 2). Further, there appeared 
to be a marked diminution of organisms in the mid-lake sections (Sections 
3 to 6) when these were compared with tows made earlier in the year. This 
corresponds with the late fall depression of organism abundance whic.h has 
been suggested by other workers in the Great Lakes. By comparison with 
other Recorder tows, the Ten Mile Block located between Big Sable Point 
and Point Betsie (Section 10), was lower than the usual 1967 data. 

Mysids, rotifers, and the copepods Limnocalanus and Senecella were 
conspicuously absent during this run. In all sections the predominant 
copepod genera was still Diaptomus. For the first time in 1967 
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TABLE: XXVI RECORDER RUN:26 IAKE:Middgan (down) DATE:Oct. 6-7, 1967. 
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RECORDER RUN:27 L/lKE:Michigan (up) DATE:Oct. 7-8, 

copepods were taken repeatedly throughout the run. TI1is group was repre
sen ted by the genus Canthocamptus which occurred in every section except 
3, 4, 5, 9, and 10. Epischura lacustris was consistently present, except 
in Sections 5 and 6, as was Mesocyclops ~. which occurred in all sections 
except 3, 5, and 6. In all of these cases,while consistently present, these 
organisms were found only in modest numbers. Leptodora was noted in one 
section, Section 3. 

Proportionately, the largest contribution to the catch of Cyclops 
species was made in the Vicinity of Little Sable Point and Point Betsie. 
TI1is pattern appears to occur repeatedly on runs through this area. 

f' 

Heavy concentrations of Daphnia ~. were present in all samples, but~ 
a general diminution of the cladoceran populati.ons was noted in Sectionsc 

::l 	 3, 4, 5, and 6 which represents the open water portion of the lake. Here 
\ " the total organism count was generally depressed. Cladocerans, however,
\ " made up a relatively constant forty to sixty per cent of the total organismill 

"0 
H 	 count throughout thjs tow. Bosmina~. were most consistently present ino 
u the sections at the end of the run (Sections 6 to 10), but this genus also
& was present in one section of the open lake areas (Section 3). In thi.s 

\0 same section Graptolebris was also found. 

\0 


'" 
::l " 
bD 	 October 9 and 10, 1967 - Lake Superior - Upbound - Recorder Run 11'28. 
.~ 

!.L. 
TI1e Recorder was shot at 0545 hours on October 9 at a distance of 

4.0 mi les from and abreast of Is Ie Parisienne Light. After a circuitous 
course through Lake Superior, the Recorder was hauled on the following 
day at 1345 hours abreast of Two Harbors Light. 

1967. 
The course taken by the vessel on this run was a deviation from the 

usual route owing to extremely foul weather accompanied by heavy seas. TI1e 
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vessel lahored up Lake Superior under the influence of seas driven by winds 
of whole gale proportions. Priclr to deviating from the us'ual course, the 
cargo hold, in addition to the ballast tanks, was filled with ninety-three 
inches of water in an effort to stabilize the vessel. When this failed to 
make any appreciable difference, a change of course was made abreast of 
Stannard Rock and another change to a 340 degree course was made abreast 
of Manitou Island. 	 The vessel then followed an upbound course in the lee 
of Isle Royal, hugging the shore line as far as Two Harbors, Minnesota. 
Even with these deviations in course, relatively little change from a 
typical run through Lake Superior was seen in terms of planktonic constitu

7 	 ents found in the Recorder samples. As contrasted with the preceding run 
down Lake Superior on October 4 and 5, the total organism abundance taken 
on this run more nearly resembled the usual situation. 

Mysids were not observed at any time except in that portion of the 
nighttime run where they may be normally expected. They were taken be
tween 1900 and 0350 hours at the ten meter level and were not seen in any 
sections after this time. 

The highest peak of organisms was noted in Section 8 at about the time 
of sunset. This peak included more than 1,000 copepods, the vast majority 
of which were made up of species of Diaptomus, with a relatively minor 
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Figure 67. Recorder run #28. 

TABLE: XXVIII RECORDER IWN:28 LAKE:Superior (up) DATE:Oct. 9-10, 1967. 

98 

contribution by Cyclops species. Diaptomus was taken consistently in high 
numbers, whil e Cyc lops and Epischura occurred intermit ten t ly. 
fo lowed its usually predictable pattern of distribution. Except 
western arm of Lake Superior, it was taken only in the nighttime hours. 
-,,-:,""-'-=,:-,,- was more conSistently present than on preceding runs, while '3osmina 

a relatively scattered distribution. In fact, ,,,hile was 
peesent in only eight of nineteen sections, Daphnia occurred in a but 
three. 

For the hest time i.n the 1967 Lake Superior nms the dinoflagellate, 
Cerat ium hi rund ine11 a, was taken in Recorder tows. I t was seen in three 
sepaeate sections, Sections 1 and 2 in the vicinity of Whitefish Point 
and in Section 8 in the mid-water region above the Keweenaw Peninsula. In 
each of the three sections, fourteen specimens of these dinoflagellates 
were taken. 

October 21 and 22, 1967 - Lake ~~~~ 

On October 21 at 0105 hours, the Recorder was shot one mile from the 
Duluth Piers (harbor causeway). Aftee towing through Lake Superior, the 
Recorder was hauled when abreast of Isle Parisienne Light at 0725 hours 
on October 22. The sky cover was minimal, and the tow was made on a bright 
sunny day. 

This eun probably represented as nearly typical a tow as can find 
during the 1967 season. Moderate numbers [crustaceans occurred at the 
far western end of the lake with secondary peaks seen fter nightL.!1l. The 
paucity of organisms evident in the samples was typical of tows through 
this oligotrophic body of water. The peak in Sect on 1, adjac('nt to Duluth, 
was much reduced as compared with those seen in 1966, but represented an 
increase in organism abundance over the usual stribut ion for the I i.mnet 
portions of Lake Superior. In this section, as in the rest of the sections 
on this run, the predominant organisms were species of the genus Diaptomus. 
In Section 1, however, Limnocalanus was taken in a ratio of 1:5 with 
Diaptomus. Elsewhere, Cyclops ~., while represented, occurred only in 
scattered areas, particularly in the extreme western arm the lake, and 
in the extreme eastern end. The harpactocoid copepod, was 
taken Lake Superior in Sections 16, 17, and 18. As in run, 
the dinoflagellate, Ceratium, was observed again, but only in Section 17. 

The opossum shrimp, re lie ta, was taken cons is tent ly throughout 
the nighttime period. However, on this run, it was found almost immediately 
after sunset and persisted to within two and one-half hours of sunrise. 
This appeared to be a much more extended period of nocturnal distribution 
than that associated with the warmee summer months. Although mysids occurred 
in proportionately more sections, representing a lon[;er period of nighttime 
distribution, they were numerically fewer. It would appear that this is 
related to propoetionally larger quantities of adults and a relative absence 
of juveni les. 

Epischura occurred sporadically in three aeeas, in the ex-
Superior near Duluth (Section 1), in the extreme 

eastern arm of the lake near Whitefish Point (Section 18), and in the open 
watee region (Section 8). In all cases, extremely low numbers were taken. 
Senecella was observed to be present in only the first two sec
tions. Rotifers and members of the genus were conspicuously 
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Figure 68. Recorder run #29. 

IAKE:Superior (down)TA[ILE:XXIX RECORDER RUN:29 
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absent throughout the entire run. 

Daphnia .::E. were taken with relative frequency throughout the run, but 
were absent or noticeably low in numbers near the Keweenaw Peninsula. 
Bosmina.::E. occurred in threesectionsonly, Section I adjacent to Duluth 
and Sections 16 and 18 in the eastern limb of the lake. Species 
Ceriodaphnia were found only on silks taken in the Whitefish Point region, 
represented by Section 18. 

Oc tober 22, 23, 2'1, 1961 Lake - Downbound - =:=~:.:::.:--"="--"~ 

On this run, the Recorder was shot abreas t of LanSing Sho<.ls Light 
at 2335 hours and was hauled when abreast of the Chicago Outer Buoy at 
0343 hours. 

During this tow, the distribution and overall abundance in Lake 
Michigan showed the late fall pattern typical in this body of water. The 
highest peaks of copepod distribution observed on this run occurred in 
Sections 8, 9, and 10, in the central portion the lake, with secondary 
peaks of distribution in Sections 11 through lS. By comparison, relatively 
fewer numbers were taken in northern parts of the lake. The maximum num
ber of copepods per Ten Mile Block was seen Section 9, where less than '1500 
were taken per 2.5 cubic meters of water filtered. Diaptomus was the 
principal cope[lod, but Cyclops ~. were present in every section of the 

=.:;:====::.:::,.:::. occurred only twice llll this run (Sections I anl! 8). 
in signi.ficant numbers only in the central portion 

run, namely Sections 8 through and the harpactocoid 
copepod, Canthocamptus, were present, but in ively 10\" numbers. 

Daphnia was present in every sec ti on, present in alI 
other sections, was absent from Section 4. was found inter
mittently, and always in low numbers. equalled Bosmina in 
Section 6, exceeded this genus at all Rotifers 
were not observed. 

- Lake - Upbound - ==~=--,=,---"c..::.:.:.' 

On this run up Lake Michigan, becausle of extremely foul weather, with 
high winds and heavy rain, an entirely different course had to be followed. 
The vessel was forced to run close to the lee shore line on the western 
side of the lake in an effort to avoid the high seas of the open water areas 
and the direct effects of the northwest wind. The Recorder was shot abreast 
of Indiana Shoal Buoy, ncar Gary, Indiana at O!+ll hours on August 25. It 
was hauled at 0':;10 hours, 5.0 miles south of Seul Choix Point Li~~ht in 
northern Lake Mich igan. The tota I Iength the run, 305.0 ml les, was made 
in relatively shallow areas of the lake. 

Extremely large numbers of organisms were seen in Sections I through 
4 at the southern end of Lake Michigan. These samp les were taken relatively 
farther away from the land mass than those represented by near shore sections. 
A general diminution of the concentration of organisms was seen throughout 
the rest of the run, beginning with Section~. Moderate peaks were seen in 
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Sections 8 and 9 and a marked reduction of organism concentration was ob
served in Secti ons 10 through 15. During the nighttime portions of the 
run mysids were taken in three separate sections (Sections 10, ll, and 12). 

Diaptomus was again the predominant copepod genus with Cyclops occurring 
regularly throughout the tow. The maximum numbers of copepods were observed 
in Section 4 where more than 7,000 organisms were taken per section. Tid s 
followed two other sections of dense concentration (Sections 2 and 3), ~lere 
counts exceeded 6,500 organisms. was seen in two separate por
tions the run, early in the tow through 5) and Later in Sec
tions 10 and 11. In both areas, numbers were moderate. Senecella and 
Epischura were not observed in this run. Canthocamptus occurred in Sections 
2 through 4, and in Sections 8 and Mesocyclops showed a Similar type of 
distribution, occurring in Sections 1 through 5, and in Sections 7 and 8. 
Numbers of both of these organisms were relatively low. 

Cladocerans reached a peak of 1087 organisms in Section 4. Daphnia 
was n all sections. Bosmina was absent from two (Sections 7 and 

in Sections 2 through 4 and again in Section 
in Sections 1 through 5 and in Section 10. 

=--'-'-==.=:.::;-=- were taken in three sections, Sections 
2, 3, and 4, occurred in only one area (Section 
4). Rotifers were 

October 26 and 27, 1967 - Superior 

Even though relatively high winds were prevailing on the lake at this 
time, the data collected on this tow were similar to those of the majority 
of runs made through Lake Superior. The Recorder was shot abreast of Isle 
Parisienne Light at 2125 hours Dn October 26 and after towing thrDugh Lake 
Superior, it was hauled at 0246 hours 1.0 miles outside of Du.luth Piers. 
The run was completed on October 27. 

The predominant copepods were species of 
occurred in low numbers in Sections I, 2, 3, on 
the other hand, was taken in all but Sections found, 
it occurred in unusually high concentrations, especially in where 
its numbers actually equalled those Diaptomus. and Mesocyclops 
were not observed, but Epischura was seen in three , 16, and 19). 

Cladocerans occurred in Sections 1, 2, 3, 10, and Sections 16 through 
19. All of these sections were within rather close proximity to the land 
mass. Sections 1 through 3 were in the vicinity of Whitefish Point, Section 
10 abreast the Keweenaw Peninsula, and 16 through 19 in the western arm 
of Lake Superior from the Apost Le Islands to the vicinlty of the Lester 
River. In all but Section 1 the predominant cladoceran was Daphnia. In 
contrast, Bosmina which was twice as abundant as Daphnia in Section 1, was 
less important in the other two sections where it occurred (Sections 2 and 
16). Ceriodaphnia was present in only one sample, nameLy Section 2. 

The rotifer Keratella was taken in Section 3, only during 
the dark hours. Mysids were at both extremes of the lake, Sections 
1 through 7 and 16 through 19. 
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Pi gure 71. Recorder run #32. 

TABLE:XXXII RECORDER RUN:32 LAKE:Superior (up) DATE:Ocl. 26-27, 1%7 
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June 21 and 22, 1968 - Superior - 
On this run the vessel entered the lake via tlie Superior Harbor entry 

and the Recorder was shot 1.0 miles from this point at 0230 hours on June 
21. It was hauled when abreast of Isle Parisienne Light at 0030 hours on 
the following day. On this run, overcast skies and extremely heavy fog 
prevai led throughout the early morning hours until approximate ly 1100 hours, 
when the dense fog turned to a light haze and the sky began to clear. 

Except for the slightly higher counts encountered in the early morning 
samples from the western arm of Lake Superior, relatively low numbers of 
organisms were seen throughout the greater part of this run. The oposscUIl 
shrimp, was taken in the early morning hours (Sections 3 and 
4). The weather conditions may have been responsible for 
reduction of light intensity and the resultant unusual appearance of these 
organisms in the daylight period. Mysids were seen at one other point 
(Section (9) and here they appeared well after the hour sunset. 

The predominant copepod, Diaptomus, ranged in numbers from 30 345 
per Ten Mile Block. Limnocalanus occurred in all but Sections 8, 9, and 
10, ranging from 15 to 105 per and 
were absent from th run. Of 
of talked protozoans clinging to the bodies specimens 
LiI1U1ocalanus taken in Sections 4 and 5. They absent from al t 
other sections. 

Rotifers were not observed on this run, and the Cla<iocera were very 
much reduced in numbers as compared witl! usual runs in the lake. Cladocerans 
were seen in SecLi.ons 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, and then only in relatively low num
bers (I5 til 60 spec.imens per Ten Mi Ie lllock). 11k nredominant cladoceran 

Daphnia occurred in ,mly one section 

- Lake Huron - Downbound 

In thl [in;t run down Lake lIuron, the Reconkr was shot abreast of 
Detour Ref'.!: Light at the northern end of the lake. It was hauled when 
abreast of the Lake Huron Lj lship in the southern tip of the lake. This 
run included a total of cleven alternate secti ,all which were taken 
during the dayllght hours. The Recorder was shot at 0730 hours and hauled, 
after tow, at 1931 hours. The entire run was completed in a one day peri 
June 23, 1968. 

In the northern end the lake (Sections 1 through 5), Diaptomus was 
the principal copepod genus present. However, in Sections 6 through 11, 
in the southern end of the lake, ~. were more numerous than 

in every section. numerical relationship exist-
southern portion of the lake. Limuocalanus was observed in five 

areas (Sections I, 2, 4, 10, and 11), wllile Senecella was seen in only one 
section (Section 10). was taken in Sections 10 and 11. Meso
.:::../":::":...:::J= was found in two , 9 and n. All of these organisms occurred 

low numbers when compared to Diaptomus and The harpactocoid 
was tuken in all but three sections, 4, 5, and 6. 

to 180 organisms per Ten Mile Block. 
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Figure 7'J. Recorder run i1'J4. 

TAlJLE:XXXIV RECOlillER RUN: Jll LAKE:lIuron (clown) DATE:June 23, 1968. 
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Cladocerans were taken in tow areas in the extreme northern end of 
the lake (Section 1), where 210 organisms were observed, and Sections 9, 
10, and 11 in the southern end of the lake where the distribution ranged 
frOlIl 1680 to more than 4300 organisms per Ten Mile Block. In contrast 
with the majority of samples in Lakes Michigan and Superior, was 
the principal genus observed, exceeding Daphnia on some occasions a 
factor of ten. Section 9 contained representatives from two additional 
genera, and Graptolebris. 

The rotifer, longispina, was observed only in Section 
II, where 30 specimens were taken. Other Rotifera were absent. 

In the last section prior to haul (Section 11), a chironomid larva 
(bloodworm) was taken. 

Huron - Upbound - Recorder Run It35. 

On this run, the Recorder was shot 5.5 statute miles north the 
Lake Huron Lightship at 0100 hours on June 25. After towing through Lake 
Huron, the Recorder was hauled when abreast of the Detour Reef Light at 
ltdO hours on the same day. A total of ten alternate blocks silk were 
counted from the 207.5 miles of tl)W. Again on this run, as had been true 
on other runs in this lake in 1968, extremely dense patches plankton 
were encountered at the southern end of Lake Huron in the areas represented 
by Sections 1 through ll. Elsewhere, counts were lower and the smallest 
numbers of organisms were recorded for Sections 7 and 8, in the Thunder 
Bay area. 

On this tow, Cladocera were taken in every section, and the highest 
concentration was seen in Sections 2 through 4, where the counts reached 
3200 to 3500 organisms per Ten Mile Block. In all but Section 8, the pre
ponderance of the cladocerans were members of the genus ~:.:::;c~~. 

two additional cladoceran genera were collected, Ceriodaphnia 2 
through 6), and (Sections 2,3,4,5, and 10). The numbers of 
both followed very patterns, and ranged from 15 to approximately 
100 organisms per section. 

Copepods occurred in all seclions ranging from 585 to 9900 specimens 
per Ten Mi Ie Block. In an almost alternate fashion, Diaptllmus and 
were dominant. For example, Diaptomus predominated in Section 1 and 2; 
Cyclops was most abundant in Sections 3 and 4; Diaplomus was taken most 
often in sections 5 and 6; was the dominant genus in Section 7; 
and Diaptomus again became most abundant organism in Sections 8 through 
10. Mesocyclops was taken in Sections 2, 3, 4, and 6, While was 
seen only in Sections 2 and 10. Limnocalanus occurred in three areas 
tions 2, 3, and 4) and found in Sections 2, 3, 5, and 6. 
Rotifers were taken once. longispina was the species and in 
all, 30 specimens were taken. 
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TABLE:XXXV RECORDER RUN::l5 lAKE:llur.on (up) DATE:June 25, 1%8. 
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June 25 and 26, 1968 - Lake Superior Recorder Run #36. 

The Recorder was shot abreast of Isle Parisienne Light at 2100 hours 
on June 25. After towing through Lake Superior, it was hauled 1.0 statute 
miles from the Superior, Wisconsin harbor entry at 1845 hours on June 26. 
A total of eighteen alternate sections of silk were utilized on this run. 
A dense fog covered the water surface, and the sky was heavily overcast. 

The organisms were again found very low numbers, typical Lake 
Superior at this time of year. The two outstanding peaks jn Sections 1 
and 15, represented only 825 and 900 copepods respectively. 
was observed in Sections I, 6, 7, and 14 through 18. The 
were seen during the nighttime hours (Section 1). Diaptomus was the pre
dominant organi sm throughout, with ~. making up a much reduced 
fraction. While was present in every 
absent from Sections , 11, 13, 17, and 18. 
were not observed. Epischura was taken in very 
tions (5, 15, and 16). 

The cladoceran distribution was quite scattered in the limnetic por
of the lake, but members this group were evident in Sections 1, 

, 10, and 13 through 18. This group was represented by the genus 
::;:..;==::. during the nighttime Iwurs (Sections 1 to II). The distribulhm 

==== was quite localized. 

and Kellicuttia were taken on two separate occasions, each 
in j concentrations (15 organisms per block). was 
taken in Section 4, and in Section 6. Mysids were seen in two 
samp les (Sections :I and ted about midniglll. 

- Lake Superi<)r - =..;;.;;.;:.;;;,.,;:..;;.;;.; ..... 

The Recorder was shot July 8 at 0714 hours, LO miles from the 
Superior, Wisconsin harbor entry. The Recorder was hauled when the vessel 
was 7.0 miles east-southeast of Isle Pari sienne Light in Whi tefish Bay 
at 0640 hours on July 9. The run was made in flat calm weather with 
extremely heavy fog. This conditi,on persisted tllroughout the morn Lng and 
the early afternoon, clearing in the late afternoon and early evening 
hours. 

In spite of a major peak of copepods observed in Section 17, wh 
consisted of more than 1500 specimens per block, counts every~lere else 
were extraordinarily low. Sectillil 17 was taken in the eastern-central. 
portion 01 the lake. A lesser peak was observed at Section 18, where the 
vessel rounded Whitefish Point. In this section, copepod abundance was 
315 organisms per 2.5 cubic meters of water. Both Sections 17 and 18 
were taken near daybreak. In general, the rest of the run fluctuated 
Slightly above and beLow 100 copepods per Ten Mile Block. Virtually all 
of the specimens were made up of the genus, Some Limnocalanus 
were present. The latter occurred in Sections through 17, with the 
exception o£ 13 and 15. ~. were observed in only three s",ctions, 
1, 17, and 18, where the ranged IS to 195 organisms per 
section. Epischura, Mesocyclops, and 
were not any section this run. 
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Cladocerans were seen only on one occasion (Section 12), where only 
Daphnia was observed. Mysis was taken only once in this tow 
(Section 14), and only 1 

July 9 and 10, 1968 - Huron - ~.':'::.!!~~~ 

As the vessel approached the Lake Huron Lightship, the Recorder 
snagged a submerged obstacle. The sudden shock parted the towing line 
and the Recorder was lost, along with the data for the entire run. Lt:

1 ;;. 

,~
July 23, 1968 - Superior - Downbound - Recorder ~ln #39. 

The Recorder was shot at 0200 hours, 10 miles from the Taconite 
Harbor Light. Unfortunately, mechanical failure of the instrument after 
a relatively short distance left only two usable alternate sections of 
s ilk for analysis. On the remainder of the run, the lf60 mesh Gri t Gauze 
had become fouled on a misaligned casting in the internal mechanism and 
was quite badly torn and twisted. Both of the alternate sections represent
ing this tow (Sections land 2), were taken during the night between 0200 
and 0320 hours. 

In Section 1, a total of 735 copepods were found, while in Section 
Figure 77. Recorder2, 1260 of these organisms were seen. Of the total in the first section, 

405 organi sms were specimens of Dial' tomus; 30 were Senecella ca lanoides; 
240 were Limnoca1anus macrurus; and 60 were representatj ves of the f,enus 
Cyclops. Of the 1260 copepods taken in Section 2, 840 were diaptomids; 
15 were Senecella; 315 were and 90 were cyclopoid copepods. 

Cladocerans were taken only in the first section, and consisted of 
15 specimens of Bosmina. Twenty-four specimen", of were found 
on the first and 20 specimens on the second section 

.... '" 
"" July 25, 1968 - Huron - Downbound - Recorder Run #40. 

This run was invalidated by a broken fusee wire in the internal 
mechanism. This malfunction did not allow the silk to advance properly. 

§' 
(\/ 

\ 
July 28, 1968 - Lake Huron - Upbound - Recorder Run f/41. 

On this run the Recorder was shot at 0455 hours abreast of the Port ., 
Sanilac Light at the southern end of Lake Huron. After the tow, the ~ 
internal mechanism of the Recorder was examined and it was discovered ';J'" 

t>that the #60 Grit Cauze had again fouled, invalidating all but two alter
8nate sections of silk, Sections land 2. The weather on this date was .!l 

...:lc lear and sunny wi th forty knot winds creating very choppy cond Hi ons 
on the lake. 

Copepod abundance for the two sections ranged from 600 in Section 1, 
to 480 in Section 2. Diaptomus was the principal copepod genera, 435 of 
which were found in the first section and 315 in the second. Limnocalanus 
was present only in the first section, and the collection included only 
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15 specimens. Cyclops numbered 150 organisms in the first section and 165 
in the second. Mesocyclops, Senecella, and were absent. 

A total of 540 cladocerans were taken in the first Ten Mile Block 
and 750 in the second. These collections were made up primarily of 
Daphnia, which in comparison with Bosmina, occurred in approximately a 
3:1 ratio in the first and a 4:1 ratio in the second section. Leptodora 
and Holopedium were taken in both sections, in a ratio of approximately 
3:25. Forty-five specimens of Polyphemus were seen. This organism was 
seen in Section 2 only. The dinoflagellate, Ccratium, was found in both 
sec Lions and ranged in numbers from 15 to 1650 organisms per Ten Mile 
Block. cochlearis was seen in both sections and reached a 
maximum concentration of 300 organisms per section. Kel1icottia longispina 
was seen only in Section 1, and only 45 specimens were taken. 

July 29, 1968 - Lake Superior 

On this run, a malfunction with another internal mechanism occurred 
in a manner similar to that of Run #L8. As a consequence, .110 eollectLons 
were obtained. 

- Lake Superior - Downbouml - ':':':====--"-=-"--'-'''-' 

This run was invalidated by a broken fusee wire in the internal 
mechanism. This malfunction did not allow the silk to advance properly. 

- Lake Huron - Downbound 

On this run the Recorder was shut abreast of Detour Rf'ef Light at 
1225 hours on Augus t 22, and it was hauled 7.5 miles north of the Lake 
Huron Lightship at 0155 hours on the [olluwi day. The run was begun 
in clear, bright weather in the afternoon, which later changed to cloudy 
overcast conditions with rain and thunderstorms. The rain and lightning 
persisted intermittently until approximately 2000 hours on August 22, when 
the sky cleared. Ambient air temperature was approximately 70 degrees 
Fahrenheit at 2000 hours. 

The counts of organisms were very high on this run, with cladocerans 
taken in highest numbers. Peaks in excess 12,000 adocerans per Ten 
Mile Illock were observed, while the copepods achieved a maximum of little 
more than 5450 specimens per section. Maximum numbers for both groups 
occurred in Section 6, in the period just after sunset. In all instances, 
cladocerans were more numeruus than the copepoda, usually by a ratio of 
2: 1. 

The dominant cladoceran was wi th Bosmina found in persistent, 
but reduced numbers. was from only one area (Section 11), 
while was taken every sectiun. Ceriodaphnia was seen in all 
but nand 11. 
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Figur., 79. R.,conler runif44. 

TABLE: XL RECORDER RUN:44 lAKl~:Jluron (down) D.\TE :I\ug. 22-23, 1968. 
-T-----------,--- , .. 

g 1'1 " .. 
Section 0 () 

I I ~~ I } 
~ 

H 

2430 30 
....._. -
2730 )0 

3750 60 


4 I 3450 90 


5 I 4330 60 


6 5490 150I 
........-- . 


7 I 2040 90 

8 I 2100 60 

9 1920 

1110 

510 l_ 
118 

.... p. 

.-i~ I .. -it..~ .. ~ p. :!0 u '$.s 0 " 11 "& ..p. .... ~ ~§ -a ,; 11 ~ ..B ,; II" f't3 ~ U " S "" 
302040 360 4080 3750 150 180 

.. 

2340 240 120 7950 6960 150 840 
..... 

2700 750 240 10950 9600 300 1050 
...... -_... 

2460 630 270 11640 10500 180 960 


3030 960 180 10710 9600 270 840 

..... ._... 

3930 1140 270 12300 11100 300 900 

i 1500 4170 J840 150 180450 
.....- ... 

480 3960 3630 180 I 150 


1380 


I 1560 

2490 150 


750 


.540 

360 1950 90 


150 
 840360 

::c==-==:::;:. was the principal copepod, usually exceeding the next highest 
by one order of magni tude. \,Jas observed in 

e sections, but in relatively low Harpactocoid 
copepods, represented by genus Canthocamptus, were taken in Sections 2 through 
6 where a range of concentrations was observed that uStially fell between 
the counts of order of distribution 
from the most Cyclops, 
Canthocamptus, Mesocyc lops were 
not observed on 

Mysids were entirely wanting, and roLi fers which were observed i 
Section I only, consist.ed of 30 specimens o[ Keratella. 

August 24 and 25, 1968 - Huron - .'-.10..-'--'-"''' 

On August 24, 1968, the Recorder was shot at 2030 hours 7.5 statute 
mi les north of the Lake Huron Lightship, and after tllwing through th j s 
lake, the Recorder was hauled when abreast o[ Detour Reef Light at 0850 
hours on August 25. The greater portion of this run was made during the 
nighttime hours under clear, cloudless skies., 

In this run, extremely high densiti.,s of organjsms were ubserved 
all but one section, Section 4. Probably of most interest is the fac 
that cladoceran abundance greatly exceeded that copepods. 
dominant cOl'epods were species of the genus in all but Secli on 
4. Their numbecs canged [rom 240 organisms to organisms per Tell 
Mile Block. was taken in significant numbers, particuLlrly Ln 
Section 4, nearly twice as abundant as the diaptomids. 
Interestingly, was taken in every section but Section 4, 
where it was Canthocaml'tus was observed in Sections " 
through 7, I,;pischuca and Mesocyclops were not seen on 
this run. 

Daphnia was the principal cladoceran genus in all sections,with numbers 
as high as 11,400 organisms per Ten Mile BlOCK. Bosmina was apparent in 
every section in a range of 540 to 1290 organi.sms per unit. The genus 
Ceriodaphnia was observed in all but Sections I, 4, 9, and 10, reaching 
numbers as high as 360 specimens per Ten Mile Block. The highest numbers 
of cladocerans taken were observed in Section 6, where more than 12,000 were 
seen. This section was located spatially in the vicinity of Sturgeon Point 

, just below Thunder Bay on the Western shore Lake Huron. Other 
major peaks were seen in Section 5, where more than 11,000 organisms were 
taken, and in Sections and 8, which each contained more than 10,000 
cladocerans. Section 4 represented an area of interest by contrast with 
the extremely high peaks observed in the other sec tions. In this secti on 

690 copepods and l650 cladocerans were found. Section 4 was located 
Spatially near Pointe aux Barques Light, just above Harbor Beach, Michigan . 
This sample was taken near midnight. The lack of the smaller planktonic 
Organisms was quite evident when rotifers were observed only in three 
Sections (Section 5 through 7) where 30 members of this group were taken 
in each of these Ten Mile Blocks. 
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Figure 80. Recorder run 1145. 

TABLE:IXL RECORDER RUN:45 LAKE:Huron (up) DATE:Aug. 24-25, 1968. 
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August 26 and 27, 1968 - Lake Superior - Upbound - ==~o.:::.:~=,---"= 

On this run, the lower bolt of the lifting handle worked loose and 
stopped the rotation of the propeller. As a result, the silk did not 
advance properly, and collections could not be made. 

Recorder tows . 

One of the major points of concern in this study was the rotential 
problem of net clogging in areas of dense patches plankton. It was 
feared that if a super-abundance of organisms--phytoplankton, zooplankton, 
or both--were encountered, the reduction of effective net mesh area avail 
able for filtration of water might be so drastic that the proc ision and 
accuracy of the method might be seriousLy affected. As was previously 
noted, one of the areas in which this phenomenon of extreme density of 
organisms occurred was located in the western arm of Lake Superior. It 
extended from the Duluth harbor to the vicinity of the Apostle Islands. 
This area was selected for a special series of tows to check the catching 
power of the Recorder. On selected dates in 1966, 1967, and 1968, replicate 
tows were made from Knife River to Two Harbors, Minnesota, and back 
again. On alternating round-trip tows the pitch the Recorder's pro
peller was adjusted, first for a rate of silk advance of one section (two 
inches) every five miles (sixty-five degrees), then at a rate of one sec
tion everyone and one-half miles (thirty-five degrees). The increase of 
winding rate served, essentially, to increase Ule surface of sl exrosed 
for filtration and thus, provided an area sufficient to eliminate the 
problem clogging. 

In the laboratory, both ts of sil ks were processed in the usual 
manner. Si lks eacll the runs were cut into segments equal to 
ten m1.1es of tow. Thus, the tape which had been advanced at the rate of 
one section every five miles, was cut into four inch increments, and the 
silk which had been advanced at the rate one section everyone and one-
half miles was cut into 13.2 inch increments. 

Anal.ysis was p<:rformed in the usual manner on the material Hashed from 
the silks. In (:very case, when the data were compared section by section, 
for equivalent ical portions of the run (within sl lar time periods), 
Virtually catches per Ten Mi Ie Block were observed on the silks. 
This indicates that, when the rrocednres utilized in this study were follow
ed, the prob lem of net l.ogg ing in Great Lakes Recorder tows was 1igi b le. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS. AND SUMMARY 

No attempt is made in this report to discuss all the ecologica 
factors the distribution of crustacean plankton. It is clear 
from the data presented, that a variety of parameters must be thoroughly 
examined before adequate commentary can be made, and the causes of a given 
ecological distribution can be understood. An effort has been made, how
ever, within the limits the method employed, to present as clearly as 
pOSSible, a biogeographical synopsis of organism distribution at a single 
sampli ng depth for three of the Great Lakes. S1 nee the use of a continuous 
transect sampling method, such as was employed in this study, had been 
tried only one other time in the Great Lakes (see Appendix C), the data 
acquired in these tows yielded information on organism distribution in both 
space and time that was previously unavailable. 

of the 

As mentioned in an eilrlier seclion, the Recorder sampling program 
has twu serious disadvantages, i.e., the use of relalively mesh 
fi ltering silks and single depth collecti ons. Allhough these disadvanlages 
have Hot been overcome by any other instrument currently available for plank
tonic analysis based on high speed lransect sampling, it must be recognized 
that they influence, and to SOllle extent limit, the scope of the study. 

The first of Lhese limitiltions, lhat , the large mesh of the filLer
ing Silks, unquestionably re;;ulted in the loss of cerlain small organisms. 
For example, .if a comparison is made the Recorder rullS on which #15 mesh 
Silk Eo I ting Cloth was used, and in which ip60 mesh Grl t Gauze was 
used, it is evident that many organisms passed throu?,h the 
lf60 Gau;oe. These included: cratera; the majority 

quadrata, 
smaller immature stages of 

Al though the sma ner organisms 
were , their numbers cannot be considered as representative 
of absolute orders of magnitude. They can, and do, serve a useful function, 
however, when tow to Low comparLsons of imilar mesh sizes arc made. Unlikl' 
the small forms, large crustaceans, such as the adult copepods and Cladocera, 
can not pass through the large net mesh. 

n\e larger mesh net is probably superior to the smaller mesh in filtra
tion of water. Based on results obtained in this study, it is evident that 
the ff60 mesh Grit Gauze was good in this respecl, since the smaller mesh, 
because of clogging, presented difficulties in the adjustment of rate of 
s ilk advance. 

Sampling at a single depth, in this case ten meters, probably could 
be considered a limitatl on. There is no question that certain organisms 
coul.d have been taken in much higher concenlrations had another depth been 
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selected, whiie others at that depth would certainly have been reduced 
in concentration. However, the studies conducted with the Multi-depth 
Plankton Indicators showed, rather conclusively, that if a single depth of 
tow must be selected, the depth of ten meters is at least as as, if 
not bet.t.er t.han, any other single depth that could have been chosen. 

Organism with ~ mesh ~. 

In the runs on which a fnS mesh Si lk Cloth was used, marked 
variations from the usual numbers expected for any given lake area were 
observed. Although there is relatively little data available, because of 
the difficulties encountered in the use of this finer net silk, on virtually 
every occasion on which iflS silk was used, distinct increases were noted in 
the concentrations of the smaller planktonic constituents. 

In Lake Superior, the fine mesh silk was used on two tows, the run 
made on August 12, 1966, and the run made on August 16, 1966. On both of 
these runs, as compared with preceding and following tows, the counts of 
smaller planktonic constituents, represented principally by the roUfers, 
was marked ly increased over runs made with the 1160 Gauze. For examp Ie, 
on the August 12 run, as compared with that of July 30 and 3 , 1966, a 
general increase of organisms of the copepod group was noted in the western
central area of Lake Superior. This area of increase occurn,d in the open 
water region between the Apostle Islands and the area west of the Kewe£;naw 
Peninsula. In the run on July 30 and 31, this increase was noted only in 
the vicinity of the Apostle Islands and the counts were markedly reduced 
in the areas approaching the Keweenaw Peninsula. It is not believed that 
the increase observed on August 12 represents an increased catching power 
of the larger planktonic constituents when the finer mesh is used, but 
rather that these data represent an actual increase in numbers within the 
water mass in these areas. 

In Lake Michigan, the IflS mesh silk was used on runs made on August 
15, t 25 and 26, August 29 and 30, and 31, all in 1966. Probably 
the comparison of the two types of can be made by examinin!~ the 
run on August 15, and the one made on the preceding day with #60 mesh Grit 
Gauze. On these two days, the distributions and numbers of copepods and 
cladocerans taken were, for pracUcal purposes, entirely similar. This com
parison should be valid since less than a day had elapsed between the tows. 
Since the periods of nighttime, on tows of both the 14th and 15th, occurred 
in nearly identical portions of the runs, the abundance of organisms should 
be similar in the two tows. As may be seen from the data, the numbers and 
distributions of cladocerans and copepods are nearly identical, however, 
the numbers of rotifers are entirely dissimilar. Far grealer numbers of 
the latter were taken when' the in5 mesh silk was used. This demonstrates 
graphically, the fact that data in terms of the smaller planktonic organ
isms may, indeed, be lost when coarser mesh silk is used. It should be 
pointed out, however, that even with the 1160 mesh Grl t Gam:e, these organ
isms, While reduced in numbers, were represented. Subsequent compilrisons 
of fine mesh tows with the earlier #60 Grit Gauze runs are extremely hazard
ous because of the marked environmental changes which occurred in the late 
sUllll!ler season. 
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Trophic ~. 

When one compares the results of the tows through Lakes Superior, 
Michigan and Huron, for a given season, or a given year, it is evident 
that marked var-i ations occur from lake to lake. On a typical tm.J through 
Lake Superior, the numbers of organisms for the months of June and July 
yielded mean counts in the vicinity of 100 to 200 organisms per Ten Mile 
Block. In Lake Michigan, during the same period, the mean counts were in 
the vicinity of 2000 to 3000 organisms per Ten Mile Block. In Lake Huron, 
however, the approximate mean figure for the same period of time fell between 
5000 and 6000 organisms per section. The data for the fall season showed 
even more marked fluctuaLions. A mean of approxi mately 200 to 300 organisms 
per section was seen in Lake Superior, an approximate range of 5000 to 6000 
organisms per section was seen i n I~ake Michigan, while approximately 20,000 
to 21,000 organisms per section were taken in Lake Huron. 

A marked difference in trophic staLus between the three lakes is 
evident. When they are compared, Lake Superior is certainly the most 
oligotrophic, Lake Huron the most eutrophic, and Lake Michigan more nearly 
mesotrophic. 

Lake to lake variation. 

In terms of lake to lake variation, it can be said that in Lake Superior 
the principal group of organisms was the Copepoda, with calanoid copepods 
predominating. Chief among this group was the genus Diaptomus. Occasional 
peaks of cladocerans were seen, but, by and large, they represented a much 
sma ller fraction of the total than members of the copepod group, Through
out Lake Michigan, the principal crustaceans were the calanoid copepods, 
with the cladocerans, in general, occurring about one-half as frequently 
as the copepods, and in approximately one-half the numbers. Upon rare 
occasions, such as October 6 and 7, 1967, cladocerans were observed to ex
ceed copepods. This was true in tflree separate sections of this run, and 
in one additional section, their numbers were nearly equal. It is interest~ 

however, that in most ins tances, as the shore Ii ne was approached, the 
cyclopoid copepods increased markedly to the point of exceeding the density 
of calanoid copepods by a considerable margin on some tows. This was particu
larly true of the counts s<,en in the vicinity of Big Sable Point, Little 
Sable Point and Point Betsie. From this, it is evident that the spatial 
location of the water mass played a considerable role in determining organ
ism distribution and density. In Lake Huron, it was observed that the posi
tion of dominant organism was shared by the copepods and cladocerans. The 
predominant form depended on the time of year in which the sample was taken. 
On the runs made through Lake Huron on June 23 and on June 25, 1968, copepods 
predominated in all but one section in the southern tip of the lake. In 
this sec.tion, on June 23, cladocerans were only slightly more numerous than 
the copepod group. The principal genus of copepods observed in this lake 
was Diaptomus. However, in the latter portion of the season, that is, in 
the months of July and August (July 28, August 22 and 23, and August 24 and 
25, 1968), the cladocerans occurred in far greater numbers than did the 
copepods, in some cases, exceeding the copepods by more than one order of 
magnitude. The predominant genus on these runs was Daphnia with Bosmina 
occurring in numbers that were significant, but much reduced by comparison. 
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Seasonal variation. 

In the three year study described here, a series of variations in 
distribution and abundance were noted which occurred on a seasonal basis. 
This variation was especially noticeable in the Lake Michigan runs for 
the years 1966 and 1967, and in Lake Huron in 1968. From the data available 
for Lake Michigan, relatively low numbers of organisms were taken during 
July and August of 1966. However, in late August, counts rose sharply 
from levels less than 1000 copepods to more than 10,000 copepods per Ten 
Mile Block, in one instance, and more than 8000 in several others. Tows 
during July, 1967, contained fairly high concentrations of copepods and 
numbers increased gradually into August when the peak of abundance was 
reached. A marked decline occurred beyond this date (early and late October 
runs in 1967). The data for 1967 follows a pattern similar to that seen 
in 1966, except that the later tows in 1967 were characterized by reduced 
numbers. 

A pattern similar to that observed for Lake Michigan in 1967, was 
noted in Lake Huron in 1968. The densities of crustaceans taken in June 
were relatively low but they increased sharply in late August to a point 
where counts were significantly higher, particularly among the cladocerans. 
In many cases, an increase of a hundredfold or more was noted. If data for 
September and October were available, one would anticipate a diminution of 
populations during this time since in the last two runs in Lake Huron (August 
22 and 23 and August 24 and 25), the cladocerans taken were nearly all laden 
with overwintering eggs, the ephippium. One or two of these saddle-shaped 
structures were observed in the brood-pouch of every cladoceran. On this 
basis, one could anticipate a major decline in the adult population, since 
ephippia, rather than new females, were being produced in preparation for 
spring. 

In Lake Superior, an autumnal pulse of crustacean populations was seen 
in 1967. This increase was observed in the early October samples (October 
4 and 5, 1967), with a subsequent diminution of numbers of organisms taken 
in runs made later in that year. One exception was the October 9 and 10 
run, which was made during a severe storm. Rather atypic.al results are 
apparent in the extreme patchiness evident on this run. A similar pattern 
was followed in the 1966 runs through Lake Superior, although the orders 
of magnitud<, were much lower. The lack of available data in Lake Superior 
during the latter portion of the year, 1968, seriously hindered analysiS 
of this sort. 

!£ year variation. 

Marked year to year variations in abundance of crustacean plankton 

in the Great Lakes were evident when comparisons are made. The low concen

trations evident in the 1966 tows in Lake Michigan differed greatly from 

the tows in 1967, when moderately high numbers of organisms were observed. 


Tows in Lake Michigan during the mon tits of July, 1966, speci fically 
July 27, July 29, and July 30, averaged 100 organisms per Ten Mile Block, 
Which is very low for this lake. However, the July runs in Lake Michigan 
that year, specifically July 2 and 3, July 17 and 18, and July 18 and 19, 
were characterized by average catches near 3000 organisms per Ten Mile 
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Block. Even higher catches were made in subsequent tows (August 29 and 30, 
and August 31). These probably represent what may be designated as the over
wintering population which will provide the inoculum for vernal production 

the following year. 

In June and July, 1967, an extremely large mortality occurred among 
the rough-fish in Lake Michigan. At this time, the Alewife populations 
were producing very serious problems throughout the lake. Shore lines 
at the southern end of the lake were littered with their dead and dying 
bodies and they accumulated in such quantities that it was necessary, in 
many areas, to use massive earth-moving equipment to rid the beaches of 
the decaying fish. Throughout the runs during this period, windrows of 

these fishes were observed from the Straits of Mackinac to the harbor at 

Gary, Indiana. It is readi ly apparent that the decay 0 f these fish would 

add significant quantities of nutrients to the water mass. This unusual 

enrichment could be expected to result in an increase of the phytoplankton 

throughoul the lake. This increase was, in fact observed as a distinct 

green discoloration of silks taken from the lake during this period. This 

burst of phytoplanklon density was reflecled in a concomitant increase in 

the zoop lankton which persisted throughout the season into late Oc tober. 

This was evident when the data was examined for October 6 and 7, and October 

25 and 26. On several occasions, more than 500 copepods were taken per Ten 

Mile Block. Cladocerans were encountered in similar concentrations in the 


early October tows. 

The number of crustaceans taken in the early spring tows in Lake Super
ior for the years 1966, 1967, and 1968 corresponded well with the data for 
early September, 1966, and late October, 1967. It is evident that a 
cyclical increase from a vernal minimum to an autumnal maximum occurred in 
Lake Superior as it did in Lake Michigan. The autumnal pulse was observed 
to start in early August in 1966, and in October in 1967. 

Year to year comparisons can not be made in Lake Huron because sampling 

was limi ted. 

Patchiness. 

As mentioned in a previous section, the phenomenon of patchiness has 
long plagued investigators dealing with the ecology of planktonic organisms. 
The Continuous Plankton Recorder provides a better solution to this problem 
than any other instrument currently available. Because of the continuous 
nature of the data, increased aggregations or sharp reductions of numbers 
in any given area are immediately apparent. 

The patchiness of zooplankton distribution was probably most consistent-
ly demonstrated in two areas. One of these was the extreme western arm of 
Lake Superior where the catches were exceedingly dense in many hauls. The 
other was the area of Lake Michigan adjacent to Big Sable Point, Little 
Sable Point and Point Betsie in the northern central portion of the lake. 
Usually as this area was passed, large increases in zooplankton concentra
tion were evident on the Recorder si lks. Other areas in which marked changc'~ 
in the planktonic constituents frequently occurred, included Whitefish Bay 
in eas tern Lake Superior, the water mass in the vicini ty of Gull Reef in 
northern Lake Michigan, as well as the areas in the southern part of this 
lake. Sudden changes in the plankton were also noted in Lake Huron from 
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the vicinity of Port Sanilac southward. In general, decreases were observed 
in organism abundance in the limnetic portion of the three lakes; specifically, 
in central Lake Michigan on the downbound run when the sampler was towed 
through waters well away from the land mass, in eastern and western central 
Lake Superior on either side of the Keweenaw Peninsula, and in central Lake 
Huron between Harbor Beach and Thunder Bay, particularly on the downbound 
runs which were normally further from the shore line. It is this phenomenon 
of patchiness that gives the "moth-eaten" appearance to the histograms of 
data taken in tows through the Great Lakes. Figure 70 is one good example 
of this phenomenon. These findings serve to substantiate the results of 
the Scottish Marine Biological Association in their tows in the marine 
environment (See Figure 35). 

Specific organisms. 

Marked variations were noted in species groups of zooplankters in 
various portions of the Great Lakes. As has already been noted, copepods 
predominated in Lake Superior and Lake Michigan. On the other hand, in 
the runs made in the latter portion of the season through Lake Huron, 
cladocerans were found to be the most abundant organisms. Species of 
Diaptomus were found to be the principal copepod constituent, and in fact, 
the dominant planktonic organism in most catches in both Lakes Michigan and 
Superior. However, when the shore line was approached in Lake Michigan, 
species of Cyclops were usually seen in increasing abundance, and not in
frequently were taken there in numbers which exceeded the diaptomids. This 
tends to imply some influence of the littoral area, either in terms of depth, 
temperature, or increase in available nutrients from run-off or local pollu
tion. In Lake Michigan, this increase was most prominent in the areas 
adjacent to Big Sable Point, Little Sable Point and Point Betsie. 

In Lake Superior, cyclopoid copcpods were taken in the greatest con
centration in sections adjacent to Duluth. These organisms were observed 
to occur repeatedly throughout Lake Huron in moderately high numbers and 
almost as conSistently, a peak of these organisms was seen in the area 
just south of Thunder Bay. 

Limnocalanus macrurus was taken regularly in the western arm of Lake 
Superior in samples collected between Duluth and the Apostle Islands. 
Other than in this area, it was seen usually during the nighttime hours 
only. TIlis was true in both Lake Superior and Lake Michigan. In Lake 
Huron, Limnocalanus was widely distributed, but was observed in much lower 
numbers than in other lakes. 

Customarily seen in the western arm of Lake Superior or in Whitefish 
Bay in the extreme eastern region of the lake, Daphnia and Bosmina were 
taken relatively infrequently in the other portions. In Lake Michigan 

were collected routinely throughout the lake, but occurred in heaviest 
concentrations at the southern end of the lake in the vicinity of Chicago, 
Illinois and Gary, Indiana. 

In Lake Superior, Daphnia was the principal cladoceran genus with 
Bosmina of secondary importance. In Lake Michigan these two organisms 
Competed for dominance in most samples. In Lake Huron, the cladocerans 
were seen in much higher numbers than the copepods, and in much higher 
numbers than in either of the other two lakes. Here again, Bosmina 
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and Daphnia vied for dominance in the samples. 

The protozoan Codenella cratera was customarily taken only in Lake 
Superior, and only in the sections adjacent to Duluth-Superior:- Harbor. 
The rotifer:-s Keratella and were taken primarily in Lake Superior 
and usually in the extreme western arm of the lake. These organisms were 
seen routinely throughout Lake Michigan, but were particularly concentrated 
in the extreme northern and extreme southern portions of the lake. 

The opossum shrimp, occurred in Lake Superior at the ten meter 
depth only in the nighttime , with the exception of October 4 and 5, 
when unusual environmental conditions resulted in the appearance of mysids 
during daylight hours. Mysids were not taken in Lake Michigan at the ten 
meter depth in 1966. In 1967, however, they were present on silks collected 
during three runs, July 2 and 3, July 17 and 18, and October 25 and 26, all 
in the nighttime portion of the runs. It is interesting that no mysids were 
taken in the nighttime portion of the run on July 18 and 19, although they 
had been seen on the previous day. Mysids were never observed on runs made 

through Lake Huron. 

Vertical migrations. 

No attempt is made in this report to explore all the possible factors 

affecting the vertical movements of planktonic crustaceans. It is clear 

from the data, that changes in light intensity and the influence of other 

environmental factors as they varied from season to season, were dominant 

factors in governing the vertical movements of some of these species. 

Densities were normally higher during the nighttime portion of the runs 

than on the rest of the run. This is true of all three of the Great Lakes 

sampled. Although specific runs can be found to the contrary, in general, 

the nighttime hours usually held denser patches of plankton than the day

time hours of a run. This is attributed to the diurnal vertical movements 

of the plankton. Fluctuations in specific organisms were seen, as was 

pointed out previously. These fluctuations were noted for mysids, 

~ and Pontopor:-eia. Other environmental factors such as temperature, 

stratification, weather conditions, upwelling and the like, also 

influenced the vertical movements of zooplankton. 

Variation ~~~. 

It is interesting that the large agglomerations of 
which occurred in the western arm of Lake Superior in 1966, throughout 
Lake Michigan in 1967, and throu8hout Lake Huron in 1968, were accompanied 
in each case by large masses of zooplankters. At least in the grosser 
sense, one can thus arrive at an analysis of the phytoplankton populations 
by analysis of zooplankton occurrence and distribution. At least, it would 
appear that some inference can be made with regard to relative abundance 
one group as related to the other, since, in each instance, when Large 
masses of phytoplankters were found, an increase was noted in the catches 

of zooplankton. 

In addition, the presence of crustaceans on one day and not on the 
next may indicate circulation movements within the water mass, since, in 
relation to the size of the water mass, these organisms show little or 
no directive swimming ability of their own. The 
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situation of upwelling may well have been in evidence on at least one run 
through Lake Superior, October 9 and 10, 1967, when a large peak of copepods 
was seen in the vicinity of the Keweenaw Peninsula as the vessel was forced 
to deviate from its course during a storm. The effects of autumnal over
turn may also have been noted on occasional runs, such as on October 4 and 
5, 1967, on Lake Superior, and October 6 and 7, 1967, in Lake Michigan. 
On these dates scattered peaks of organism abundance of a very high order 
were noted, but numbers were not uniform throughout the lake. This may 
well reflect the period of overturn when violent mixing in the water mass 
occurs. In addition, the presence of these organisms on a continuous basis 
may well represent a feature of circulation worth investigating. This is 
particularly true in the western arm of Lake Superior and in the southern 
end of Lakes Michigan and Huron where high concentrations of organisms 
were taken on virtually every occasion. 

Surranary. 

In this study, made with the Continuous Plankton Recorder, a series of 
lake-long transect tows were made in three of the Great Lakes, Superior, 
Michigan, and Huron. The Recorder concentrated an entire lake transect, 
on a mile per mile basis, onto eighteen and one-half feet of silk netting. 
This silk effectively filtered out planktonic crustaceans which could be 
subsequently analyzed. All tows were made at ten meters depth with either 
1F60 mesh Grit Gauze or inS mesh Silk Eo I t j ng cloth. 

From the alternate Ten Mile Blocks of data utilized in analysis, 
information was obtained on organism distr:-ibution in both space and time. 
A series of biogeographical charts of distribution have been prepared which 
show clearly the density and distribution of ecologically related gnlUps 
in the plankton. 

Within the limitations of the method, variations, based on several 
factors, were observed. Net mesh size greatly influenced the numbers of 
organisms taken in specific size ranges. It was apparent that the use of 
4F60 mesh Grit Gauze induced a selective bias in favor of the larger pl.ank
tonic constituents. From the data, some inference of the trophic status 
of the various bodies of water sampled, was made. It is evident that as 
one of the three lakes is compared with the others, Lake Superior is certain
ly the most oligotrophic, Lake Huron the most eutrophic and Lake Michigan 
more nearly mesotrophic. Marked variations are seen from lake to lake 
and from one year to another. As one examines the data, marked seasonal 
variations are also noted. In general, low vernal densities were observed 
With a autumnal pulse occurring in late faU. This peak was followed 

a dec.1ine in populations. The seasonal pattern was so regular in occurrence 
the three year study that it was regarded as an annual cycle. 

" The phenomenon of patchiness was seen on numerous occasions. It gave a 
moth-eaten" appearance to the histograms of data from the tows. 

Marked variations in both numbers and species or organisms were evident 
in all three of the lakes. The influence of environmental factors doubt
lessly affected the distributions and densities of these various forms. One 
Such factor was light. Marked diurnal variations in species and concentra
tions were noted on most of the runs. These changes are attributed to the 
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influence of vertical migrations of the crustaceans. 

study of the second trophicSince such a comprehensive transect 
the Great Lakes, this studylevel had never before been attempted in 

served to accomplish the following: 
and distribution in the Great Lakes.(1) 	 Analysis of zooplankton occurrence 
of the Continuous Plankton Recorder(2) 	 Demonstration of the 


to a fresh-water research program. 

zooplankters as index organisms(3) 	 Assaying of water quality utilizing 
of the standing crop of phytoplankand some inference as to the nature 


ters. 

Acquisition of information on the effects of patchiness of distribution(4) 

of zooplankters in the Great Lakes. 

Analysis of the ecological distribution of ;wop lankters, from which
(5) 
biological baselines for studies relating to pollution, eutrophication, 
and the like can be mnde. 
Construction of biogeographical charts of organism distribution which(6 ) 
gives a very accurate representation of relative water quality. 
Validation of Recorder samples demonstrated by tows in both directions(7) 

in the same body of water in less than twenty-four hours. 


Thus, this study has taken an approach to the question of 
water quality; further, a useful method for establishing practical base
tines by analysis of the second trophic level has been demonstrated utilizing 
lake-long transects of water. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

A NOTE ON NATURAL PLANKTONIC WASH-OUT FROM LAKE SUPERIOR 

One of the major factors contributing to the diminution of planktonic 
populations in a body of water may be the length of replacement time. Re
placement time, or the length of time for the quantity of water present in 
a lake at any given moment to be completely replaced, is a function of the 
ratio of lake size and depth to the amount of outflow. Thus, the smaller 
the body of water and the larger the amount of outflow, the more catastrophic 
the effects of wash-out from the lake. Hutchinson (1957) indicates a max
imum depth (Zm) of 307 meters, an average or mean depth (2), of 145 
meters, and a total volume of 12,000 cubic kilometers for Lake Superior. 
Hough (1958) states that the total outflow ranges from 73,000 to 83,000 
cubic feet per second. The rate of loss compared to the total volume is 
low, but in a volume as large as 73,000 cubic feet per second the effects 
on local planktonic populations will certainly be significant. In view of 
this fact, it seemed desirable to sample the outflow of Lake Superior at 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan in an effort to acquire information on the num
bers and kinds of organisms being lost from this body o[ water. 

On October 19, 1967, a Continuous Plankton Recorder equipped with #60 
mesh Swiss Grit Gauze (60 meshes to the linear inch) was installed at the 
head gates of the Edison Sault Electric Company's power canal at Sault 
Ste. MarLe, Michigan. This callal is a direct diversion of a portion of the 
main stream of the St. Mary's River, the outlet for Lake Superior (see 
Appendix /\, Figure AI). The cross current in the St. Mary's River estabUsh
ed by this diversion is approximately one mile per hour, while the velocity 
of the water in the confines of the power channel is maintained by the head 
gates at a relatively constant four miles per hour. 

The Recorder was suspended from a reinforced davit installed directly 
on the head gate platform. Because of the small size of the portable 
winch required for use with this davit, only three-sixteenths Lnch diameter 
stainless steel cable could be used as a support line. The total depth of 
the water in the power canal was three meters. The Recorder was suspended 
at a depth of 1.5 meters from the water surface, approximately 25 meters 
to the left of center of the canal. This position located the Recorder 
directly in front of one of the head gates. The instrument was positioned 
in this way in an effort to minimize sampling errors from eddies around 
adjacent pilings and abutments. 

The four mile per hour velocity of the water in the canal was suffi 
cient to activate the propeller driven internal mechanism and advance the 
silk at a uniform rate of speed. It also served to stabilize the Recorder 
at depth by acting upon the diving plane. 

The problems associated with this study were legion. Chief among 
them was the physical separation of the sampling station from the base of 
operations at the opposite end of the lake. Because of the spatial 
separation of the satellite station from the base laboratory at Duluth, 
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it was necessary to secure a technician to service the Recorder in the 
absence of the investigator. Recorder operation requires considerable 
experience on the part of the attendant. Unfortunately, an inadequate 
amount of time was available for training the technician employed in 

~ 	 this study. This ultimately resulted in the loss of the instrument on 
t1l 
>:: two separate occasions, and to the loss of several months of data. As 
u 
t1l 

a consequence, information is available for only short periods of the 
I-< months of October 1967, and June, 1968. 
<ll 

~ 
P-< Laboratory analysis was carried out as specified for the rolls of 
+J silk taken from open lake tows, with two exceptions: (1) because of the 
~ 

::l 	 large quantities of sand and sediment in the samples taken from the river,
t1l 
00 it was necessary to dilute the sample in a ratio of 1:28 in order to be 
>:: able to quantify the zooplankters accurately, and (2) the amount of siliceous o 
OJ material present tended to obscure the smaller forms such as rotifers and•..< 

protozoans. In the interest of accuracy of quantification these organisms"" Czl 
were omitted from the count. 

<ll 
.c 
+J 

>:: 	 The results of the study are summarized in Table AI of this appendix. 
•..< These data are expressed as numbers of organisms per ten cubic meters of 
H 
<ll 

water filtered, and as organisms per liter for both the October, 1967 
and the June, 1968 period. Some minor differences are to be noted between""I-< 

o 
U 	

the two sampling periods. The June, 196~ data were notably higher in terms 
<ll 
p:: of organism abundance than the October, 1967 data. This relationship was 

<ll 
true for all genera except Simocephalus, which showed a slight decrease in 

.c numbers. These results in general seem to agree roughly with those report+J 

4-< 	 ed by Putnam and Olson (1961) for the limnetic portion of the lake near 
o Duluth. Their data demonstrates a peak of zooplankton activity in the 
<ll 
+J 	 months of August and September. They further indicate the numbers of 
•..< organisms for the months of June and October were relatively equivalent 

bIJ· 	 with the June level of abundance, slightly exceeding that of late October. 
>:: >:: 

•..< t1l 

~ bIJ 

0. ...< 	 Table All indicates data on organisms abundance taken from Recorder 
8.c 
t1l u 	 tows in the open water areas of eastern Lake Superior and Whitefish Bay 
OJ •..< in late October, 1967 and June, 1968. These runs were selected since they:s 

correspond most closely to the dates for the studies on outflow. It can"" <ll 
:< <ll be noted from Figures A2 and A3 that the sections of tow used for compari.,..-l.r-( 

4-< H 
t1l 	 son were removed some distance, spatially, from the fixed outflow sampling 

<ll :s site. This was necessary because of the relatively shallow water of the 
+J 

<ll entrance into the St. Mary's River which mitigated against towing. 
.c 

4-<+J 

000 


>:: +J 	 When the results of the fixed outflow studies (Table AI) are compared 
o~ 

•..< ::l with open lake tows (Table All) it is evident that significant differences 
+J t1l 
t1loo existed between the two areas. In general, the organisms swept out of 
U 
o +J 	 the lake were more numerous by nearly an order of magnitude, in many cases. 
,..:l t1l A comparison of genera present, particularly in late June, shows the presence 
~ of organisms in the effluent from the lake that are not present even in the 
<t: 	 vicinity of Isle Parisienne in Whitefish Bay, some thirteen miles from the 

<ll 
I-< 	 sampling site. This would tend to indicate that major contributions are 
::l 	 being made to zooplankton populations by the numerous shallow embaymentsbIJ 

•..< 
I'Y 	 that adjoin the channel, and actually constitute the shore line of the St. 

Mary's River. A contribution may also be made by the river itself, since, 
except in the areas dredged for navigation, the stream tends to be quite 
shallow and sluggish. 
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TABLE AI 

CONTINUOUS Pk\NKTON RECORDER STUDIES OF LAKE SUPERIOR OUTFLOW 
SAULT STE. MARIE, MICHIGAN SAMPLING STATION 

October 19-20,1967 June 27-28, 1968 

,.... 
+a 

Limnoca lanu s 

C~ 

Dia,Etomus 

Epischura 

Total Copepoda 

No./I0m3 

691 

3917 

8870 

152 

13630 

No./liter 

0.07 

0.4 

0.9 

0.02 

1. 39 

No./I0m3 

922 

5760 

9216 

346 

16244 

No. / liter 

0.09 

0.6 

0.9 

0.03 

1. 62 

Simocephalus 

Ceriodaphnia 

576 

1037 

5875 

0.06 

0.01 

0.6 

461 

1728 

6912 

0.05 

0.2 

0.7 

2419 0.2 3686 0.4 

Tota 1 C ladocera 9907 0.87 12787 1.35 

Total Crustaceans 23536 2.3 29031 2.9 

Bosmina 

Total Cladocera 

56 

748 

804 

0.006 

0.07 

0.08 

56 

2104 

316 

2476 

0.006 

0.02 

0.03 

0.2 

Total Crustaceans 3020 0.3 5844 0.6 1504 0.13 1324 0.13 
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Figure A2. Location of Recorder Sections 17 and 18 - October 22, 1967. 
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Figure A3. Location of Recorder Sections 18 and 19 - June 21, 1968. 
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It is presumed that these factors may be contributory to the increased 
total counts and to the appearance of crustacean species not recorded in 
near by lake sections. It is unfortunate that further data are unavail
able. However, these observations indicate that further studies would be 
profitable to our knowledge of zooplankton ecology in the Great Lakes, 
since additional information would lead to a better understanding of 
seasonal variations and the overall importance of this group. Such a 
study should be integrated with open lake collections as well as data 
from adjacent embayments in the St. Mary's River. TIlis would lead to a 
better understanding of the effects of replacement time on zooplankton 
populations in Lake Superior and the effects of littoral areas on zooplank
ton populations. 
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APPENDIX B 
I )..0 

<Il 0 
)..0 'M 

)..0 til 
CI1 O-! ...-IPICTORIAL SYNOPSIS OF LABORATORY METHODS 

.... 	 U) 

>,>, 
+J )..0,-< 
.... 0 ro 

+JC:
The 	 following series of photograpllS tllustrate the laboratory '" <1l <1l<1l )..0 

0)..0methods emp in this study. The basic steps summarized are: (1) 
~..oo 

preparation of silks, (2) cutting the silks, (3) storage of prepared 	 ,-< <1l4--< ......... 

materi als, (4) washing s ilks to remove entrapped ;wop1ankters, (5) con '" GJ c:

)..o.c: .,-1 
0 

centration of the sample, and (6) storage of the concentrate. GJ +J +J 
""CI <1l 
)..0 0 )..0 

o '--' <1l 
<.l 	 p.. 
<Il""CI GJ 
p:: GJ 	 )..0 

t:::p..
<Il )..0 

!5 13 2 
,-< 

«l 

<Il 
)..0 

Eh 

B2. 	 Cutting the Recorder silks into increments equal to ten 
statute miles of tow. 
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Figure B3. Preparation of Recorder silk sections for storage by 
addition of formalin. 
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Figure B4. Washing the trapped organisms from silk sections with a jet 	 ''-; 
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APPENDIX C 

REL~VANT ADDITIONAL NOTES 

In March of 1967, a letter from A,M. Beeton, Assistant Director 
of the Center for Great Lakes Studies, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 
was received by Dr. T.A. Olson. In this letter, Beeton indicated that in 
August, 1963, he made a single tow with a Continuous Plankton Recorder in 
each of three lakes, Michigan, Huron, and Erie. The text of this letter 
appears in Figure 

The results of these tows, Figure C2, are expressed as numbers of 
organisms per 3.0 cubic meters of water filtered in ten miles of tow. This 
figure is based on calculations utilizing the nautical mile, normally used 
in the marine work. Distances in this publication, however, as in most 
navigation in the Great Lakes were measured in terms of statute miles. This 
means that a considerable disagreement appears to exist between Beeton's data 
and that of this study. Since a filtration rate of approximately 2.5 cubic 
meters of water per ten statute miles of tow has been established, a correc
tion factor of approximately 20 per cent should be applted to the data of 
Figure C2 when comparisons are made with information contained in this 

study. 
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The University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee 
WILWA.UK&L. WISCONSIN a3llit01 

.COLLEGE Ofll LI!TTe:,U AND !lCII!NCI! 

CBNTI!A FOR G~e:AT LAKES STuDIES 

13 March 196'7 

Dr. Tbeodore Olson 
The University of 1011 nnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Dear Dr. Olson: 

I noticed that you will be one of the authors of a paper to 
be presented at the loth Conference on Great Lakes Research on the 
Hardy Continuous Plankton Recorder. 

I tbougllt you would like to know of the results ot the first 
US" of the instrument in the Great Lftkes. 

In the summer of 1963, I made arrangements for the /uln Arbor 
Laboratory of the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries to borrow a 
Hardy Plankton Recorder from the Bureau' s Boothbay Harbor, Maine 
Laboratory. Explatory sampling with the instrument was undertftken 
by the Bureau's vessel Cisco in August, 1963. The Recorder was 
towed at a depth of 10 meters for 100 miles in Lake Micbigan_ 81 miles 
in Lake Huron, and 69 miles in Lake Erie. The spool of silk result
ing from these to"'s was sent to Andrew !lobertson at tbe Edinburgh 
Laboratory of tbe Scotticb Marine Biological Association. The 
results of his examination of the silk is attached. 

My own observations were that tbe coarse mesh used in the 
ocean vould not be suitable for collecting the s"",ller Crustacea 
and'larval stages of large .pecies found in freshwater. Several major 
field problems vould need attention: (1) selection Of a silk of a 
suitable mesh, (2) determining the optimum speed at which the silk 
pas.es through the Recorder for use in fresh water, and (3) the 
optimum depth for towing the Recorder in the Great Lakes, whicb of 
cOurse vould vary from 1ftke to lftke. 

I bope all is going well. Dr. Mortimer and I are busy getting 
the Center for Great Lakes Studies establisbed here in Milwaulr.ee, but 
mast things are coming along very n1 cely and "" sbould have many of tbe 
details under control by this spring. 

Kindest regards. 

Sitf!, 

A. M. Beeton 
Assistant Director 

cc: PrOfessor Odlaug 

Figure CI. Photocopy of the text of a personal communication 
regarding an early Recorder tow. 
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A CHECKLIST OF SPECIES TAKEN ON 

Copepoda: 

1. Limnoca1anus macrurus (Sars) 
ZOOPLANKTON 

Concentration*(Animal/m3 ) 

L. Erie Huron Michigan 

Cyclopoid copepods 3450 28S 64 

D1aptoll!llS 42S0 326 51 

Daphnia 4250 ISO 230 

)'bsmina 1000 109 345 

Cariadaphnia • 700 

Diaphanosoma ~ 17S0 

Leptodora • 13 

Holopedium 408 38 

polyphemus 13 13 

* Each sample wa. analyzed by counting approximately l/SO of the 
animals on a 4 inch block of silk. As the distance towed in each lake 
an:1 the length of silk that this used were known, tile miles towed per
4 ;\,.nches of silk could be computed. From this and the known fact that 
3"" of water i8 filtered by toe Recorder for each 10 JIlileo of towinr. the 
concentration of animal per mJ could then be worked out. 

PHTIOPLANKTOJl* 
t .. Huron L. Michiew

L. Erie 

CeratiulTICeratiumCeratiurn TabellariaTabellariaTal:.':lCllaria Fila.mentous p:reenFilamentous green 
Staurastrum 

Filamentous green Staurastru."ll 
Staurastrurn 
t-ti crocystis 
Unknown blue-green 

Synedra. 

Stephanodiscus 
Synedra 

Ste~hanodi5C'Us 

Pediastrmll 
DinQbr"'jon 
Unknown rreen 

• The silk 'Was scanned in an attempt to rim as many different. 
phytoplanktliis as pos.ible. 

Figure C2. PhotocoPY of the results of Beeton's 
1963 Recorder tow. 
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RECORDER TOWS 1966-1968 

2. Senecella calanoides 
3. Diaptomus .:!£.. 
4. Epischura lacustris 
5. Cyc lops .:!£.. 
6. Mesocyclops .:!£.. 
7. Canthocamptus .:!£.. 

(Juday) 

(Forbes) 

8. Osphranticum labronectum (Forbes) 

Cladocera: 

1. Daphnia ~. 
2. Ceriodaphnia .:!£.. 
3. Simocephalus .:!£.. 
4. Graptolebris testudinaria (Fischer) 
5. Holopedium gibberum (Zddach) 
6. Bosmina .:!£.. 
7. Sida crystallina (O.F. Muller) 
8. Diaphanosoma brachyurum (Loven) 
9. Leptodora kindtii (Focke) 

10. Polyphemus pediculus (Linnaells) 

Protozoa: 

1. Codonella cratera (Leidy) 
2. Ceratium hirundinella (O,F. Muller) 

Rotifera: 

1. Keratella 
2. Keratella 
3. Kellicottia 
4. Trichocerca .:!£.. 

Malacostraca: 

1. Mys!s relicta var. 
2. Pontoporeia affinis 

(O.F. Muller) 
(Gosse) 

(Kellicott) 

oculata (Loven) 
(Lindstrom) 
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